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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME NUMBER FIFTY<ONE

DEC.

OTHER FARMERS FAIL TO PAY
TAXES THIS YEAR

INSURANCE
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churches.

.Van,

East 8th Street
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Manf«r Bring! Cbru*
For the past year Mr. Brower of
be
tinnity to the World
the Ho.iand Printing Company has Party of Thro* Navigates Canton
*“ Small Craft; Firad On By
found is the sugar beet cropt but that
ueen puolishing a Sunday school
Black Rivar Junkars at Night
| fact has nothing to do with this Carnegie Hall was crowded to the
guide giving valuable Sunday school
l story just
doors last night with an audience information for the Reformed
Sears McLean, who has just re- that came to witness the great re*
I
Under a Canton, China date line of
j turned from a northern trip where ligious pageant “The Light of the*
This paper has a wide circulation December iS, the Grand Rapids Her1 potatoesapples and hay are plenti- World'1 so appropriatefor this sea- of more than 7, QUO, and circulates
followingrelative to a
ful and where sugar beeta are ex- son of the year. This great religious wherever Reformed churches are es- Holland man. Says the Herald: •
j tensively raised, states that this play semi-oratorio, scmi-pnntomtne, tablished
....... ........
in the United
............
States.
M- Van Dyke of Holland, Mich.,
; year hundreds of farmers up north, is
‘
one of the most gigantic and most
The Guide has oeen edited by the ®, tw<> American companions,C. H.
never even took the trouble to dig successful productionsever attempt- Rev. Clarence Dame, Rev. S.
Philadelphia and I. H. Wire
up their potatoes.
ed by local talent. One hundred and der Warf and Henry Geerlings. 0* ^troit, completed in 27Mi hours
Potatoes are selling for twelve fifty participants from the different After January 1st what is called ® v°yaKe of more than 100 miles thru
cents a bushel and farmers have not churches were instrumentalin the Little Guide, will also be pub- lh®. treacherous Canton Delta, in
the time to waste on a price of this bringing the “Light of the World" to lished together with the Big Guide, *®hievement thit is looked upon is
kind.
Holland in song and story.
and will be edited by Mr. Geerlings.**,mo*t miraculous. Their boat the
He found other farmers loaded The pageant by H. Augustine The matter will be for young peo- 7*noer*r, was equippedwith a smill
down with apples of the highest va- Smith, A. M., of Boston University, pie and children, and will be put up Chinese sail and in outboard motor
riety and these were going to the was first presented in the Imperial in simpler style so the younger
l°®ded down with cooking uten*
cider press at 25c a hundred.
theater in Tokio, Japan, on October can understand the subject matter ,‘;8 an,d blankets.Another American
Farmers too, were baling hay at 8, 1920 under the d rection of the in
! 5j*rfed to make the trip alone in a
$9 a ton and as the bean crop was author.
Puzzles and other interesting fea- 8nJa*' Jj\ra{t but was forced to quit
also a failure the agriculturists had
The pageant is centered around tures for young people will also be when his boat was sunk in a choppy
a close squeeze financially this t the birth of Christ, and unfolds itself contained in the
i 8e®*
year.
It is intended that the Little
Iheir first getaway proved successin a way that cannot help but prove
Mr. McLean stated that a con- that The Great Nazarene is the cor- shall
circuflatedin the same
**ter a vain battle with the
ference with a supervisor in that dis- nerstoneof the Christian religion of field ts is the Big Guide, the distinc- they tied up in the shadow of
trict he was told that between sixty today, and that the entire fabric of tion being that one is for old, and “ic rocks. Unseen, they watched the
and seventy per cent of the farmers our religious activities, and our the other for young
I hulking black junks drive swiftly by
would have to forego the paying of Christian faith first found it humble
It is stated that the Christian En- on their way from Canton to the optaxes until the following year be- beginning when the shepherds saw deavor topics will be published en
________
. With the
turn of the tide the
cause of the crop failure,or the ex- The Star that led them to the babe weekly in the Big Guide which is a journeymenchugged on toward the
tremely low market on crops that in the manger.
mouth of the Pearl river. They
new departure.
^vere abundant. The supervisor also
passed the major part of the Chinese
As the Wise Men, the Prophets
told him that it was quite noticeable and the Shepherds were led two HOLLAND DOES NOT WIN
navy, throe old cruisers that had been
that farmers in the district who had thousandsyears ngo, so the beautiful
FEDERAL BAKERY PRIZE anchored below the Bocca Tigris
raised sugar beets not only paid their Star throwing it radiant light in
forts ever since they deserted Dr.
taxes but had money in the bank.
Some two months ngo the Federal Sun Yat Sen’s cause last June.
the Christian pageant,also leads the
The country through which Mr. Shepherds,Prophets,and Wise Men Bakery of Holland together with
Late in the afternoonthe
_______
sail was
____
McLean took a trip was near Cadil- to the manger, over which the Ma- other bakeries under the Federal run up and the motor idled against
lac, Everett, Charlevoix and other donna is casting a watchful eye, with System offered a prize for the best [be tide. The strong following set,
set,
districtsin that vicinity.
title to a picture that was placed in bucking the tide, constantlv
guardian angels all about.
did
The large chorus of one hundred the window of the bakery represent- j to cause the tiny, overloac
ided craft to
: voices directed by Mr. Vandersluis ing a rushing crowd attemptingto broach,
One of the exciting incidents told
sing in unison softly carrolling the enter a confectionerystore of
Federal
by the men was When a big black
opening
number.
(gr’See what the Peoples State
Merrick Hanchett started an ad- junk, showing no light*,bore down
With rhythmic steps the prophets
bank is giving away on Page 8.
vertising campaign through the Sen- on them and fired three times. The
j and the Magi kings followed by the
shepherdswend their way to Christ’s tinel and Holland City News asking Wanderer veered off to port. A half
birthplace. The Prophets tell of the for slogans and received a little over hour later a steamer towing a pascoming of the Messiah and how these 1200 responses, al^ having a sditable sage boat came up from behind, opsubject for the picture in question. I ened fire with two rifle shots, and
prophecies are here fulfilled.
The first prize was for $260.00, when they showed a light, followed
. After the prophets have spoken
the Madonna in the person of Miss the second prize for $100, the third with three more shots, but did not
Helene Van Kaalte, leaning grace- prize $50 and ten prizes of $6.00 stop to make inquiries.
Upon reaching . Whampoa, Dr.
*ffilly over the crib, softly and sweet*
The first prize was won by E. L. . Sun’s headquartersduring the early
ly sings her lullaby to the imaginary
Christ Child, who lies in the manger, Blystone,of Greensburg, Pa., and part of the fighting last summer, the
and upon whom she casts lowing and the winning subject was the follow- crew realized that the supply of gasing: “They Come in Droves to Get ( ./line and oil waa inadequate.By
care full eyes.
mixing p big percentageof kerosene
*
As she cooos to the babe, three Our
Miss Ethelyn Metz received favor- the voyagers nursed the boat up to
'angels appear from different directhe Canton dock .at 2:60 in the
tions and with outstretchedarm^ able mention in the
morning on the crest of the floo
come sflowlytoward the manger.
As the angels appear an AntiphonNEWS
running time was 2
, 1 hours and 50 minutes.
al choir softly sings "Holy, Holy,
The
column
fifty years ago will
___
f,
Holy, Lord of
found
on
page
eleven
of
this
issue
The last strains of music dying
A
'.i'
way, Christianity appears in the per- instead of in the accustomed place
son of Miss Nolle Hole,, and lights and the continued story Periwinkle
her torch at the cradle of Christ and House will be found on Page 15.
goes forth to spread Christianity Those who have not kept up with the
over the entire world and to find fol- continued story can get back copies
lowers of Him who is really the Light by dropping the Nows a postal card.
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CARNEGIE HALL CROWDED TO SMALL PUBLICATION IS TO BE HOLLAND MAN HAS A NARROW
RE' ! ED,TED BY HENRY GEER.
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Holland City State Bank has an interesting feature, page 3 of this issue.
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Six ambassadors espousing ChrisThe Holland Poultry Association
tian religion,kneel before Christian- next year is to put in what is called
ity, light their torches and go forth a junior department.The associa-

Hudson

Owner

Herchoice isimmaterial

Miss

Undecided

to us for wesell both cars,

Owner

‘Essex

and

either stands for durability

service and beauty

They are the Finest Gars

The

Too Has Come

Price

Hudson and Essex Cars take a drop
Christmas. Here
Hudson

“

Town

in

MEN FROM THE
EAST” DEPICTED
BANK LOBBY

white.

Down

in price so people can

As the groups

buy a car for

is today’s price list:

Essex Coach ............ $1145.00

Sedan ............*2095.00
........... 152000

“

Cabriolet ............ 1145

4-pass speedster.. 1425.00

“

Touring

Coach

7 pass. Touring.. .. 1475.00

Freight and

00

1045.00

.....

to get still other recruits. In this tion wishes to interest young people
way the Christianreligion finds a in poultry considering that the young
broader field through the Sunday man of today will be the poultry man
school teacher, the evangelist, thq of tomorrow. A start is already beteacher of religious education, the ing made this year when Henry
businessman, the soldier and last Bosch, city inspector, offers a five
but not least, the missionary.
dollar silver cup to the 'youngest exTheir work has brought the “light hibitor.
of the world” to many who are in
darkness, and in order to typify the
harvest that their preachings and “WISE
teachings have brought, groups of
IN
recruits are brought at the feet of
Christ, and their garbs of drab are
transformed into gowns of spotless

War Tax Extra

George Bosnian the local

BLOWS CANDY FINDS ITS WAY
TO PEOPLES BANK
PATRONS

The local baoks are all vying with
each other to make things as chrlstmasy as possible. One has a beautiful tree, another has a unique booth
but it is up to the Peoples State
Bank to play Santa Claus.
The Peoples have purchased from
Blom’s Candy store 1,000 beautiful
packages of candy, and these sweets
are handed out to each Christmas
Saving patron starting an account at
that bank.
On the outside of the package are
the greetings of the season from the
Peoples State Bank.

artist

finally fill the imhas built in the lobby of the First WRIGHT FARMER IS
provised stage a paean of glory from
State bank a large booth which conTAKEN BY OFFICER ON
the principals in the cast, joined in tains all the informationand plans
THEFT CHARGE
with the large chorus below, burst relative to the Christmas
forth in great crescendo, in HalleluMiniature Christmas trees
Y. J. Doty, a farmer of Wright
jah chorus.
the top of the booth. Christmas bells . township,was arrested yesterdayby
The curtain falls on a production adorn different parts of this cozy Undersheriff Jade Spangler charged
that cannot heip but uplift and imcorner and in the center of holly with larceny. It is stated that Doty
press the audience.
wreaths, “Christmas Savings 1923,” broke and entered the home of Chas.
The pageant will be repeated to- is painted.
Cole, taking therefrom a silvertone
night and tomorrow night and there
In front of the booth is a large phonograph and fifty records. Unis no doubt but that the wonderful
painting depicting the Wise Men dersheriff Spangler followed him to
rendition of this great spectacle will
from the East following the Star.
his home and while the officerwas
please a majority of the citizens of
The booth arrangement is a little ...
. ..... B
___
, . ..
.....
searching
Doty’s
barn
it was stated
Holland.
different again than other Christmas that an attempt wap made to return
’ Before the pageant is given Rev.
innovationsconnected up with the the stolen articles. Arraignment will
Paul Ninkamp of Hope College gives
business
| be before Justice H. W. Irwin of
a stereopticon view of the birth and
The whole thing is unique and Coopcrsvilla.
the childhood of Christ.
speaks well for the artistic ability of
Special mention should be made of
Mr. Bosman.
YOUNG LADIES DISTRIBUTE
Mbs Henrietta Wamshuis who for
$285 FOR MISSIONS
weeks has been directing the pageant
with untiring faithfulness.
The list of charactersnot includ- Winfield Burggraaff;Student or BiThe Young Udiqa’ Mission society
those who took part in the chorus are . ble .Group, Hope church; Primary'; 0f tfie Otli street Christian Reformed
the
Burdened church held their annual meeting on
I Children,Third church;
First Prophet, Carl E Schroeder; Souls, Methodist church; Religious Mondy evening at the church parSecond Prophet, John Vander Ploeg; Teachers, Third church; Business lors.
Prophet Isaiah, CorneliusWierenga; Men, First church; National Group,
Election of officers for the coming
Three Magi Kings— A. C. V. R. Gil- Sith church; InternationalGrtoup, years was held and resulted as folmore, Gerrit Ter Beek, John Ter Trinity church; Antiphonal quartet, lows: Pres., Miss Jean Slenk; viceBeek; Madonna, Helene Van Raalte; Willis Diekema Mabelle Mulder, Mr*.' president, Miss Anne Holkeboer;secThree Attending Angels — Maxine Arthur Visscher, C. Vander Meulen. retary. Miss Nella Den Uyl; treasurLucaa, Margaret Anderson, Katha-L 'T,L------ i! .....
j--*— -- -The executive
committee who er, Miss Florence Branderhorst;
asrine Tyner; Five Shepherds — Clar- were instrumentalin helping to sistant secretary and treasurer, Miss
ence Laman, Charles Parson, Walter make the pageant a success follow Nelle Breen.
Roughgarden, Henry Dekker, Elmer , below:
. ...........
Mr. George
.... . .....
Schuiling,
..... ot presi,
The society during the year colVan Lare; Spirit of Christianity, dent; Mr. Roy B. Champion, Mr.
M; W. lected the amount of $285.60 which
Nelle Kole; Education, Mrs G. H. J. Westveer, Sec’y, Mrs. J. H. Den ws judiciously distributed among the

savings.
adorn

.

enterprise.

We
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also

have some great

j

bargains in Used Cars
y
1

Hudson 7-pass Touring

1

Hudson 7-pass Touring, New

....................... 5400 00
Paint

.;

......

r.

..“ 700.00

27500

1

Reo 7-pass. Touring

1

Nash Sport New Paint Job .....................................

1

Buick Touring .................... ..........................................
500 00

1

Dort .........................................................

1

Maxwell Touring .....................................

1

Overland Touring .............................................................
125.00

1

Studebaker Touring .........

1

Apperson Roadster ........................................................
... 350 00

..

.............................................

700.00

.

.

.

..

........

.

.

375.OO

........................
350 00

......... ........... :

........ .... _ lu0;00

following':
—

Thomas;

Holland Hudson and Essex Co.
Sales ail Service

Citz,

Phone 2159. 25 W. 9th Street
~^--TA.ITna

Holland, Mich.

.......

**

’r" ”

Nine Grecian Maidens, Herder; Director of Pageant, Miss' foreign and domestic missions and
EpiscopalChurch; Church, William Henrietta Wamshuis; Director of j other benevolent causes fosteredby
Slater; Nine Crusaders,Boy Scouts; Chorus, Mr. John Vandersluis;Mis- the church.
First Ambassador, Mrs. Harris tress of the Robes, Mrs. S. R. Me
Mr. Heeringa, who is the oldest
Meyer; Second Ambassador, Martha Lean; Light Manager, Mr. A. Nauta; member of the consistory and also
Gabbard; Third Ambassador, George Stage Manager, Mr. A. Smeenge; one of the oldest members of the
Damson; Fourth Ambassador, Theo- Publicity, Mr. D. Damstra; Finance, church gave the young ladies a very
dore Zwemer; Fifth Ambassador, Mr. Otto P. Kramer; Ushers, Mr. A. interesting talk, pointing out to
Dick Boter; Sixth Ambassador, Min- Nienhuip; Accompanist, Mr. Harris them the best way in which to help
nie Vrooland; Seventh Ambassador, ’ Meyer.
_ J missions along.

PAGE TWO

“Say

Qur

SERVANT GIRL
ROBBED HOME; TAKES
“FRENCH LEAVE’

with Flowers’

it

The Ottawa county sheriff’s department has finally removed the
veto from news regard.ng the robbery which was staged at the home
oi James Johnson, 403 Lake Ave.
Granu haven. Sherilf Fortney haa
Deep hard at work on the case and
officers in Grand Rapids and Detroit are workig on the affair in conjunctionwith the sheriffso that arrests are predicted within a short

stoclrw e«>mplete,with baskets, beautiful ferns, cyclamen, primioses, and large

time.

and double

and smaller Jerusalem cherries
holly wieaths.

FRESH CUT FLOWERS
Come
Xmas

in «fHi make your selection now for
delivery.

Twelfth St. Floral
Home
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Look behind Your
Insurance Policy
:

2
:

I
3

3

<•

i

3

If you

business plan in which the
managing head personally profits
in proportion to the volume of business
written, but who neither hazards any personal
loss nor assumes any liability to you by reason
of the character of risks underwritten,
that is reciprocal insurance.
find there a

directing and

i

DO YOU WANT TO TRUST SUCH AN INSTITUtlON

I

TO_CARRYJfQUR AUTOMOBILE, FIRE

5

OR CASUALTY PROTECTION?

:

Next to Safety Service
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ment in Insurance,and
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all

important

company

ele-

the
only medium through which you can obtain bath

oafety

is

and Service.
STOCK INSURANCE

DOWN

13

42

TO A PR1CF

East 8;h

The
we

fact that

St.;

HOLLAND,

are able to sell

First fully

them

covered by

Kuiper of Holland, and Samuel
Johnson of Norway were admitted to
U. S. citizenshipin the Allegan court.
Olaf Kristian Stanberg of Norway
was compelled to repetition when it
was found that one of his witnesses
was not a citizen. This was Charles
Potter of Pullman, who came to this
country from Canada in 1858, enlisting in the Union army in 1863,
and has in general been a good citizen “tfith his heart m the right
place”, as Judge Cross said. He had
been informed shortly after the war
that his honorable discharge from
the army made him a citizen, and as
such he voted in Illinoisand Michigan and held elective offices with
honor. Fortunately there is in his
case a short cut provided to receive
in name what he has enjoyed in fact.
One applicant must wait until his
witness returns and another, whose
22 year old daughter is ^ high school
graduate,could not pass the examination and must study some more,
although,as he says, he is so busy
that he has no time.

Holland, Mich.

MICHIGAN

Remedies.

at so

low

a

carload of these tires is the one and only reason that

price. EVERY TIRE

is

GUARANTEED to

be A

l

the factory guarantee.

OLDFIELD
30x3
30 x 3 1-2

........

999

..

FABRICS
......

$6.92
$7.82

OLDFIELD CORDS
SIZE
30x3
32x3

TIRES
1-2
1-2

$

TUBES

15

$17.40

$1.45
$1.90

31x4

$20.05

32x4
33x4
34x4

$2 50

$22. 10

$2.65
$2.70
$2.85
$3.40
$4.20

11.

$22.80

$23.40
$28.50
$35. 65

32x4 1-2

33x5

Circuit court is in session at Allelegan. There seem to be an unusual number of cases actually ready
for trial and it promisesto be a very
busy session. The ciminal cases
against Lee Pullman and Edward
Barbeau, rape; Arthur Funk, larceny from a building; and Ira Whitman, compellinga female to be defiled, are on call for this week, the
jury being in attendance Monday.
These and the cases against Gustav
Bluthardt, violationof prohibition
law, and Eugene ^Jmith, forgery,
which may posibly be tried, will com-

mas Perfumes, Writing Paper, Toilet
Sets, White Ivory
and Candies.
Model."

Si

lllllllliilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|||||||||||||||||||||||

Ladies Cloaks,
Skirts, Furs

New Year

Dresses,

and Millinery

SATURDAY, DEG. 16
and continue until stock

is

closed out.

During the first 7 days of this
sale we shall offer Reduced
Prices on

GRAND RAPIDS CIVIC
ORCHESTRA WILL
PLAY IN HOLLAND
Civic orchestra

come to Holland on the evening
of Friday, December 15. to give a
concert in the Holland high school
auditoriumunder the auspices of the
Christian School alumni association.
This is a seventy-five niece symphony orchestraunder the direction
of Ottokar Malek. a noted musician.
Mr. Malek is a man who has knowledge, taste and emotion and he can
make h:s audience tingle to the delight that a symphony orchestra
above all other means can create.
The organization is a thoroughly
drilled orchestraplaying with verve
and spirit. The strings are especially excellent

A Merry Christmas
and a Happy

Suits,

Sale will begin

Fifteen civil jury cases were announced ready and a goodly number
of contested chancery cases. 22 divorce suits as against 18 last term
does not look as if the marital dove
of peace was making good.

The Grand Ranids

Greett You

BYRON CENTER

ANNUAL SALE

Skirts, Waists,

will

Boston
Restaurant

HOLLAND

plete the calendar.

$9

THE

= ZEELAND

ALLEGAN COURT TO
HAVE A BUSY WEEK

See our Beautiful assortment of Christ-

Phone 1041

a solid

Unheard-of-Prices

Schley, and Paul Gregerson of Germany; Leopold Reiss of Austria; Anthony C. Lobreto of Italy; Rev. Wm.

Exclusive Agent for
Conkeys Poultry

to trade at the

we bought

at

Hendrik John Weaver, Charles A.

Cor. River and Eighth St.

pays

A Solid Carload

Wauchek, John Salapaka, Andrew

Node! Drug Store

*It

8,000 Miles Guarantee

VOTED SINCE CIVIL
WAR; NOT A CITIZEN

VISSCHER- BROOKS,
1016.

taken.
Sheriff Fortney was immediatelynotified and he commenced work on the

CORD TIRES

HOT CONDUCTFD

BUT
UP TO A STANDARD.

Phow

Five hundred dollars worth of
wearing aparel belonging to Mrs.
Johnston, eleven dollars in money
anl vanity cases were taken. The silver was untouched so that the theory
is the servant girl, who is suspected
of the robbery, is a novice.
Sime time ago Mrs. Johnston engaged a new maid who came to her
highly recommended by Grand Rapids parties. According to Mrs.
Johnston this young lady whose age
was estimated at 18 and whose name
was understood to be Helen Brown,
was the very acme of perfection as
a servant and filled every requirement with the greatest satisfaction.
She made very few friends and no
company who was unknown to her
employer. She spoke English with a
broken accent and was believedto
have been of Polish nationality.
Last Wednesday Mr. and Mrs.
Johnston and their children went to
Grand Rapids to spend the day, leaving the maid in the house alone.
When they returned, they found that
the articlesenumerated had been removed and that their maid had also
departed. Even the suit case and
gladstonebags had been utilized in
removing the booty and in all about
$500.00 worth of goods had been

OLDFIELD

case getting in touch with Grand
Rapids and Detroit police. It was
learned that the girl came from Detroit and it was assumed that when
she left she went to Grand Rapids.
Investigations also proved that her
recommendations from the prominent Grand Rapids people were bogus.
It is also believed that the name of
Helen Brown is an alias Police are
of the opinion that a confederate
was working with the girl and that
they left in an automobile.

a strong, conservative,

financially able Stock Insurance

1

The nucleus of this organization
was the former St. Cecelia orchestra

Sweaters, Muslin

Underwear and
Outing

Gowns

The time for our ANNUAL SALE of WINTER GARMENTS is again here,
and we have cut prices down to a very low figure, which means a big saving to

you. Do

not miss this sale.

which Mr. Malek has developed and

expanded into a full symnhonic
organization, the personnelincluding
many of the foremost violinistsand

other instrumentalists in Grand
Rapids and Western Michigan and
also many student musiciansin high

DU MEZ BROS.

school orchestras.

This orchestrahas achieveda remarkable reputation in Grand Rapids
and throughout Western Michigan
and its coming to Holland is an
event of great importance. It will
give local music lovers a chance to
hear a concert such as comes very
seldom to a city of this size.

“what we say we

Holland,

do,

we do do.”

Mich.

THE HOLLAND CITY

HARD GOAL NOT

,

TO BE

YOST GALLS OAPPON

HAD AT

ANY PRICE

Local fuel administrator Austin
Harrington has issued warning to
th« people of Holland and vicinity
that hard coal is not to be had anywhere for love nor money. The last
means has been exhausted to secure
hard coal for this community and it
has failed. That being the case, Mr.
Harrington believes it would bo
wrong to keep the public in ignorance. People who need hard coal or
who will need it in the near future
are advised by him not to depend on
being able to gel some at the time

when

their present supply

is

ex-

*

GREATEST FULL BACK
IN THE OONFERENGE
Franklin C. Cappon of Holland,
was one of twenty men awarded gold
football charms Monday afternoon
at the Universityof Michigan, according to a dispatch from the Michigan News Bureau. This honor came
to Cappon for helping to carry the
Michigan team to the championship
this year and is the university's
method of showing appreciation for
the good work of the Holland.
_ man.
Impressiveceremonies were held
Monday afternoon in the Michigan
Union building during which thes presentations were made by Coach Yost.
In making the presentationto the
Holland man, Yost heralded Cappon

•

OPEN

-Our New

FACE

THUr

NOW OPEN

Join

CHRISTMAS CLUB

_

hausted. The wise thing to do, he
thinks, is to find a substitute for hard
coal, either by putting in other
stoves that can burn soft coal or by as the greatest full-back in the confinding ways and means of burning ference.
something else in their hard coal
stoves. It should be definitelyunderstood that the hard coal situation is
G. J. A. Pessink, a former rural
carrier of Holland, now sexton in a
Mr. Harrington made a special ef- large Chicago church, was here Frifor to find a trace of a hard coal supday night to take in the mail carriers
ply while on his recent trip to and postal employees banquet at the
Washington where he represented Woman’s LiteraryClub Friday evenHolland at the Rivers and Harbors ing.
Congress. He stopped off at Buffalo
to try to make arrangement to have
COMMUNICATION
a supply shipped to Holland,but the
effort was fruitless. Hard coal was
simply not to be had at any price.
Mr. Harrington made this special Editor

hopeless.

NOW

NEWS

And Have Money Next

Christmas

->

effort largely in the interest of the
poultry men of Holland and Zeeland.

-

Christmas Club

the

PASS BOOK

MONEY.

Join

Our

Regularly depositing a
specified sum of
cmicH week iw the

CHBISnUS

BUSINESS MEN
and

To Encourage Thrift

we sent you and

EARNERS

answer to

a communication
These men have been using hard signed by certain citizens of Graafschap in regard to the Jan Harm
coal etxensively in their business and
and the hard coal famine will be a Scholten chicken case, I wish to state
great inconveniencefor them. But my lide of the matter:
The article says that “neither the
they, as well as people who use hard
coal extensively in their business owner nor the meat market could see
have to look to some other kind of anything wrong with the chickens.’’I
am a trained chicken man and I wish
fuel.
Mine run of Pocahantas coal is to to state positively that one of the
chickens had a lump on the side of
be had, but the egg and lump of that
kind of coal also is. non-existent at his head as large as half an egg and
the present moment. However, there the most inexperiencedperson could
see that it was a sick bird. Others
is no danger of a real famine because other grades of soft coal are had running noses and eyes closed by
to be obtained in sufficientquantity. disease, which also any ordinary examination would reveal. The statement that neither Mr. Scholten nor
the market man knew the chickens
were diseased is not the truth.
In

Bring in

For--

WOMEN

money
way to

HAVE MONEY.
Every man and woman
can enaily npare some

CLUB

money from their earnings^
each week and when you
depoait it, you have it.

CHILDREN

Our Christman Club of-

For--

fern you a methodical plan
for deponiting your money

regularly.

EVERYBODY

JOIN TO DAY.

MOTHER MAKES AN
APPEAL FOR

Mil’ll

HER CHILDREN

You can start with 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c and increase your deposit the
same amount each week, or you can start with 25c, 50c, $1, $2,

S'ck'.f'sdfo’Ite?!,
buggy, corner Maple and 17th. I
Miss Nellie Churchford, head of | waited till he came back to his rig
the City Mission, goes to her mail 1 and asked if ho was going to sell
box these days with something like | the birds. He said “yes.” I then
fear and trembling, afraid that she informed him some of them were sick
will find still more letters in them and instructed him to take the sick
begging for clothes to keep needy birds back home, allowing him to sell
men, women and children — especially the others. He became indignant and
children — in Holland warm. She has made objections. I then positively
a number of such letters and she has and definitelyinstructed him not to
been making every effort to supply sell the sick birds.
After dinner I went to the meat
the needs, but the resources are lack*
ing.
market where he intended to sell
Tuesday, when the w ind was them and I found the whole crate of
blowing a sixty mile gale, a little thickens, sick birds and all. I asked
boy came to Mias Churchford,bear- the market man if Scholtenhad taking a note from his mother scribbled en any birds home, but he said he had
not, nor had he called the market
in pencil. The note reads:
man’s attention to the fact that he
“Dear Miss Churchford: If
had been forbidden to sell some of
in any way you have any cloththe birds. I then positively forbade
ing for children or that can be
the market man to sell the sick birds
made over for childrenI’d be
and told him that if any of thf’ bi-d*
very glad to have you help me
died to keep the carcasses as I might
as I’ve six children and it's all
heed them in court. The market man
my man can do is to keep in
called up Scholten later, told h'm the
eats. Hardly that as he isn’t
circumstancesand the next morning
hardly making anything, so if
Scholten’s son came to Holland and
you have anything for them that
took the sick birds hack horn"
you can help me I’ll appreciate
When brot into court Mr. Scholit very much. I’ve four girls
ten admitted to Justice Van Scheland two boys. They need clothes
ven and Chief Van Ry that he had
and shoes and rubbers and I
been warned not to sell fehe sick
don’t know where they’re
chickens and that he had snV them
coming from, and I need some
in snit.o of the waring Bo*h Mr
myself, and thank you for help
Van Schelven and Mr. Vap Ry are
in the near future.”
About all Miss Churchford could ready to back up this statement.
I have no npolog es to make 1
do in answer to this appeal was to
send her a few odds and ends Hei simply did my duty as inspector and
resources were exhausted and she tried to protect the people cf Holhad little or no clothing on hand .to land against sick poultry Under
give away. All the clothes donated similar circumstancesI «hon!d hav*
recently have been passed out to to do the same th:ng ntrain ard I
needy families. But appeals like this shall certainly do my best to proseone are coming constantly from var- cute all who try to un’vad sick poulious parts of the city, and it is an un- try on the peon’e of Holland
Henry S. Bosch,
happy condition when the Mission
City Inspector.
cannot respond. So acute have
things become that Miss ChurchI

!

!
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ford finally decided to

u

»
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a direct

appeal to the kind hearted people of
Holland to help her keep the people
in Holland who are suffering warm.
The mission is open every afternoon and anyone wishing to donate
clothes for this cause can take them
there. All kinds of clothes are needed — bed clothes, underwear, children’s clothes, women’s and men’s
clothes, shoes, rubbers, and in fact
anythig that can be worn. The need
is immediate. People are suffering
from, cold in Holland at this mo-

ment.

•
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VRIES and DORNBOS
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VICTORY STARTS

BASKET BALL SEASON
AT HOPE COLLEGE
The 1923 Orange and Blue

basket

ball quintet started the season

with a

.v.

victory when they defeated the strong
all veteran independent Franklin
team of Grand Rapids here Friday
evening, by
score of 13—7. The
game was hard fought before a large
crowd. In spite of hard work Schouten’s proteges allowed their ppponets
to get a liberal lead before they finally came up to their usual frem of
playing. The Furniture City veterans
outdid the locals in basket-shooting
while the Hope squad overcame a
lead through passing and team-work
as the game progressed.
The Franklin Rayls lost to the Hope
Reserves in
furious preliminary
17 — 7. Both teams playe_____ but
ed hard
were lacking in basketball form.
Line-up and summaries:

I
I

Van

Lente __ R.
L.

Jonkman

F

Vander Riet

InlheHisfory Of Ibis Store

.

Kuiper
Boersma
De Graaf

Jonkman
Riemersma 1, Joldersma 1, Dekker

2
1,

been

It’s to

W

rietta Wierenga, 18, Zeeland.

i

_

____________

_
_

____

j

.

•

•

D

Our store is

s

a oiece

of

most beautiful Xmas

filled with

gifts, all plainly

at greatly

reduced prices. Space does not permit us

gains but

Wherever Else You Shop, Don’t Fail to

unselfish advice: do

all

/
.
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.1.. t.r,
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r. idt,
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to

marked

mention all the

bar-

Visit our Store.

you Christmas shopping as early as possible-now
if convenient! You’ll get better service, bettei s lections and be better satisfied in every wav’
Our fine line of gift suggestionsis now complete 10 the Idler. Shop now! Buy now'
Here

»
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your Advantage to do so
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* THE HOME OF GOOD FURNITURE

ward,
ward, 25, Grand Rapids and Hen-

.i

•f • i

DE VRIES-DORNBOS

Thursday evening the Knights of
Pythias will put on work in the third
rank in the local Castle hall.
A marriage license has
ued in Kent county for Elmer WdoJ

• •

•

PLEASE SHOP EARLY!

..........

Riemersma..._..R. G.: ...
Joldersma L. G.
Field goals:— Irving 2,

ini

.

Franklin
.......... Dekker

C.
F.

|1

The Greatest Furniture Sale

a

Hope
Irving

.
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NEWS

fire broke
in the home
- out --------------- bi(? sand shoVfel belonging:1'^'
of Mrp. A. Van Ingen on East 16th the' D. J.
.. _
______ Co.
____________
HeuncsV
’Is takinfebahli:
outet between Van Raalte and Har- from one o{ {he big sand hills near
ri8on *venue8 Friday her 14 year old Grand Havehr and is filling along
Mrs. Harry Parks, of Lansing, for- .-eon probably saved the lives of his 8i(ie the large bridge being conmerly a resident of Holland, died baby brother and 4 year old sister stnicted between Grand Haven and
Monday night at her home. The re- when he carried the two from their Forrysburg.A large area in tha:
mains were brought to Holland for blaxing home. The mother had left Jr,c,n*ty W,N al80 be filled for buildbur.al. Mrs. Parks wa? rormerly the childrenat home while she did n* *ot8Miss Alta Welch and is a sister of some shopping. John Do Jong
J°bn Mulder, teamster, was seMrs. Lura Kisto, West 12th street, wa? delivering groceries in the neigh- yerely injured when caught in a cave
this city. The funeral was held borhood, saw smoke bursting thru in under Zwemer's garage. Mulder
Wtdnesuay afternoon at 2:30 fr>m the roof and turned in the alarm, was digging too near the wall.' A
the home of Mrs. Kisto, 298 W. 12th The fire which is believed to have Portion of it gave way. He was partstreet, Rev. G. B. Fleming officiating,been caused by defective wiring, did 1? buried under the sand and a large
Interment was in Holland towfi- considerable damage to the roof and Piece concrete fell on his chest,
ship cemetery. Mrs. Parks was 55 upper story of the
His body was badly bruised,
years old. She is survived by
Former Sen. Newberry of Michigan The ,4Fro8h ls 8tiU ^
Frosh”
sistert. Mrs. Risto and Mrs. Schnee- called on Pres. Harding Saturday to is ^e-ision rendered by the Hope
say good-bye. He left later for De- Co,,e?e 8tu(lent conaeil. subsequent
While working at Johnston Bros, troit, and said that with Mrs. New- to a re^on^ revolt of the lower classplant at Ferrysburg Monday morn- berry he would make a tour of
*1 refused to don their
ing Francis Barello of Spring Lake world, starting some time in January Kree?’ cap*- At a mass meot n?
____________
______
preswas
Vissrhar president of. the
student counc’l
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Visscher
wa* hadlv
badly injured
injured when
when sr
a chain
chain on
on a
Earnest Brooks ented an ultimatum rondprH bv the
traveling
crane
broke letting a_____
heavy and Mr. and Mrs.
______
_________
-----------cylinder down upon the unfortunate were among those who took in Otis council to the affect that "it Is the
expressed will and desire of the
man’s right foot. The accident hap- Skinner’s at Powers Friday ni«rht.
Hone College student bodv that th"
pe icd at about 11 o’clock and the Now that there is no longer any
Frosh shall don the green caps, and
Fifty members of the Holland grass to cut in Centennialpark the wear ti'e e-een ribbon until that day
Kn ghts of Pythias went to South Ha- o mlov e^ are busv feeding
when the Seniors shall appear in
the grand *>«* •» ttat there wiM t».g.lnbe Their" caps /nY^rownV”
plenty
to
cut
next
summer.
Worklodge officers put on initiatorywork.
Fortv students In the high school
Four Holland candidateswere put men nave been busy the nast few
at Zeeland are listed on the honor
days
scattering
powered
lime
over
through. This work was put on in
the lodge rooms, after which the the grass. Two tons of this is be- roll with credits of 90 per cent or
company adjourned to the Centre ing put on the grass in the park. over for the third month of the
Theater where the grand lodge mem- The lime is necessary occasionally ta school year. .The high percentages
were
Hilda ?rells,96.25;
sweeten the
•••.. earned
------ by
-- ....
bers put on the beautiful lessons of
•ie Dykens 96;
"
The December meeting of the
96; Josephine
Lippinfriendship. After that all went back
ociety
of
Hope
Church
will
be
95.75;
Evelyn
Achterhof, 95.5;
Society
held
to the lodge rooms where talks were
in the church parlors,Wednesday Otto Yuteman, 95 5; Gertrude Shoegiven.
uftemoon at 2:30 o’clock.The mem- mak4r. 95; Harold Boer.. 95. The
Tickets are » to be distributed
bers of Mrs. Diekema’s class nre high percentages were distributed by
among the school children for encordially invited to attend. All are classes as folloVs: Seniors, 12; juntries into the poultry show to be
requested to come out to listen to iors 6; sophomores, 12; freshmen,
held over the Overland garage dur- the glowing reports of money rais- 10.
ing the Christmas holiday. These ing campaigns. Mrs. Joe Dykstra Dr. Samuel Zwemer deiivered the
ticxets are to be distributed in the
and committee will
majn address and emphasized the imschools,and while the regular admisNotwithstandingthe fact that the porUnce of literary evangelization.
sion is ten cents, the ticket and a
Treasury gave notice on July 26, and The printed page can many times
"jitney" will admit the children on
. frequently since, that the Victory duplicate a missionary’s influence,he
rhrktma^niodit ^h^HXndTo'ul1 LOles bearin* the distinguishing let- contends and expressedhisberefthat
Christmasnight. The Holland Poul- t(?rs „A B c D E or F». prefixed to this form of spreading the gospel
try association has done this to en- their #r!al numbers, were called for would come into prominence as the
courage the young folks in poultry payment Dec. 15. 1922, and that no Kreat factor in Christ:anizing ihe

16th
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The Michigan Engineering society
held e meeting in Lansing last Saturday which was attended by Carl Bowen, Ottawa County engineer. Mr.
Bowen is a councilman from the
Muskegon Chapter of the association. Moris Buck of Muskegon is the
other councilman. Mr. Bowen’s election was very recent. The society
has about 920 members.

IT/

interest will accrue after that date,
the amount of such notes turned in
would indicate that there are many
holders who do not realize that there
will be no income from their investment after Friday next; nor will the
interest due on Dec. 15 be paid on
the registered notes until they are

presentedfor redemption.

world. Dr. Peters in Japan, it was
P0j.nt©dout. finds that this method of
religious and missionarywork is
helping greatly in reaching the millions in foreign lands.

•

Albert Doesburg arrived in Holland
today from Honolulu, where he is engaged in business. Mr. Doesburg
will spend a few days with relatives
here and when he returns home

sSSHSfiS

^

P

L "w arnshuis of liona^ffids^af^Lin^rePo^tll
TheoloVa”,
trnal funds afe being reported from
from £roV<*
this country.
Seminary.
t me to time. A few days ago the
Mr. \V arnshuis is attending a confer- De Pree company made its report,
Keeper S. Bernard and William
ence in New York city and Mrs. and to-day reports were made for Fisher stationed,at the White Lake
Wamhuis is at the home of relatives two more concerns in wM:h the station hod a thrillingexperiencein
here. They have been connected drive has been completed. The Hol- resev-n" two Montague fishermpif
with mbsion work in China for 20 land Furnace company repor'.rd whose tr.g was -in danger of b?:ng
years and two years ago Mr. Warn- Company $80.92.
‘he ’der by the high
shuis accepted a position as secretary
Walter Van Haitsma, who has seas Wedne'day. The two managed
for the international mission com- been enjoying a few days vacation to hunch th-’ r"*f boat and went to
mission, with headquarters in Lon- visiting with his mother and other the res e. Onl\ two men are stationed .hcie the keeper and a numdon.
relatives and friends 'in Holland
A letter
been --------received acre
, - has
— ---— - township, left for East Lansing h*»r one. cn that the feat was very
from the East stating that Rev. Vic- Thursday morning where he will commendable.
----------------or J Blekkink succeeds Rev. P. T. assume the work of head engmeer The December meeting of the BeechPhelps as pastor of the Reformed
ed in the constructionof a "complete wood P. T. Club was held last evening
church at Cohoes. Both ministers are new drainage system at Michigan in the school auditorium. The large
Hope graduates and their years of Agricultural College. Mr. Van number present enjoyed a very fine
greduat.on are 27 years apart. Mr. Haitsma has for the past few years program. The ‘Colonial Orchestra
doing
furnished
music
Phelps is the oldest son of the late been
----- * M. A. C. drainage
-Tn- de• --------- the
------:: for
— the
----evening.
«
Rev. Philip Phelps, first president of partment extension work in the The program: reading, Sauerkraut
P1
Ji
Hope college,and Mr. Blekkink is a eastern Part of the state and his Mr. Jas.
Schuilii^; a two act
son of RevT E. J. Blekkink president wor*t bas proven so satisfactory "Tickets for the ^leffield Choir," was
of Wertern Seminary
tbat ^ W8S d^ided by the depart- given by Mrs. Jennie Kardux, the
and^M^rs.7

London have reached

A CHRISTMAS SAVINGS ACCOUNT started at the FIRST STATE BANK
soon piles up and assumes enormous proportions. Just as you need ready funds
most you will find that your thoughtfulness one year ahead will save you from
financial embarrassment at Christmas time.
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Here are a few
Members

.

a

Members starting with two
cents and increasing two

Members starting with $2.50

Members starting with $1.00
and decreasingtwo cents
each week for fifty weeks,

^

rMa.-ris sgstby
drainage system to replace the
=?’

.’»

old

geS

'

enjoyed

Members

starting with 1
cent and increasing 1 cent
each week for fifty weeks

cents each week, for fifty

weeks,

get

er

r»a=ss
te*
maker*

our Christmas Savings Plans:

starting with 5
cents and increasing five
cents each week for fifty
weeks,. get ............ $63.75
and decreasingfive cents
each week for fifty weeks,
get ........................ $63.75

’

John^ Wan

of

get

..............

........................

$25.50

get

cents and decreeing 1 cent
each week fur fifty weeks,
*et
-----------$12.75

$25.50

Members paying 10 cents &

Members payin;- 60 cents a
week fixed, Lr 50 weeks

get

You cun also do your taring
...................................

all. if.-

straight If

$12.75

Members starting with 50

week, for fifty weeks, get

rfjrimt,

.....................

........................

$25.00

$5.00

Members payiig $1.00

you desire. By

week

a

weeks
........................ $50.00

fixed, for fifty

and former pJ.tLur
CTY!’'‘Y.l"teYltor‘T
l<> take| '1M Third 8#,0,r,ned ??rCh ha5
virtue of a fixed amount
get
McKinley, died at hia
Members paying 25 cents a
McKinley, died a, bia G„.dt 'tir Vree of Hdland ‘#u itYL^fiVanc^iM "eloYed ihe'bert
paid weekly, the following
winter home in Florida at the age
Members paying $2.00 a
week fixed, for 50 weeks,
completed S3 years of service as a «year. in its hisbptjr. At a congregaof 85 years.
plans may be adopted:
week fixed for fifty weeks,
mtmber
of
the
Holland
fire depart- tional meeting *held Tuesday night
The Young Ladies’ Mission Soat .......................... $12.50
get ...................... $100.00
ciety of the Ninth Street Christian ment and during all these years he the reports suomittedwere very flatReformed church held their business seldom missed a fire. For many tering indeed, showing that the total
meeting Monday evening. Officers years '.he was captain of Columbia amount collected during the year
Remember that besides the above named amounts the accrued interest nt 4^- is
were elected for the com rg year hose company, No. 2 and 12 years approximated $28,019.26The budalso
.
,Tbe summer hotel at Douglas con- ago was promoted to the position of get adopted for next year totr's $24,* 4
dndted by .Ci Jfi fl|ower», located on assistant fire chief. Next to-Fire 434, Qf which wnount $9,(5UU (tor
Remember too that the DIMES, NICKELS and
that you allow to
the R.ver road was destroyed at 6 Chief Blom he is the oldest fireman benevoteneds.The total amoufil blo’clock Sunday morning. The loss in the service, Cornelius Blom hav- lected by th* church societies, includslip through your fingers for things of little use to you, will keep up your Christing served nearly 37 years.
ing toe Bible school was $6,154.11.
ia, aprpoximately$3.6uu. The famTh*
Third
Rsfotmed
churoh
waff,
or7
mas
Savings payments.
The cbnvention spirit has had a
ily had been away and the proprieto?
in ---1807 and present statis------- —
started to warm the house with a lasting effect upon the members of «ganized
heater going to neighbors until it the American Legion band and plans t*c8 show approximately320 memBy becoming a Member you will enjoy the
the year
became warm. When - he returned already are being consideredfor at- bers and a Bible school enrollment
round.
— .....
......
...... ^uuS.o3
the
bouse was
in flames.
Douglas tending the next annual convention of nearly 1,100. The church suphas no waterworks or fire departmentto be beld next year at San Francis- ports two missionaries in the foreign
consequentlynothing cou.d be saved. e0- The proceeds from its next con* fie-O, one medical missionaryin preThe Holland Poultry associationcert will be laid aside as a nest egg paration and is one of the six Rehas culled thus far 50,000 birds this tor the expenses connected with the formed churchesto support the Bible
season, and before the season is ov- trip. At the annual election John cbair at Hope College,
er as many more lazy hens will be Van Vyven was re-elected director Among the most charming of pre-.
culled and sent to the butchers. The a"d Henry Tonp, president and man- holiday activities was the Monday
territory covered embraces Holland, aser- The band has attended three afternoonbridge party given by Mrs.
Graafschap, Saugatuck, East Saug- larf?e conventionssince its organize- John Boone and Mrs. John DeGlopatuck, Overisel, Fillmore,West Ol01Fer at "La Fluer” the beautiful Virive and other points in this vicinity.
A glance at the files of the Trib- Pjj8 Pa* to®* of Mrs Boone. Five
The student council of Holland me reveals the strange fact that able8 of bridge were played, pnzes
nign school expect to adopt the sugdB‘» Nivembar 30, the nnst be,ng won by Mrs. F. E. Sherk and
nation of Mayor Egbert Fell that
the council be enlarged to meet th*
demands of a growing community.
i
Ordinances governingthe working
out of a student court system have
1
been adopted and the wheels of justice have been set in motion.
1921. John Vyn of thin city met a , Haa'r, VanDrezer and R.omersma of neighbor will holdTclasa adoVUon WwPreaidenl."
inspection by H. Peake, department
The Lions club of Grand Haven tragic fate at the cemetery cross- Holland; Mesdames Oakes, Riplev.
tSlIinO
-u
j*
/ear on Van
Van Toll.
Toll Camobell
in»i- many
Camobell. Nvland
Nvland. GleaW1, Uke
Manf Holland Poultry lanciers
fanciers are
are inspectorwhich revealed only four
will meet as usual Thursday night at ing in Sprink Lake. This year
Coonman Knn <sWir vliiior Vi*>! ’ 1 nno ' a^ory degree. This ends a successful exhibiting at the first annual poultry' slaughterhouses out of 382 inspectthe St. John’s guild hall. It is im- November 30. Mrs. Peter Ko
portant th.t'a'l'raember^be'on' hand ”»’ *hot' and\'iiw it'her home on i Bry'oo^L^e Bo man cii ’oi^and mcmber”hiP contest which ha. been show of tho Ottawa County Seat | ed in good condition. 01 the reiSinat
^ the meeting. Capt. Carl Bowen of ,F,,lton stree!, in4
‘“T by an unfrnm
ou^xvib- «jranu navtn. ax least to Dims irora notices and the rest were given ver-'
the Lion’s bowling team, formerly of knoWn assa,lant„ —Grand Haven Tribune.
abroad will find their time well ne
d*putJ oi, Michigan, arrived in Holland have been entered and not bal orders to improve conditions.
Holland, has issued his defy to the
_____ _______
________ ______
Eighteen members of the C. C.
The question was put before the copied while in thi, IfnTy:
Muskegon Lions and the match will
“
,rom
student body and was unanimously
take place Thursday night.
pacsH. ’£he
The FreBbraen
Freshmen have
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American
will give meir
their anan- Fancy goods and lunchea will be sumptuou. chicken dinner very much
December 14 with the class in originally formulated required the 1 fMke-i£°pen^at0Qna*
enjoyed by all. Following this a
nual bazaar tbi8 week Saturday at on sale all
Upthalmotogy in the graduate school first-year men to wear their
^ en Pp6, ??’ at. £hJ, Pantl,,}d tihe G. A. R. rooms in the city 1-all,
Miss Marguerite Meyer of Holland miscellaneous program of toast*
t.brmtcrh.Aiif fko nnf
___ __
Hotel, Grand Kupids. All the speak- ajj day and evening. Dinner will be
is again prominent in the Rotogra- readings and musical numbers was
era are graduates of Hop<| and : served throughout tho day. The vure section of the Detroit Free given. The class then packed seyalUmr?IU .the Fraternal 80ciety- , ladies will have an unifsuallylargo Press of Sunday. Two weeks ago a eral boxes of clothing for a mission
bune.
The Christmas meeting of -the
display of Christmas things to dis- beautiful sene in Holland, The Neth- station in North Carolina. Everyone
assumed the responsibilityas superThe Mbt on drive is being con- intendentof schools at Zeeland, C. T. U. will be held Friday afte’ p0Se of at this bazaar Saturday.
erlands, was portrayed, and in Sun- - seemed to have a good time and felt
ducted not by the Mission itself but was made a very tempting offer as in- noon at 3 o clock at the home
How cold it really has been the day's paper the "01^ Curiosity Shop’’ that the • evening was profitably
by a number of Holland’s best busi- structi r
i nf
"i psychology
unvcn nupy and
ana educaeauca- Mrs. George Albers, 25 1 College A-- past few days is not fully appre- immortalizedby Charles Dickens was ’ A marriage license has recently
ness rren who have interebted them- tion at tho Western State
will be the program: de- ciated by most people, but the Graselves in this work and who feel school at Kalamazoo, end he hat 1 vot,op"* Mrs- A Walvoord; response ham & Morton company found out pictured. The little shop is located been issued at Grand Haven for
at 14 Port-mouthstreet, London. Harry J. Orr 31, and Mrs. Beatrice
that the Mission ouuht to be placed decided to accept
• the position. The to roll call, Christmas sentiments; that it had been some cold. When
on a sound financial basis. Two Zeeland board of .education has con- music in charge of Mrs. James Way- the steamer "City of Grand Rapids’’ England, erd is a favorite haunt of Lawver. 32. both of Holland. Harry
tourists who visit London. Although and his bride quietly slipped away
years ago a drive was held and e- sented to release him and has acer; paper, "Th* Fine Art of Giving," , came up the bav it had to cut thru the shop has bee’n used for every- to the Methodist church parsonage
nough was collected at that time so '•«nt»dhis resisrnationto become efMrs. Gertrude Boer; current events, ice of considerable thickness. “
tiling practically,at on« time it be- where Rev. G B. Fleming tied the
that H H'Bg not necessaryto hold a fective at the holiday season. Mr.
Miss Katherine Post. Tea will be ! Fire alarm was turned in from box ing a wastepaper store house, today knot. . Mr. and Mrs. Orr will reside
drive last year. But the money is Harry S. Denison of Davison. Mich..
•eryed by Mrs. S. Pas and committee. 3R*at 8:30 WeJ.’csdav morning
its windows are again filled with cur- in their new home on Eighteenth-st.
not exhausted and so the nresont. Vo, ve?- pnjrncoi t0 fin t),o vacancy
Fech member is asked to bring a
designed to snpnlv the ;r the .cun?r'r’t?n',<»nt,Roffice. a”d g:ft for the city mission Christmas which nrov-d t > bj s reef blaze ios, which always attract the atten- and Manl° avrui*
eausei
bv a Hiimney ».-n
home of
— — *'
. ..... ........*
umov»• the
.iic iiuiiic
ui wiuii
peuesinnnft. It
ii wW
win be
D6 r#*
tion oi
of pedestrians.
re- Att(
Attorney and Mrs. Theodore ElfMission with funds to operate the '’•’H assume his duties immediately
coming year.
r.raor!ftnmentary aW claM Wil1 be 5*nry V^nJde Linde' 5*W‘ 17th St- me^bered that Miss Meyer was one erdink of' Grand Rapids spent th*
after the holidays.
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Not rauch dflmalf® was

done.

spent.

week-end with relatives in this city

Holland City Hews
with three hose streams from a exhibition of single ear corn, Clyde
hydrant connectedwith the town wa* uotii* oi hudsoovula placea 12th is
ter supply.”
field of $75 entries. These indodo
The aoove item will again show growers from Rhode Island, Conneo*
..
how sensible Holland was to put in ucut, New York, ODOthem Canada,
cost slightly less than they did
........ >
another good pumper. Holland now Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin an4
year, accordingto a report today by GRAND HAVEN TRIBUNE TELLS has two excellent pumpers and wo South Dakota, Bert Walcott of
the state department of farms
department
WHY FIRE DEPARTMENT
can help ourselves as well as our Marne took iMth place out of an enmarkets in New York. The report
DID NOT RESPOND
neighbors. Grand Haven having no try list of 107 in wheat David E.
; quoted prices on Christmas trees,
pumper could do little good at the Hanson of Marne took SSrd place out
holly and pine roping, showing
of an entry list of 87 in oata. Thee*
Early
Tuesday
morning
Spring
slightly lower prices than in 1921.
Muskegon is equipped similar to last two were in competion with tha
Lake
was
visited
b
The Ottawa Benefit society
wa» visited by an $8,000 fire. Holland, consequentlygave valuable "rowers from all over the United
I their annual meeting Friday
^oke °ut, ln „tk* ,rear. of ? aid at Spring Lake preventing the States,
city from burning up the way it did
fire
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Powders Look
It

Is

wholesome? Royal

evening

is.
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your baking powder unvarying in strength under
all conditions?Royal'u,
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In the basement of the (hurds
gh th ,e adJ01;inS ,buildJohn S okman won over Willis Gil- building Trinity'sRelief Society held
Anthony Van Ry; members of
K.V<:1Unteer fire de?artexecutivecommittee for two years:
y t.vv? PumPers Jro,n lettc, both of Zeeland in a wrestling ii annual business meeting Tuesday
I George B. Lemmen, for three
*«>m match staged there Monday evening, night. According to the report read
! Louis Uman.
Mr. Neil
g r® bu8,ne8s d>»tnct
Siekman won the first fall in one b? tthe treasurer, tAia organisation
in maken delivered a very inspiring address Iwo persons wre injured
‘.nJur.ea
maK' and a half minutes with a reverse Jur c
a
followedby Mr. James De Free and
a body hold, also winning the second *ain cf $357.84 above claims and
«-*pt n.ses lor
year. Anthony
Anuiony Van
A. A. Visscher.Students from Hope i„,.n • wlu_ /.n ^ba,jPe /J‘lct“reda fall in the same manner in two min- expenses
for me
the year.
Ry was re-elected president; H<
College gave a dialog. The report,
Ji0!1".’»te..
,
o^laatbn
lo'n lhJ
iniUred by * , "crappler Cy” w.a referee. 1
vIce-p^tT^arti
flourishingcondition and that a
’ \ ^ftcr the big bout Dalman Bros., pykstra* secretary; George Alben^.
! of $318 was paid out for benefits/,^'vo cb,'dreni Lva
and George we]| known wrestlersgave a very t,rt'ns',rer;and Martin Vande. Water,
.during 1922. After the program re- ^arpe were also trapped by the fire, |iveiy exhibition showing much m*»ber of the board ol directom.
..... .....
After the business session a very
freshmentswere served and a social bul JumPed from the windows
into science and speed, but neither could
the arms of by-stander* uninjured. hV^mlucoTtn 'meet "orannlcr Cv’Mn intere,tin* a* well at inspiring adhour was enjoyed.
The
buildings are all owned by a future
dre“
was delivered by the Rev.__J.
O.A
U Buss.
I)
4* lUlhllV
TlMAMSakaBA# L _ ---- --- * W
__
John
Brower of the Immanuel Reformed
The annual luncheon of the Grand
The Sprijg Lake lire of which an '
tfcV“S‘
<*»<* of Grand Rapida. The
Rapids Federationof Women’s clubs
.vr8*® ,tLor ^lllfn an y tenants i*f r at. n it was
u. i
irmersTn the vi CTnm includod a p5ano dae* bT Harry
was held at 12:30
er,

baking powder economical in keeping baked
foods fresh longer and making home baking so satisof

nearly forty
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LOCALS
C. Wabeke of Virginia Park, who
was seriously injured by p Fere Marquette train nearly a week ago is
improving nicely at Holland hospital
and the authorities have hope for
his recovery
Six cars of fruit trees have been
shipped into this territory
Ottawa and Allegan county, ibe
Weller Nurseries of Holland received
a consignment as well as the Cooper
Nursery of Coopersville, the latter
receiving 2500 cnerry trees. J. Mort
of Douglas received over 3,000 apple
trees while Fred Burgland of Fennville received a consignment of 1500
cherry, pear and apple trees. The
price of nursery stock, it is said, is
the lowest since the war and fruit
farmers everywhere are putting in a

couple will leave for California within a few days where they will spend

Miller sang and the decorations sent into Grand Haven for aid but A. M.' and "close at' 4 P? NL
were arranged by Mrs. F. Vrana, the Grand Haven Tribune states as Heyes, dairy specialist from M.

the

Mrs. John Bodbyl is in charge of the
tickets,and the general chairman
Weil.;:

through
'

large supply.
In Sunday’s Herald a large picture
is shown of the Older Boys’ Conference of the Y of the state of Michigan held at Battle Creek. There are
24 banners in the picture and Holland is conspicuouslyfound in the
front row. There are more than 1200
boys representedin the picture and
it was taken just before a visit was
made in the Postum Cereal plant of
the "Pure Food City”.

winter.

follows:.
of

^

! _

Mr.

A.

mbers of tto
Service. Th*
were guests

C.

jje

of the socioty nu'mb«*fc

—

principal sp°sker and will
"A call was put in at first to the I speak on Dairyingand C. P. Milham, Mrs. G. J. Van Duran, in charge of
the clothes driva for the Near Kass.
.....
______ _____________ ,
has sent another shipment of clothe*
sel died Sunday right at 6 o’clock of
a call has to be made by the mayor
Another i-chon! has boor, arranged t0 headquarters.The clothes for thi*
diphtheria. The funeral was held
lp
or villagepresident or some other of-, at i« orest Gr>ve on December 20th. »hipment were donated by the St:
at 1:30 at the home Monday afterIS ACQUITTED OF
SELLING SICK CHICKENS ficinl and this was not the case so Dinner will b.i suved at this place Francis De Sales church, Methodist
noon, Rev. J. A. Roggen, of Hamilthat the local department did not re- abo Mr Hates and Mr Milhamw.ilchurch, Star of Bethlehem Chapter,
ton, officiating.Interment took
Ruth
Hayward,
who
lives
in
Hoispond It is doubtful whether the be the speakers. The meeting will and the Women’s Auxiliary. A list
place in Pilgrim Home cemetery.
lard, but conducts a farm on the Grand Haven chemical truck could bc<*!n at 10 and clo*e at
of tbe Koods sent follow*:
Prisoners at Ionia are reported as North Side, and who was arrested un- have done much good as pumping, ‘fVf firmpr :n *bo virinitvof the
Men““® overcoat*, 4 small coat^
-orking overtime to fill the orders der the city ordinance, charging her equipment was needed. This city,
J.0.
7 trousers, 4 vesta, 17 artielea of onfor Christmas toys which they are with selling sick chickensto a local would have also been without fire J °t plac ? a
.a
derwear, 6 shirti.
j
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making in the new factory. It isn’t butcher was found not guilty within protectionin the

meantime. The
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theol d timeinstitut

Boy*“7

Union

coat* and Jackets, 8 tron*.

suits.

Girls — 8 dresses, 1 waist, 1

ball team do not appear in the All- fended the health

C.

ordinance.

5 skirts,3

Lake volunteer department appear-

middie,

coats.

Children— 46 articlesof underState Eleven picked by Everett
Citv InspectorHenry Bosch brot ed to be in a deadlock, it was decided
Swanson of the Grand Rapids Her- the complaint, and the jury who pro- to call the Muskegon department. | At the InternationalLive Stock wear, 72 articlesof clothing,
aid. Grand Haven is also not to be nounced the ladv not guilty were: This was done. In the meantime the and Grain Show which was held
Miscellaneous—
sweaters, SB
found on the first team altho West-. G. T. Haan. Mat Witvliet, Hub Spring Lake volunteers had saved as Chicago recently, three agriculutrists cap< and hoods, 68 pair* stockings, 1
erhof of the county seat is placed Roo"p. Casper Belt, Alex Van Zanten much as PossMe from the buildings from Ottawa county placed in the ex- ouilt. 24 pairs shoe*. Unclassifiedon the second team as best halfback. and Simon
and were endeavoring to check the hibition cf their products.In the 11 articles

in
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VlCTROLA
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Welcome

Gift

Make Your Reservations Early
From the present demand, there will be

n ahorlrtfr« f
Victrolan during the next few week*. Do not put off your
decision any longer. Place your reaervation now mid insure yourself of the acknowledged supreme instrument.
You need pay no money. Simply come in and reserve the
instrument lor Inter purchase:butb« *»»»>« to act soon.

/l
Upright luatrumsnta
Victrola 80, Mahogany, Oak or

‘Walnut

Walnut

Oak

or

----------------------

$125

Victrola 100, Mahogany, Oak, or

Walnut

..................................

Victrola, 111,

$150

Mahogany, Oak

or Walnut ........... ........- ....... $225
Victrola 120, Mahogany, Oak,
or Walnut .....................
$275
Victrola 130, Mahogany or Oak $350
Horissntal Models
Victrola 210. Mahogany .......— $100
Victrola 240, Mahogany, Oak or
..

’

Walnut

..................................

Victrola 260,

nut

Ivers and

Pond

$H5

Mahogany or Wal-

..........................................

Bush and Lane

$160

Mahogany or Wal...................—
............. $250

Victrola 280,

nut

gift

supreme

Invest your Christmas money as a first payment on a piano
player selected from the well known makes sold at Meyer's.
Terms to $uit-—A guarantee that protects.

..............- ............. .....$100

Victrola 90, Mahogany,

Piano— the

Victor

..

Victrola 330, Mahogany...- ....... $350
And Many Others

SOME STYLES AND PRICES
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Kohler and Campbell
A. H. Meyer

Victor Gift Records. A wonderful
selection. Come Etrly.

and other Tine

k

Pianos and Players.

MUSIC BAG AND ROLL
For the Musical Student
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MUSIC HOUSE

NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE
Now

$12.00 and up.
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7EIDAY WAS ,r
SENTENCE DAY IN

JUDGE CROSS

Northern Michigan.
ing of the forms the taxpayer!must
Other bird* not known here are file.
th< Dark Cornish. These are also
Forms for the preparationof the
OIBODIT
FOR THIS
shipped from the North.
returns soon will be in hands of the
The catalogueshave already ‘been collectors in an effort to speed the
distributed the dates of the show be- filing of the returns, which must be
Six offenders were the sum total mg December 21 to 25 inclusive,the
delivered to the collector by March
Friday was hangman’s day in Cir- °l those 8entenced in circuit court show closing Christmas night.
15.
cuit Court and although Judge Cross afler the 18 were *iven their Punishdidn’t go that far, he did hang some ment and “ the redvaining have apsevere sentences around the necks of P0*ie(i ^wir oases to the supreme
WINS
some
court this completes the list making
HELP
OF ’22
Not satisfied te select Friday as iy
who were sentenced by
INCOME
the day to mete out punishment the JudKe Cr0S8judge held himself to thirteen sen- ln the county jail there are 21
tences out of twenty three that were “Ucged law violators lodged at presThe internal revenue bureau has
The Racine (Wis.) Journ*l-News
to get
ent and soon 11 of these will be takmade
plans to extend further aid to of recent date contained an interAmong those sentenced were the en t0 i°n>a to complete jail senten*
ces. •
1 foJt
thl8 ykar an ef* estin* 8tory of how Cedar R®Pid8.
Frank Godhardt of Grand Haven Alfred Hannon, Olive township fort to reduce the number of errors la., has become a city that is free
Jim//1
v118
/
have.cr®Pt
ip.f? the in- from labor troubles through the efwas fined $100 and $4.75 costs and farmer who was found guilty of
was put on two years probation under passing bogus checks was given a hpli nflavtk
milI,0n8 who forts of G- A- Ranters,formerly of
th/ K®vernment-Holland, now of Racine, and one othChief of Police Pippel. Godhardt sentence of 30 days in the county ^honGy fhi
will also serve a sixty day sentence jail. He was assessed a fine of $50 Schools of instruction for deputy col- er man. About a decade ago Mr.
in the county jail. The fine is to be and costs of $4.75. His fine is to be Ipp tori’ attach^8.of[eyj™e col* Ranters was a citizen of Cedar Rap.
paid in monthly installments. paid in monthly payments of $5. He ectors offices are being held thruout ids, la, and at that time he and anoth
the country, it was announced today.
Jack Knoll, the barber, found guil- passed a bogus check for $0.60 on a
ty or stealing from his employer, Grand Haven merchant and this must The revenue bureau believes the -------- ---------------method of training will result in
NOTICE
cor 1
barber, paid be paid back. Hannon will also be on
ducing
the
amount
of
rechecking
and
To
the
taxpayers
of Olive Township:
$36.62 costs, will spend thirty days in prooation for two years during which
the county jail and is on two year's time he must stick to the farm. His delay necessitated by misunderstand- I will be at the followingplaces to
probation.
co,Iect taxes» the First State bank
probation officer is Chief Pippel.
John Rusmus of Holland was senPUBLIC
at Holland, Dec. 16-23-30, Jan. 6, H.
Robert Marsh of Grand Haven,
On Thursday, Dec. 21, at 9 a. m. Koop store at Borculo, Dec. 27-Jan.
tenced to pay a $100 fine, $10.90 in was found guilty of wife desertion
costs and was given a prison sentence
on the farm of Henry Geurink, Jr., 3 at B, Gebben store, West Olive;
and must pay costs of $4.85. He is
of from six months to one year in
located two miles north and % mile Dec. 26-Jan 2; every Friday at home
put on probationfor two years un- west of
jacob Kraaj(
Ionia with a recommendation for six
der Chief Pippel and must get a job
months.
Olive Township Treas.
and support his wife and children.
PULIC AUCTION
Stanley Marthedon of Jamestown
Cyrus Wise also of Grand Haven
was assessed a $100 fine, $4.85 in was
w.s Cuu*,
ctcu ui
..quur law
t«w violav.oiaOn Thursday, December 21, at 9
convicted
of liquor
^v8t® ®"d. wfs 8ent t0 Ion,a for *r<>m tion, and must pay a fine of $100 o’clock A. M. on the farm of Henry
Expires Dec. 30 — 9620
Bonzelaar,located
located a
3 miles
miles south
south of
Q»„k?w«Lfca1/
’
of STATE OF MICHIGAN— The
' and C0St8- He was sentenced to
to ' "unz®iaarThe Prowas riven » finVnf t?nn nJ?,?8t0T Ionia for from 6 months to one year- ' GraafschaP- on the town line road bate Court for the County of Ottawa
S il
George Jones and Frank Green, of between Laketown and Fillmore,
At a session of said court held a
for from
10018 1 Ferrysburg,were sentenced to Ionia . following goods will be sold at public the probate office in the citv of
Simon Sezdowski
ior fr°m 6 months t0 one year- They ! auction: 2 horses, 7 years old, one Grand Haven, in said county on the

COMPLETES COURT TERM

COURT

YEAR

1

GOVERNMENT TO

violators.

FAME FOR
PREVENTION OF
LABOR TROUBLES

PAYERS

*n

TAXES

theirs.

|

to

following:

rns
Ty

.

-

re-

-

- -AUCTION

_

Borculo.

er man named Roy Stewart,representing the employers’association,
worked out a plan for preventinglabor troubles which has worked splen-

,d

jyCedar
the8e yeari ana which has
Rapids practically free

made

gom

serious labor troubles.The
Wisconsin paper describes the plan
as follows:
“When a dispute is imminent or
when there is likely to be a demand
lor a wage readjustment,employers
and employes submit a list of men

ta‘n the “me names. The aim is to
get men that are believed to be honest and dmntersted. Both sides usu-

drawn for every arbltrstioo.To it
are added two representatives of employers and two representativesof
the umoas The disputants then present their cases, either in person or
by representatives.The court woighstne facts, and the decision of the majority prevails and becomes the decision of the court. In theory the
two employers and the two pnion arbitrators cancel each other, leaving
the decision to the three disinterested arbitrators, but unanimous decisions have not been unknown."

SWEET CIDER
Sweet

cider ,for sale delivered
anywhere in the city in 15 gallon
kegs at 26c per gallon. Or 30c perintegrUy’ of ^inistere^o^oLrehea6
single gallon, with o: without preser«deE,wyP.™.e“0',> b‘nkers-docto”: atives.
E. H. HOUSE, Phone 5,
From this list three names are
Dec. 14
Saugatuck, Mich.
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J
six
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Grand Haven was

5?art,i'

Newcom.be- tbe
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"
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taken

.

the

‘

‘a0? fT'1'’,,1 4 8th day oi Dcl:c"'bcr' A- D 1922
1 ot0 ,reshe" Prese,lt' Hon- JameB J- Danhof,
Guernsey bull; 2 sows, 3 Judge of
iaaeP' J Deenng grain binder;
ln the Matter of the estate of
w,tb AtAwaukee corn binder; 1 side rake;. Engbert Beekman, Dectatad

sentenced to lonii For from sU e?ch,"T to Pay Th fi"eS andfcost!
months to one year and was assessed of ,!3'3,6 .eaCr' The)' *ere fTd
a fine of *100 and costs of
f,ullty of steal.ng some auto supplies ' soon: 1

was

Kltr Rask of

Probate.

1

'
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What would make a more
substantial Xmas present then
a nice pair of Blankets.

We

have them tofitx our
and your pocket book.

—

default.

LARGE GATHERING

wntncfof’^xtTdly0/ i’n'the ”ou„ty

POULTRY MEETING

Claus Katt of Ferrysburgwas fined
$100, paid costs of $8 and was given
in

At least one hundred poultry men
fr°m this vicinity met in the Vander
ed $200 and wst/ of i2fi qvfp8 w?,' Veen buildin& to listen to K. A. Zim^vena sixtyday sentence to
superintendent of
fountv jail with a^ extension of fouJ Lakewood Poultry Farm, now supZtta'fn
th event
ev^nt of
i dZlt°f ,<>Ur efi"te"<i.CTt
of M. A. C. .....
Poetry. “*“**
farm
month*
in the
" ........

Th
/•

1

default.

clfroMnw!?™
* •
....

•
county

Z'

_

offenders’

^

Christmas Shopping

i
~
;
Af
'f Ulr*
- ,

show this

taan advanced almost the entire' The Holland Poultry

M W

the jecoad floor of
the Overland garage budding, formerly used for 1. O. O. F. hall. This
l
place 1$ well heated and there is ampie room for a big show,
The secretary has sent out his cathearing was apparently very much alogs for the year containinga reimproved by the words of the court. gume of everything poultry including
cups, ribbon and special premiums.
The premium list is neatly gotteq
Judge Cross Tuesday morning sus- up in two colors,the cover being apnded jail sentence on Fred Dry- propriately adorned with a feather
pen
placing him V...
on proflen of Holland, J/.MWt.e
f
and egg bolder ItV ,a
is OVUVVU
stated that the
W»t
bation with the promise that he will catalog surpasses in uniqueness and
be a real man in the future. The otherwise, the o-e gotten out for the
judge found extenuatingcircumstan- National show held at Madison
ces in the case and felt he wanted Square Garden, New York,
to give the young man another
The cover design is .one specially
portunity. It was felt that Dryden originated by Mr. Brower, and 'spells
went joy-riding with some one else’s poultry throughout,
automobile more as a prank than There will be at least 750 entries
with the idea of theft, and as the at the poultry ih$w, some birds Comyoung man has been well behaved ing from Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio,
since the incident happened,
Birds not deen here before are the
judge felt that another chace is com- Russian Orloffs. These birds have a
ing to him.
beautiful plumage and come 'from
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The Best
P. S.

At Our Central Avehue Store
Gifts in the line of Shoes, Slippers, Sui cases, C<
Slippers are always acceptable.

Visit

mfy

our Stores for Quality and Price

Electric Shoe Repairing done with all possible speed

NICK
170

West 13th

KAMMERAAD

St.

Gift for

BOTER

384 Central

Avenue

Him

& CO.

OVERCOAT
What more

pleasantly expresses the warm, friendly spirit of Christmas, than a Stylish OVERGO AT of thick, Warm Fluffy Wool?
find the Greatest Variety of Fine Coats Here!

GREAT VALUES

$15.50

the 60c. kind for

Christmas suggestionscan be had in the New Idea
Dress Patterns, Dry Goods and Notior s Shot s i rd Toys.

Would be a

P. S.

25 Doz. Figured Turkish

At Our 13th St. Store

op-

Y ou’ll

peries. Also

39c. Each
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big line of
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receive
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Towels

try men a great many pointers.
event of default,
County AgentY Milham
also gave a
In court when one of the
TV' -----°
wag
we* cauea
called Derore
before the court to receive »»C8tdMl
, -jof„ chicken
chlCKen information
information
his sentence because of conviction on *nd thanked SuperintendentBrower
a liquor law violation charge, he
“j® Holland Poultry Association
fected"i>oor- hearing. Judge Cross1 his “easy chair” story boosting
jujvised him to come pearer and the the Grand Haven association.
distance toward the bench. “Have you.
had anythingto drink this morning ?”l
queried his honor suddenly. The oflender fell back as if stricken and
did not again approach the bench during the course of his sentencing.

JUST RECEIVED

copy

__________
________ - zirm7nryti!dtT,iV'tt*'k,’
Timmerman told of winter feeding
jail aontonco of ninety days
extension of the lame time in the for egg productiongiving the poul-

fiiud $100
find

,

1

a sixty day sentence to the county jail

:

Bed

Agcxxi pair of Blankets for
$2.00 a pair and up.

,

f°“r CAME TOGETHER AT
with an extensoin of four months

.
---- ,
V....-V- to inherit the real escorn planter; 1 New Idea Manure tate of which said deceased died
spreader; 1 top buggy; 1 two seated seized,
buggy; 1 dray wagon; 1 steel wheel It is ordered that the
truck wagon-; 1 big sleigh; 1
8th day of January A. D. 1923
sleigh ; 1 cutter; 1 hay rake; 1 De at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
Laval separator;10 acres com in said probate office, be and is hereby
shocks; 20 vt ensilage; about 16 tons appointed for hearing said petition;!
nay; bailed straw; 1 platform scale; It is further ordered that public,
1 fanning mill; 1 feed grinder; 1 pair notice thereof be given by publicawork harness;1 buggy harness;six tion of a copy of this order, for
soup barrels; 1 laundry stove; 1 oil three successive weeks previous to
---------------heater and other articles too numer- said day of hearing in the Holland
ous to mention,
(Tty News, a newspaper printed and
Six months credit will be given on circulated in said county.
notes with good security. 4* disJames J. Danhof.
count on sums above $5. Below $5 A truf*
Judge of Probate
oarh. Lunch at noon.
Cora Vande Water,
H. Lugers & Son, Auctioneers
Register of Probate.

bob

Charles Reese of Robinson was

the event of default.

'

to

$45.00

BOTER & CO.

N. B. See us

for

Xmas Hdkf.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

iPAGE SEVEN

Kardux Grocery, Groceries ......... 18.05 collectHin of $16,700.57 Light and Water
First Ave. Market. Meats ......... 48.02 *umi ujllettums.
Acceptedanu the Treasurer ordered
tacob Boven. Milk, eggs ........... 27.64
Bomers & Smeenge, Repairs ...... 16.36 chat gcu Mith me amount.
juat.ee veil octiuveii reported the colHolland Gas works, Gas. Nov ..... 4.05
DeFouw Elec. Co., Wiring, fixtures 19.45 lection u! s»2. lu uiuumncc tines unu ujFrls Book Store. Supplies ........ 1.26 (leers bees.
and L'roaaWulka.
aupt. van Schelven reported the col.U. branxnurg 4k Son applied for per- Midland Chemical .ah. Surgical
For the first time since the Near mit to <>m«.ruct a gauRc. U x 16'. at
Soap ............................. 10.08 lection ol *S28.ot>troll! Hie sale ot CemEast became a great world problem an eatlinatedcoat of $150.00. at the A. Harrington, C.oa..l ............Ml. 70 etery Lots.
City clerk reported the wdlectlon of
southeast corner of Central Avenue and /(Vipel’sPhar.. Drugs ............. 57.95
.-Holland people had an opportunity 13th St.
Alice Fry. Cook ................... 64.30 Hl.ouU* tor iatenscs and c>ueei itnSunday evening to get first hand inReferred to the Aldermen of the Third Agnes* VIsser, Laundress .......... 69.83 t<iu> ements.
city neasurer reported the following
Minnie JSnsIng, Domestic .......... 63.15
formation on it when an address on Ward with power to act.
The Clerk presented the following no- Gertrude Vanden Berg. Mending.. 7.00 cou«.iiious: «8i2.io mmanu iioMpuut,
the subject was given in the First tice served on him by the State Board Ann Iben, Office girl ............... 20.00 •uitf.ts .sewer c* Waier Contuciioiu,
.Keformed church by Peter Prins, of Health, :(alao a reply to said notice H. Geerltngs,Janitor .............. 70.00 «Uio..i Amven&l Uid supplies sold, Ju.eu
Mrs. P. Bott, Rent. .............. 10.00 itent from W lihle Construction Co.,
who returned from the Near East on written by the City Attorney):
cue servicesoutside ol Hie City,
"Please taj.e notice, that the State Mabel Miller,Supt .................150.00
-Friday night. And local people took Departmentof Health of the State of Rena Boven. Asst Supt ............ 125. Off 925. U0 Dancing Academy Hitense.
Acceptedand me ireasurer ordered
advantage of the opportunityto the Michigan, has examinedthe description, Edna Gingrich, Nurse .............100.00
Steketee, Nurse .......... 100.00 chuigeu with the several amount.
extent of occupy # j every seat in plans and specifications of the sewerage Jeanette
lit,, i-mgineer reported balance due in
system of the City of Holland, Michigan, Jeanette Ploeg, Nurse ............. 85.00
the building;otOers tried to hear heretofore died with said Department, Fenna Van Vessem, Nurse ........ 42.50 the sum ol 9520.44 to the Vt nine Koau
constructionCo. on the Ulvef Ave. and
and finds that stj.d sewerage system Is
the address but could not get in.
1810.29 i.m tit. paving contract.
Mr. Prins spoke quietly and he DKFECTIVE, INSANITARY and DANGEROUS to Individuals and to the pub- Allowed and warrants ordered Issued. Auopieu and warmim ordered Issued
carefully avoided the story of the lic health generally.
The followingclaims approved by the 0n me Treasurer tor the amount.
Therefore,you are hereby NOTIFIED Board of Park and Cemetery Trustees. city Engineer repoiled estimated
.horrorsand atrocitiesof recent date,
and ORDERED to take proper action Dec. 4. 1922. were ordered certified to amount uue me Wllllte Road Conslructdeclaring that the experiences he had
within ninety days from date of re- the Common Council for payment: ion Co. on the 7th tit. and Lincoln Ave.
rjfone through were too vivid to him ceipt of this notice, to correct or cause
Weller Nurseries. Bulbs ......... .80 j Uving Contract of 911.567.22.
and he was not physically able to en- to be corrected,and thereafterproceed H. Doesburg. Gladiolus ............ 18 00 Auopted and the warrant ordered Isunnecessary dela6’ to the com- J. Van DIs, Filing saws ...........1.50 8Ul.j on the Treasurer for the amount.
dure givjng an amount of them now. without
pletion of said sewerage system, by per- Wolverine Garage, Gas ..... .••••••• | ciera presented bond and contract of
‘“Deportation,” he said, was a syn- fectingthe followingalterations, chang- Henry Kraker Plbg. Co.,
j the Wilhte UotAl Construction C’o. for
.........
..... :•
the paving ot 17th til. be ween River
onym for “death.” People are de- es and adultlonswill, In the opinion of Desupplies
Pree Hdwe Co.. Spade, Axe, etc 3.96 UIUi central Avenues.
the said Departmentof Health, render
ported to the interior in droves, said sewerage • system adequate and John Van Bragt, Supt .............. .... Approved.
-which,, he said, means that they are sanitary and relieve the same from D. Overweg. L-bor..... ...........6.74 1 clerk reported recommending that
Bent to certain death. Mr. Prins Its danger to Individualsand to the A. B. KammerflM, Labor ......... 33.34 t,onug No. 1 of street Improvement
W’esterhof.Labor .............
-L' mb St. Special &t. Assesspublic health,to wit:
asked the minister of interior why
To construct,install and maintain an Jac. Ver Houwe, Labor wagon rent. 78.10 |Iu.|,t District and River Ave. and
17,1, ^t SpecialAssessment District dui
this policy was pursued, and the ans- adequate sewerage disposalplant, ample W. H. Vaade Water. Ashes
eMd sufflclent to eliminate
' nlnate by filtration
Cemetery ........................
O-W reo. 1. 1*23. together wltn the Interest
wer was, “We have this racial prob- all
deleterious matter from sewage passcoupon «uttacheu to same, be ordered
97ft QU '-'“I’""
lem on our hands, and the easiest ing through said system before the
cancelled.
way to getirid of these people is to same la deposited or allowed to reach Allowed and Warrantsordered Issued. Adopted.
the
waters
of
the
Black
River
and
The
followingclaims approved by the ciera reported that he' had given noFill. them. off by deportingthem.”
Black Ldke. or any other river, stream, Board of Police and Flra Commission- ljie of ,|ie numi)cr|„g Hnd tiling In his
Mr. Prins gave a graphic picture lake or other waters within the STATE ers, Dec. 4. 1922, were ordered certlned ofj1(.e of Hpei.|a|assessment roll for the
to the Common Council for payment. ,)llMng of ,Uve,. Ave. from 13m to 17th
tof his efforts to establish farm colon- of MICHIGAN.
j7tll 7rom mver t0 Ottawa
This notice and order Is served In Mich. State Tel. Rent, toll ........ 4.50
ies at Rhodosta. He took 1200 purauance and under authority of Sec..........o'nn Avenue, and of the time and place for
refugees and established them on tion 11 of Act. 3f8 of the Public Acts Dr. C. J. Abbot, Services ..........2.00 reviewing said rolls and that no objectl. Vos, Gas ........... ............ 80 ions to same had been hied In his oftwo large farms of some 400 acres, of Michigan for the year 1921."
Dr. W. Westrate, Services .........3.00 fice.
Filed.
with the idea of doing constructive
C.
Steketee. Patrolman ............ 95.50
Reports of Standing Committees.
Confirmed.
work and making these people self- The Committeeon Claims & Accounts P. Bontekoe. Patrolman ........... 96.60
Motions and Resolutions.
It. Cramer, Patrolman ............. 9j.00
reported
having
examined
the
followOn motion of Aid. Kammeraad,
supporting. The plan worked splening claims and recommended payment D. O'Connor. Patrolman ........... 94.50
Resolved that the Special Assessment
didly; the people built homes for thereof:
H. B. Swierenga. Patrolman ...... 66.00 Roll of the 19th St. Paivlng Special
themselves and were on the way to Holland Gas Works, Gas ........... 75 F. Van Ry. Chief .................. 70.81 Assessment District,and the Special
L Bowman. Patrolman ............4.50
self-support when the recent devas- R. Overweg, Clerk ............... 108.33 Holland Gas Works, Gas ...........100 AssessmentRoll of the River Avenue
and W. 17th St. Paving SpecialAssesstations interfered and most of the Helen J. Klnmparens. Asst. Clerk 54 <v> r\ Ztgterman, Driver .............. 94.50 ment District of Installmentand InterChas. H. McBride, Attorney ...... 60.00
I.
Ten
Brinke.
Driver
.............
94.50
work was undone.
M. B. Bowmaster,Treas .........38.89 S. Plnggenhoef, Driver ............. 94.60 est due February 1, '23, J.e directed to the
Speaking of relief work, Mr. Prins C. W. Nlbbellnk.Assessor ........ 100. Ort John Knoll. Driver. Janitor ....... 9..00 City Treasurer for collection, and that
Jerry
Boerma. Janitor ............65.00 Standard Oil Co.. Gas .............3.95 toe Clerk be Instructedto attach his
declared emphatically that all the ru- B. Olgers, Janitor .................
warrant for the collection of such rolls,
50.00
Cook Co., Huy. seed ............ 12.9- said collection to be maue within sixty
mors to the effect that the relief II. S. Bosch. P.D. & Insp .........41.67 J.
rhos. Klomparens, Coal ..........
40..0
ditvs from the date of such warrant as
money did not actually reach the B. B. Godfrey, H. 0 ............... 75.0« Superior Ice Co.. Coal ..........
22.50 required by the provision of the City
Alma Koertge, City Nurse ....... 79.16 Vereeke-Slersma Hdwe. \Nrench..
.30
field were unfounded. All workers, Mrs. E. Annls, Aid, Nov, wall paCharter.
he said, are held to an evtreimly per .............................. 25.35 Vanden Berg Bros, Gas ...........4.73
Carried.
Jos.
Warner,
Aid,
Nov
...........
20.00
On motion of Aid. Dykstra.
strict account. The need is so great
997.44
McBride Ins. Agency, Premium..250.00
Resolved that the Pere Marquette Ry.
thatronly $1 a month is allowed for Onderdonk Printing Co. Printing
Allowed and Warrants ordered Issued. Co. be notified to place a signal or danPamphlets ......................
61.74
a person per month, and so great
The following claims approved by the ger bell on the Chicago Division of their
........... 3.63 Board of Public Works at a meeting tracks at 17th St.
has the demand become that older DuMez Bros.. Toweling
Booth ........ 6.00 Dec. 5. 1922. were ordered certifiedto the
Carried.
people are no longer helped, but only B rv,-.'/ Sfft” Signal
!!! ’. 59.48
Common Council for payment:
On motion of Aid Blue.
children can be given aid. People b. p w.. Ij»mps ..................2.10 Roy B. Champion. Supt ...........
The matter of having gates placed at
- • l’i: -Ington, Coal .............. 624.35 G. Appledorn, Clerk ...............62.50 the
Pere Marquette Ry. crossing at 8th.
Clala Voorhorst. Stenog ...........50.00 9th and 12th Sts. and the taking up of
.Iosif Van Zanten. Stenog ......... <.50 the matter with Pete Marquette author5.00
four square feet for five persons.1!. Van Put ten. Rent, Sirs. Mulder
M. Bowmaster. Treas. ...........21.45 Itles
.....was
am t-a./a.ci'u.il
tat the
XI Mayor
M •!%•<»»•and
referred 1 to
Kent, Mrs. J. Siam 7.00 Abe Nuuta. Asst. Supt.. .........04.1
Mr. Prins mnrtn
made n
a etrrtwr*
strong nnnpnl
appeal for FI e man Est.,
bPo's CoS iKoUe"'
City
Attorney.
A. E. McClellan.Chief Eng ....... 1"0.(M)
>n motion of Aid. Blue.
clothing for the Near East and he
Van Til. Borgman) .............18.75 B. Smith. Engineer ...............8'-''° The
matter of placinga. suitable harsaid the need was gr';it*cr than any- B. B. Godfrey. Expenses ......... 2.38 Frank McFaU, Engineer ......... <0011 rier for protectionat the Intersection of
Bosch & Estle, Plaster. Paint
23.40 Jas. Annls. Engineer .............<000
one could imagine.
John Nles Son Hdwe. Stove, etc.
E Sllkkers.Relief Eng ........... 7tU'0 9th and Gerrltsen Sts. was referred to
Mrs. Annls ...................... 27.40 Chas. Martin. Fireman ...........62.50 the Committee on Streets and Crosswulks with power to act.
G. Grlssen. Scavenger work ....... 3.00 M. Burch. Fireman ..............
<L.50
ZEELAND AND ALLEGAN
Adjourned.
Dr. O. H. Thomas. Services ........ 20.00 Fred Smith. Fireman .........
62.50
HOLD PRACTICE DEBATE T. _______
Keppel’s Sons. Lime .......... 3 00 C. J. Roieboom. 19th st. Attmlt... 50.00
G. Van Putten, Poor orders ....... 88.00 Fre<l Rozeboom. 19th st. Attndt. .. t>5.a-'
.. 1 1 • _ Peoples Bank. Poor orders ....... 155.00 J.
P. DeFeyter. Line foreman.... ^8.48
Wednesday evening the debating. Dr A T Godfrey. Testing milk.. 5.nolN. .k Prln8 I(lne,nan
Lineman .............
.............u-op
*l-6a
team of Zeeland high school joined Holland City News. Printing ..... }54.oo
1)e N-efr, unemah ............74.12
the Allegan team in a practice de- Wm.v dodders. Plumbing.^.. .....
I Chas. Ter Beck. Lineman ........ 54.50
t.ne Auegan vc*u. u.
T Reppel's Sons. Pipe, labor .....
Elec. Mclennan ...... 77.34
bate upon the question of construct-A
B Kammeraad.
. Elec.
...
— ........ ..... labor on trees 19. 00 .,
ue'nry Zoet.
Flee. Meter
Meter tester...
tester...46.80
46.80
ing the lakes-to-seaswaterway, the A. Westerhom. labor on trees... 19.00 cha8 Vos stockkeeper ..........65.00

f!MU

PRINS GIVES FIRST

Lyle O. Steven* and John Qlerum petitioned for permlsiilon to Install a iruaollne servicepump on B. 8th St. adjacent to No. 65.
Referred to the Committeeon Streets

HAND NEWS FROM THE
NEAR EAST

I

f We

A Merry Xmas

Wisli You

and A Happy New Year

.

Let us furnish your Xmas
and New Year dinners.
They say everything is

ROBBERT BROS.

i

45.60

?•

MEAT MARKET

W

to

.
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|

Citz.

1706

114 West 16th

St.

Si

ELECTRIC RAILROAD
FREIGHT
THE SERVICE

1*1

!

t

SUPERIOR AND THE

DEUVERY MUCH

HANDLED TO AND FROM

ALL CLASSES OF FREIGHT

JACKSON
ANN ARBOR
BATTLE CREEK
DETROIT
TOLEDO

3

I

IS

QUICKER VIA ELECTRIC

1

for

Phone

8-

.

tvc-

days,

but try us for a change.

I

Labor

:

now

quite high yet

CLEVELAND
LANSING

0W0S80
GRAND RAPIDS

KALAMAZOO

II It I I

1 1

1

'
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a

Michigan Railway Lines
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s
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I

I

1704.80
5
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^anV

subject selectedfor debate in the “0%X,
1J'5D
Truu,,,e'"an'2'63
state this year. Allegan took the Mach.. Supplies ................ 20-57 ' kn^ATfhul^'.Warar Mete rman . 35.40
negative; and while both sides show- J. Zuldema. Salary ............... I30.a John Den Uyl. Labor.
John De Boer, t abor .....
ed*pro'speets"of"ripening into
:::::: ::::::: *:»
53.60
B. Koolman. Labor .......
debaters the home speakers made the b! p. \\\. Coal ...................
M, , \V Pathuls. Ijtbor ......
37:20
iVftftlC.Kammeraad. Labor...,
mu,F. Mouw. Labor ..........
a^panmc 'outclassin ^ the \dsi tors| in
C. Dykstra. Labor.
every particular. Miss Shoemaker nf mixer, etc ..................
237. 6«
.67
F. Sllkkers.Labor...
332.1
70.5"
was the best of the visitors, and on Jas. B. CJow & Son» Pipe
tS'Ii J. Veltheer. I-abor.
It
40.95
J. i
De Bidder, Labor ......
the Allegan side the honors were ^oiuf/td Salvage c"!gi!i'hor
26.i»iy ‘Har's'evoort, “Labor ............. 5.69
6
pretty evenly divided. Particularlys. Nlbbellnk. ijthor ....... ......
NVlse Labor ................ 75 <<"
54.00
pleasing Was the handling of the reIw.eol
Labor ......
Cor. Roos, Labor.
............Jo?''
buttal by the local contestants, no A A|rtortnk. La»>or ................
45.20 Bosch & Estle, Painting .......... L'-'4
•notes being used and language and b. Coster. Labor ................. 10 00 Wm BroTikhorst. Gravel. Teaming 69.80
B. P. W„ Nov. light, power ...... <-.<''
argument baig fully equal to the Wm^R^on;. ‘j*-;;;;;;;;;;;;:
B. P. W.. Supplies ...............
prepared addresses.The Zeeland
Nyboer. ijtbor ................
44.40 T Keppel's Sons. Pipe ...........
team was composed of Gertrude p. De Neff. Labor ................ 102.00
Supplies
siij»::.
Shoemaker, Otto Yntema and Harry
Vn^Uor'.::::::'.:
F. C. Teal Co.. Insulators ........
Brower. The Allegan debaters were Wm. Ten Brink. Labor, .......
Holland Engine Co.. Spark Coll...
Persis Dykstra,Gerald Dykstra, and AL Tlima Ubor ............. 54.80
Hi an A. H. Brinkman.Freight,cartage
____
n _____
Ac fboi woo 0 w. J. Crabb. Labor....
Mueller Mfg Co.. Curb. Corp
Vernon Reynolds. As that was a J; Van wieV Ubor::::::.::::: 60.00 H.cocks
................ .... .... 139.6^
practice debate there were no judges A‘ vanderHui. Libor ............ 58.00 Auto Trim. & Upholst. Shop, bup3.5"
and no decision was made.-Allegan A^Van
I PHe*
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DOUG. AND MARY PLAN
TRIP AROUND THE WORLD
ON A SPECIAL LINER
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E wish to thank
for their liberal

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pick. J. & H. DeJongh,Poor orders... 28.0° I ^v”8le“n ^(h. Tool Wks. Labor .12.23
Eidson Klee. AppL Co.. Repea rs.
lord plan to circumnavigate the
6480.91w. E. Dunn Mfg. Co.. Metal
globe in a Japanese liner next
nriipred issued Rutgers & Braamse,Hose, gauge.
They will start from San Francisco.
Poor reported pre: Holtad c!ty News. Printlna
The ship which they -are said to JtVn. th. re^rr 0^1,0 Krtclor _ol | Ut. „ Krle Ole.. Co.. Cplorlnfe ; (s|
............. 417.09
have charteredbelongs to the Toyo Poor <or the thrte
in.nn
Kftvshn and
nnrl has
6. 192.. Sd1
In me sum ot
Co.. PI
Risen Kaysha
has Rfl
80 first
first c
I Addressograph
Addresjoaraph Co..
Platen refaced .6-.

year. .

.

^"camSu”^

ass
class

^

moo.™.
ffied""

„Thc. V

wa«^^

|-M-

foreign

patronage

I

and wish you

1

"S

Com-

the

all

pliments of the Season and

is

accommodations. Mr. and Mrs. Fair;
wrnfm"
!
banks it is understood, have
tS^of The^HoilanTChaR'ca | Scot^-Lugera^br.Co.. Lumber...L«)0
60 friends to accompany them on the ^ , 'the .la8, A. Brower Co. for permis- T. Markus, iron
trip. The-' intend not only to study loi to connect
J^er
the effect of their films in
inSlgaK^arKh Mitcheii&’DllIon 'Coal Co.. Coal. 5:16 ^
lands
also to
inspect the
distrlb- nlaces
J^ce? ana
and reconiiuciuiesi
recommended that
lauus but
uut aiau
vu inaj/ccw
me utottiusi.oi the
>..v petKH---- 1I -P.
U^irTrlflL'i
3.4"
*uting offices for their films in the ,ons
stn,e Tel..P?tent'."toli'.::'.

invited

patrons

all

778.48

a

Pros-

perous 192%.

I

/'env^en,9uUabTe^

GRAND
,

BUS CAPSIZES NEAR
RAPIDS; SIX

•

I

ARE INJURED

Graham

The Mamer

Co.. Steel ........... 45.79
City of Holland. Bonds, accrued

&

Morton Transportation Co.

The Committee on Licenses to whom
was referredthe application and bond of I mte.est .......................3. •
, Dave Blom to conduct a billiard hall at
Late Sunday evening a Grand \-t\ River Ave. reported that the corn42.943.76
bus carrying 23 mlttee could not ajpee In the matter. Allowed and Warrants ordered Issued.
Board of Public Works reported the
near the West Michigan State Fair denied.
. .

_

,

sozdg>7rcl^rgdth:nhdigcrd
23

<

|

.

,

Six of them were badly injured, ed. paid resolutionprevailed b> A>es|
and were immediately taken to the Hn‘\.^>yea A ,fl9
‘Sins. Kammeraad.
hospitals in Grand
1 Lae'ppje, Brinkman, Dykstra, WlckerThe driver of the bus states that
Brley Drlnkwater.
another car attempted to
vender Hill, sprang-6.
and then swerved toward the bus Tj,e vote being m tie. the Mayor voted
knocking off a rear wheel which then
)rom
caused the car to topple over With ; Th v.llVOI-reported that the City of
its human
1 Chind iupia. ami other eltlM were
Most of the injured were cut
ot ’"e
h.^r hp7?jS
theJ broken „glass,
____ , when
_____ the side of Jnd that
^ lllo
the City of ________
Holland by all
. the bus struck the ground. Both means should be represented.u”!, tl’^'
colliding
- .machines are entirely out | „nd Austin Harrington as delegates fom
from

Rapids.

f<>

ink-«
pass
Aye.
freight.

,

.commission.
-

•Of

,

by

_______

HOLLAND-ST. LOUIS SUGAR CO

I

W1W

'

Manufacturers

of

Granulated

Sugar.

The Sweetest and the Best.

k

lhP city of Holland.
On motion of Aid.
Resolved that the action of the Mayor
B. Keefar. of Keefer’s restaurant,**, find the same hereby Is ‘iPProve/|'
that the
baa purchased a Hudson coach of aiul
••» "'*'
»** «peti»e
“w"8® tnctirrfd by
the
said delegates be i>ald by the City.

This Company haa Factoriei in Holland, Mich., St. Louis, Mich., and Decatur,
Indiana, and pays to the farmers each year

.

more than (1,000,000.00

^heffudson-Essexjfarago.

Holland, Mich., Dec. 6, 1922.
The Common Council met In regular
session uSid was called to order by the
Mayor.
Present: Mayor Stephan. Aids. Prins.
Blue. Brieve, Drlnkwater. Kammeraad,
Laepple, Lawrence, Dykstra. Wlckerlnk.
Vender Hill and Sprang, and the Clerk
The minutes of the last meeting were
read and aitproved.
Petitionsand Accounts.
The Holland Gas Works submitted
their operating report for the month
of October, 1922.

The'1 Mayor reported that the Ra^'1
Club desired the use of a room In Uw
Cltv Hall one evening every two weeks
for’ the purpose of giving lessons In

THE

1

|

'^On motion of Aid. Blue,
Permission was

granted.

Communicationsfrom Boards and

,

city

Officers.

The followingclaims approved by the
Hospital Board. Dec. 2, 1922, tvere ordered° certified to the Common Council for

Works Gas..... ..... 3-45
Citizens Tel. Co . Rent.
Board of Public Works. Electricity 53.11
the following resolu- A. Harrington. Coal......... ...... «.65
tion passed by the Holland Co-opera- Model Laundry, laundry .......... 64.3.
Damstra Bros. Bepa.rs.
..... 8.20
tive Association:
“Resolved that It Is the sense of the Jas. A. Brower Co . Linoleum ..... 54.43
..... 8.60
members of the Holland Co-operative Superior Ice Co.. Icf; • • •
Association that the result of the last De Pree Hwde Co.. Kitchen Lienelection as shown on the faW of the
*
ballot should be followed In regard to Roemer Drug Co.. Suture material11.18
the election of Sheriff of Ottawa Coun- B. P. W., iJtmp. Latbor ...........3.55
G. Grlssen, Scavengerwork.......22.30
Ho'lland* Gas

factories at

Holland and elsewhere have

installed

systems whereby the

beet pulp can be dried and those farmers who have contracts with our

much cheaper price than it takes to haul the
wet pulp. By request we will give any farmer who ask for the information the
benefits derived from the feeding of the beet pulp to cattle.
factories can receive the pulp at a

j

Filed.
Clertt presented

|

bIIb
ty."
......

—

____

-

___

..

Holland Factory Located on

West Fourteenth

_

_

_

_____

___________

HOLI.AND CITY

TAGS SIGHT
liAEKET REPORT
"Wbeat No. 1
Wheat,

JOHNNY LAYAN

__

Bye

1

_____

:

i

PLAYS IH ORIENT

‘

ol.un

........

Cracked Cor

::j. m i.»u

.Scratch Feed w th srit.—..

0<

..

.

...

-

• GOING TO ISLAND

w*

base.

°'A

in

person,

Tokyo in the

^alvey

«f

«

hK
Grand

Ho«ford come«l to

th‘

embassy. The two went to

classes church

M.

, ,

Pork

diamond as a

Chickeni

a«
»
timely
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.

tom

“e

at
Michigan,
a new buildingwas recently

flashy infielderand

vu*
hitter. Lavan

a

r«ov
on

the bench during the last weeks

of

the

season.

— Hope College Anchor.

It will also be

rememberedJohnny

Lavan made his first appearance in
Holland when this city was in the
State League for one season. . At
that time Johnny thought so much of

Home."

'

a gtaff

of

woricen.

-- watched
'

.

And

We

It isn

^

is

I

what’s

t

the nicest

is

It’s

no trouble.

expensive-justdeposit a few cents

week and then next Christmas, all worry
about the money for presents and Christmas cheer is gone.
a

;

Your Christmas box and candy is here
waiting for you. Come in and open a
Club under one of our numerous plans.

^

a

Christmas Savings Club

thing in the world to have.

•

Havti*h?

that

A Christmas Savings Account

you?* people and constant’?
in training for the Master'sservice.
Mrs. Elliot and T will locate at Cape
Hatien in a modern bungalow recently erected for the superintendent
of the field. The people speak French
and Christian literature in French
class of

“

still.

next year.

Cape Hat'en on ^ie northern shore
of the island. Here is a splendid

:

to

going to make your Christmas happier

also have a well equipped school at

d
>
BUOreSS.

I

.

y

do our share

a Christmas Savings Club with us.

John Broekema, who has hia sum;mer boma on the Graafschap road
.immediatelyoff the Pike and who is
hop*
.Atv£
•connected with Marshall-Field &
m order to remain hers. His work as creditable new church building in the
Co. of Chicago, has been quite ill of
a baseball player attracted the scouts ‘ capitol city, Port Au Prince.”
. late and hia doctors have advised him
To direct the Adventist mission
of the larger leagues and since that
.to go south for three months. He is
JOHNNY LAVAN
already in
will
n Jacksonville,Fla., and will
j time he has played in big company ?vor^
Vflr‘Pus departments and
(wsthin a few da
ifeM^^fb,ish hi.re,f Japan- John Ter BorS. ’19- writes and ha* made con8iderable moneY‘ I
^new^UA^ Tho
i'sCt Miami. Mrs. Broekema and son
making
by^auto^1 that about 10-0()()sPectators
I reluctantto leave Holland and his'
mobile, and win reach there within a
performance of the big AmeriS growing church and good friends Mr.
* __
j __
mr
.
... U*
Elliott feels /Wnf
that in as nv.v/.V
much as
he
ixw days. Mr. Broekema’s eyesight
|
has
given
his
l!fe
to
the
furtherance
ihas been troublinghim and he is
! of the Gospel he must go where the
leaving hit business on physician’s
need is the greatesteven though it
ALL - AMERICAN SCORE CARD
'orders. The Broekema's are well acunlimited personal
«juainted here, and ho doubt their
1 sacrifice. He, with his family, will
ffriendswill be interested.
leave Holland in about a week exLETHER COAT
U
Ed I^euw of the Hudson-Essex
*t*r**v*t**Kni
pecting to sail from New York the’
1 ntf
Garage is a replar Santa Claus. He
[B?*
7 B
Tt
28th of December.
has a large Christmas tree trimmed
BMCOMM iiuMaa^a

“

to

So, to take care of our share of it this
year, we have a little Christmas box
filled with candy for everybody opening

warded with a present baptized mem«a-«,r bership of nearly n!ne hundred and

has just

want

happier

1919,

ered from injurieswhich kept him

The pastor of Trinity Reformed
. church will continue the series of
sermons on uBible Types of Ameri.ean Women." The sermon of next
. Sunday evening will be MThe Ideal

n •

make Christmas this year happy, but, more than that,
we want to help make Christmas 1923

cine at Michigan and when his big
Mr/ Elliott, in speaking of hia new
league days are over will pracUce his fioid oi iabor sayg( “Though Hayti
profession. He has been in major has presented many obstacles for
league baseball since 1913 and with mission work it has proven a very
the St. Louie Cardinals since
PJ»Uon of the vineyard. W.
,
have conducted mission work there
having secured a reputationon the , for about fifteen years and are re-

___

the

We

»'' «»*"-

and played on athleticteams together wtoere
at Hope and later at the U. of
erected under his direction to accomLavan secured his degree in medi- ™date the growing flock in that

Butler, dairy
Butter, creamer

i

Merry Christmas

t

own number is a member of this ag- j3iand of Hayti. Mr. Grant Hosford,
gregation. Johnny Lavan found an a graduate of Emanuel Missionary

•EgJf*

the

REV. ELLIOTT IS

lowed a man past third
pastors. Mr. Walter P. Elliott who
That which interests Hopeites the has been nerving the church in this
most concerningthis famous baseballconnection has been called by the
v general conference of the SeventhWarn b the fact that one of their *ay Adventi,t, for te«ice „„ y,.

FORMER CLASSMATES MEET
IN THE DISTANT ORIENT;

00

Scratch Feed no grit. ----........ :u o
St. Car Feed per ton -------____ ..34, UJ
.....33.00
No. 1 Feed per ton ---On November 4, 1922, the All........ 37.00
Serening!
....... 32 00 American BaseballTeam opened the
Bran
Middling!
aeriafl mto the Keio Uam in Tokyo,
Low Grade Flour — .......
60
...48.00
Cotton Seed Meal W%.
...61 00
Cotton Seed Meal 4S%.
...44.00
Gluetin Feed
___ 48.00
Dairy Fwd U%
----29.00
Dairy Feed 16%.
Mug Feed
Hay, baled
Straw

’.Woman of

Japanese. One was|

23
.74

Oil Neal

Beef

little

reminded of Fisher’s cartoon’s abbutj

---- .$1.25

red 1 white

No

cans and the

NEWS

You’ll never regret

'

i_

f

it.

I

HERE IS OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB PLAN

i

,

I

demands

'

I

»»P *nd

most

filled with scintillatingeTec".

'.

1

of the rainbow. On each side of the tree two1
beautiful Hudson Coaches decorated
with Christmas bells occupy con-

ttiic lights in all colors

a T Hr /b
u u* L

—a
I

i:

3*

*

A

N*r*N.

Key, H. A Vruwink was elected as
president of the Grand Haven Boy
Scouts’ council; Paul Taylor, vice
* /K'irient; Charles R. Shoupe, repreto the National council; B.
P • Sherwood was re-electedsecretary
and William Phillips scout commis-'
i
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RepresentativeG.

W.

Kooyers

is

ft-*

'

to seVef hit connections with the
Heat Furnace Co. the first of Jan-j
dar^'wben he returns to Lansing as
'W!-resentative of this dictrictin the
'jlichigan legislature.Mr. Kooyers1

ft » »

VP

w

f

Mas represented the company in
flawing for so me years; he has long
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o’clock in

to

a

order

seat for the

A

i

started

at 2:30 o’clock.It
doesn’t look

11

like

baseball, does it?

U
ft

grand stand at

game which

1
-

icans. John Ter
Borg and George
Laug reached the

get

v

ifceen planning to relinquish that

cwork to enter the investment field
Jhut he remained on the job until a
wuenesnr had been trained and until
ithe bminess was firmly established in

•

rr

i

lift

.

ft

Japanese and Amer-

t r.*

*
If *

Haven has been held in that port for
nearly 18 hours due to the high
winds which have been blowing. The
Goodrich liner Alabama was also
held over in Muskegon.
The steamer “City of Grand Rapids” has also been delayed on account of the storm. Leaving Monday night she hit the beginning oi a
gale and immediately made Benton
Harbor, where she laid up until 7
o’clock Wednesday when she proceeded on her way to Holland reaching her dock here just before noon
Wednesday.
The gale was one of the most severe thus far this season besides
blowing a blizzard. The wind came
due west at 47 miles an hour and
the highest velocity attained was 49

ifl
t
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legisla-

ture he will leave the concern and
/devote all his time to his legislative
wverk. When the legislatureadjourns
'be wdl enter the investment field in 1
j

DIEKEMA GIVES
INFORMATIVE ADDRESS
ON “CHINA”

wanted to help China to find herself
— which is in. marked contrast to the
Holland.
way some other countries have regarded that vaat but rather impotA meeting of the Holland Radio
ent country.
Asa’n will be held Thursday, Dec. 14
Mr. Diekema also touched on the
.at 8 o'clock p. m. in the club rooms,
The complicatedpolitical situation
religious conditionsin China and
on the 3rd floor of the city hall. The in China was made considerably
gave a rather startling picture of the
purpose of this meeting will be to clearer to the members of the Wostatus of women in that country.
perfect the organization of the club man's Literaryclub Tuesday afterContrary to the popular idee that
arrange for a program, and elect noon when Hon. G. J. Diekema dewomen have become emancipated
.aew officers for the coming year. The ' livered an address on “China.”
Holland Radio Aaa’n was organized Things political in China are exceed- there, he declaredthat a very larv*percentage of the women are still
about a year ago, and held bi-weekly ingly scrambled and it is not always
subject to the cruel foot-binding
meetings in the high school during easy for an occidental to understand
custom.
the past winter and spring months them but in so far as they can be
World News was given by Mrs.
undentood by the western mind,
, C.
-with an attendanceof about 30.
The dob is organized for educa- Diekema reduced their chaos to order H- McBride. Miss Mildred Blakesley,
and gave a clear conceptionof the of Saugatuck, played a piano solo.
trends
of political thought in the Miss Runnels, a representative of
OBITUARY
great republic of the orient. He the Michigan department of health,
laSj^.^?1862J When^^a ' «Poko on Chinese politics largely with gave a talk in regard to the baby,
children, and tuberculosis clinic that
.•small boy he esme with his parents' reference to the part America has
fomthers and sisters to the United Pjay®d ln maintaining the policy tu is to be put on in Holland by the
Stakes and settled near Holland. the “open door” first enunciatedby state physicians and nurses on Jan‘ uary 17, 18, ad 19. This clinic will
This was jut before the big fire of John Hay when secretary of
be free to all and preceding it free
state
and
he
drew
a
contrast
between
771. He began working on the raillectures will be given.
road whep quite young and worked tbe sP*r^,'.n wb'.cb America has acted
The civic health committee anup until he became a conductor. He ! toward China with the spirit in which
lived in and near Holland until
other countries have regarded nounced that the Christmas -seal
die life when he moved to norther her. America has never wanted sale is now on and all were asked to

Mr,

mid-
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MEMBER

§

JOIN NOW!
Members paying 10 cents

l

each

Members paying 25 cents each
week fixed for 50 weeks draw

$12.50 1

Members paying 50

cents each
week fixed for 50 weeks draw

Members payiny 1

1

$5.00

week fixed for 50 weeks draw

$25.00 a

dollar each

week fixed for 50 weeks draw

$50.00 1

Members paying 2 dollars each
week fixed for 50 weeks draw

$100.00 1

Members paying 5 dollars each
week fixed for 50 weeks draw

$250.00 1

;

miles.

a;

U

PAYMENT MAKES I

YOU A

The Grand Trunk carferryGrand

series played by the
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opening game of the
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HOLLAND BOATS
WERE DELAYED ON
ACCOUNT OF STORM

duction of the score
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Only once before this year was the
velocityof the wind greater, and
that was last week Tuesday when it
reached 52 miles keeping the large
car ferries and other steamers into
the Grand Haven port.
At that time the “City of Grand,
Rapids” weathered the gale and entered Holland harbor at the usual
time. However she struck hard on
the bar at the mouth of the harbor,
and some of the crew were thrown to
the deck.
One of the reasons why the “City
of Grand Rapids” made’ Benton Harbor Tuesday morning, was the fact
that the captain did not dare to risk
another ohance of hitting the bar at
the mouth* of Holland harbor.
Once before this season the boat;
nearly lost her steerage way, and
this would prove very disastrous entering between the piers as the ship
in swerving, one way or another,
might strike the piers and disaster
would be inevitable.
It will be remembered that some
18 years ago the steamer “Argo” also struck the bar, and losing her
steerage way went beyond the North
pier where she was beached and the
Holland life saving crew had to takq
the passengers and seamen off by
way of the breeches-buoy.
Another argument in favor of
more appropriationand better harbor facilities for this port.

The Above Amounts Win Be Increased By Interest

When Payments Are Kept

Up.

iff:
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FINES!

NO TROUBLE! j.

NO RED TAPE!
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PEOPLES STATE BANK

!

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

*

,

poit ii.
Michigan,living at Cadillac, Mancel- anything for herself in China but has
married
’ ’
Dora Harvey and there were born to
them five children, Mrs. John Rab-'
Holland High 1922 Foot Ball
bers of Grand Rapids; Fred of Nor-|
folk, Va.; Charles of Owosso; and
Mrs. Ruth Rose of Detroit. One baby
died in infancy. These four children
his wife, four brothers and two sisters survive him.
A number of years ago he was
converted in Cadillac. Since that|
time he has been a devoted worker in
the church, going out on Sundays'
with other men to hold religious
servicesin out of the way places
where they had no church, trying to
spend part of his time in the service of the Master he loved.
He was a kind husband and father and had a wide circle of frienfls.
He was a great lover of children
and wat never so happy as • •when
amusing them. ’The children' all
looked upon him as their particular
property and “Unde George” was
everywherewelcomed with delight.
He had a sunny, happy disposition,
always looking on the bright side of
life. This was such a well known
Year after year the Holland
Early in the season injuries de- being given places on the All-State
characteristic of his that he was afturns
out
football teams of which prived the team of the services of selections for 2nd team. Lordahl
fectionatelyknown as “Old Grin,”
by the trainmen among whom he the city can be justly proud. This Capt Lordahl and Van Raalte, yet and Van Raalte drew these honors,
year’s team was no exception. Al- Holland won 50 per cent of their Lordahl should be good material for
-worked.
n.
mm oJune
unc uc
iuju
A jci
year «v
ago last
he had
a though the locals were defeated by games and in every game in which any °\ the stato colleges.Following
stroke of paralysis that stopped his j such t^am as Grand Rapids Union they were^ defeated they went down J^a list of Hollands 1922 record:
work altho be was able to be around and Grand Haven, these defeats are gamely. Coach Martin will have a £aZ0° ,Ce"tnral„3?'Holland 13; G. If
all the time. Last Saturday evening excusable consideringthat both hard task to develop a team next £entj*al 20, Holland 0; Muskegon
Me suffered another stroke and died these teams are laying claim to the year, as only four regularswill re- Heights 6, Holland 20; G. K. Souto
Allegan 0, HoHaf“
about midnight He and his wife State Championship. Only one team turn to the squad, the rest being lost 3.
T^ranud
and
had lived with their daughter, Mrs. on this year’s schedule,which can by graduation. Kleis, Masselink,
John Rabbers in Grand Rapids since really be classed as Holland’s size, Johns, and Van Raalte are the play- 'fTt;*oafpJ Holland 6: Union 59,
his first stroke. He was buried here was able to defeat them, this team ers around whom the coach will have .Hplltnd 8. Total points scored by
nn the 'Osborne lot tn the Pilgrim, being Grand Haven, whose 1922 to form his next year’s team. Twrf opponents 147; Scored by Holland
of Holand’splayers were honored by -68.
Contributed,team was an exceptionalone.
IHome cemetery.

ona aad
aad Big Kapids.
Rapids. He

'

Team

;

^

I
Christmas Suggestions

f

It is our intention this year not to cary over a =5
dollar’s worth of winter merchandise.Almost
everything has been marked to rock bottom prices,
therefor we invite you to come in and do your EE
Christmas shopping here, as we have a store full of
useful gifts for every member of the ’family:

=
=
=

FOR LADIES:

FOR MEN:

[FOR CHILDREN:

Umbrella’i

Flannel Shirts

Toys
Sleds

Gloves

Fancy Socks

Apron’s
Handkerchiefs

Gloves

Sweater Coats

Suspenders

&

Mittens

•

Carrom Boards
Dolls

Dress Shirts

Teddy Bears

'

Gloves

Slip-over Sweaters Garters

|

|

Cases
Mackinaws

Petticoats

Umbrellas

Togue Caps

Conets

Sheep lined Coats

Leggins

Brassiere s

Bath Robes

Scarfs

Bath Robes

Sweater Coats

Bath Robes

Fancy Stockings

Slip-over Sweaters Girls Dresses

Rain Coats

Suit

,

High

St.

H®Uand

Hav®.n

Mittens

Skirts

Night

Gowns

Rain Capes

'

Underwear

Fancy Towels

Caps and Hats

Blankets

Fancy Ties

Our outside location

&

Scarfs

enables us to save you

money. Come in and see. Your money back
not

if

satisfied.

GEORGE HEIDEMA,
Cor. 17th St.

-

-

and Central Ave.

_

HOLLAND,

.

MICHIGAN
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FISHING TUGS COME IN- MAKES IT STILL
TO HOLLAND HARBOR
EASIER FOR THE

Ad

Just Look Over This
See

if

you can find anything that suits you as a Holiday Gift!

you in making your Selections.
will save you money buying them here.

It will assist
It

AUTO OWNERS
. .
!

-

o,.

Two

CONGRESSMAN
ANSWERS THE MERCHANTS’ TELEGRAM

fishin* tuffs, “The Star” and
1
.
John Vandersluis,vice president
the “Cecil W." have come into HolCity Clerk Overweg who is this of the Holland MerchanU’ associaland harbor and are makinff Harrinff- ear in charge of paashg out auto tion, has received the followinglet! ton’s dock their headquarters.The
icense plates to the people of Hoi- , ter from Congressman Carl E. Mi
Mapes
tuffs, with crews of about five men land and the surrounding communi- , showing that Mr. Mapes is keeping in
apiece, came to Holland from North- ties in Ottawa and Allegan counties, 1
touch with the harbor situation here
port, making the trip safely in spite will keep his office in the city hall
and wUl do his part to receive at"f
good deal of bad weather, open every evening until H:>0 for

a

.

tention for Holland from vhe government:
“Dear Mr. Vandersluis: The telegram signed by yourself and Mr.
Fred Beeuwkes la received. You may
be assured I will gladv co-operate
with the Holland committee and ascate of title ; 2-— The driver’slicense : gut in all ways possible now and in
8— the card showing the number of the future to aid the harbor project
the license plate now on the
. .....
at Holland.”
Mr. Overweg again remind*: aauto
owners
tq
_____ that
____ they
_jy are rsnuuated
rsm
come in for their platea either before'
Christmas or after New Year’s, leaving the last week of December free
for the extra work in connection with

They were weatherbound twice on the accommodation of persons who
the tripi being compelled by heavy cannot call during the day.
seas to run into ports for shelter.
AH auto owners are r°mind3d that
The distance from Northport is 220 I they must show three documents
miles.
when they call at the clerk’s office
The tugs expect to stay i.ere until for a license plate: — The ccrtifl
| the harbor becomes icelocked. They
1

For Babies and Girls:
Kiddy Kirs,

dolls, rattles, chimes,

banks, nmpets, rubber

dolls or animals, climbing

mon-

keys, teddy bears, mittens, bibs, rubber balls etc. etc.

will go after trout and already have
their setlines out but no lift has as
v»»t been made. When fishing from
this port becomes impossible because
[of the ice the tugs will go to some
! port further south to continue operations during the winter. ___________

PROCLAMATION.

car.

PHOENIX HOES

-

-

They Catch

the collectionof city taxes.
o

the

Eye

Whereas, local, county and state
COMMUNICATION
anti-tuberculosis workers have succeeded in the last five years, in making a substantial redvt'ion In the
death rate from the white plague, Editor
In some of the newspapers#in Holand
Whereas, this reduction has been land it appears that a certain farmer
accomplishedin large part by means o< Graatschap offered to sell some
of preventiveand educational meth- of his diseased chickensin order to
ods that have cut down the spread get rid of them, regardlessof the
fact that neither the owner nor the
of this dread disease, and
Whereas, the chief need at this meat market who wanted them could
time in the program of effort against see anything wrong with them. Not
tuberculosis is an awakened public only that, but the owner, J. H.
realization of the menace and ap- Scholten, did not know the man who
preciation of the importance of made the remarks of some being
guarding against it, in order further diseased, and Mr. H. Bosch, Inspecto reduce the death rate, therefore
tor. did not give his name nor his
I, the Mayor of Holland, do here- office as inspector, but went to the
by proclaim Sunday. December 10, justice, sentenced him with a fine
TuberculosisSunday, and the week and costs of 131.70. He had to pay
beginning December 10, Tuberculosis he was in the trap.
Week, in keeping with the action of
Is that right? If Mr. H. Bosch
hundreds of sister cities throughout had said, “I am inspector and some They fit the purse as well as
the nation, urge that the people of
the chickensare diseased,” and then
our city give some thought to the
! the ankle and they satisfy the
Mr. Scholten had sold them anyway,
danger from the disease and the best
then it would have been an entirely demand for milage; fhey will
methods of protection against it.
I further commend the cause to differentcase. Is it right to let some wear out, but they take theii
one blindfolded run into trouble and
the ministers of our city, and to the
cost?
time about it.
newspapers and all other educational
Graafschap is very indignant in
influences, with the thought that
assortment of styles
they may well devote some effort on this matter; it is not an honor to Holthat day and during that week to land. We feel offended and request and colors is very large.
that the above be published.
i cooperation in the work of popularizMake this
headquar(Signed) A. Tien, P. Van Klavern,
ing nrevention, and to thjs end
should omnhasize the task of the A. H. Strabbing, G. J. Rutger*, G. ters for Holiday Hosiery,

—

Character dolls, mamma dolls, baby-dolls,kidbody dolls, doll heads, cradles, beds, trunks,
piano's, ironing-boards,flat irons,
dishes, small brooms, tables

and

bureau’s and dressers, coffee

chairs,

mills,

china or aluminum

sewing boxes, rockers, purses, purfume’s, doll buggies,

handkerchiefs, ribbons, purses with chains, bead necklaces, pictures,work-boxes, cbina dresser-sets,sewing baskets, manicure sets, pin cushions,ivory combs, mirrors, trays, brushes, pow-

der and bairboxes,house slippersetc. etc.

Our

your

penny Christmas Seals, which make
tho anti-tuherculosis work possible.
Given under my hand and seal, this
8th day of Dec.
Signed E. P. Stephan.
Mayor of Holland.

Zagers, C. Mulder, J. Mulder, W.
Steketee, J. Lambers, H. Labers, H.
Bonzelaar, A. dipping, G. Ensink, H.
Koops. H. Tien, H. J. Wolters, G.

Den

Bleyker,

FRENCH

John Klomparens, F.

CLOAKSTORE

26 E, 8th Street

Peterson,D. Derks.

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS
For Boys:

PIANO AO

Chemcraft outfits, Meccano outfits, Carrom-boards,Mechanical trains, electrical trains, motors, transformers, drums, friction toys,
cal toys, horses

work

W

benches, iron-toys, boats, all kinds of mechani-

and wagons, pocket knives, tinker-toys,rocking horses, automobiles, engines,

pumps, pop guns, air-rifles,baseball

mits, footballs,reins, tops,

at

mouth organs, watches etc.

MEYER’S

For Boys and Girls:
Savings banks, all kinds of
games, books of every description, paint

books, spelling and

counting boards, paint boxes,
crayons, a b

c

blocks, nested

blocks, black boards, desks and
chairs, sleds, etc. etc.

For Ladies:
All kinds of
I

aluminum ware,

$

trays, handkerchiefs,brass

T

or stone jardinieres, stone teapots, pyrex glass, boston bag;,

box paper, silver plated
knives, forks and spoons,
china cups

and

saucers, su-

gars gnd creamers, celery trays, cake plates, salads bowls, glass

{water sets, sherberts, cut glass bowls,
sets, powder and

and

baskets, manicure

puff boxes, Chinese baskets, fancy towels,

purses, canteen or vanity bags, ivory combs, trays, minors and brushes.

FOR THE

For Men:

We

WHOLE FAMILY:

All sizes of Christmas box-

Humidors, cigar stands, ash
initial handkerchiefs,

vacunm

trays,

ep, Christmas tree ornaments,

bottles

and lunch kits, shaving sets, mirron,

mugs and brushes, pocket knives

etc.

tinsel, candles, electric lights,

paper bells, Christinas seals
and tags, postal cards and

booklets, candies, candy
boxes and fancy boxes of cho-

®

Make your selections from

soon to be thinking about that ChristI mas Piano or Player Piano. Good Pianos this
Christmas are going to be scarce— there is an unusual demand for them and Piano-makers everywhere predict an acute Christmas shortage. Better come in and reserve an instrument now while
otir stock is as complete as we can make it.
will deliver the day before Christmas if you wish.
isn’t too

colates, alarm clocks, bird

rvUR

new, ready-for-Christmas display presents an unvalues The models
include the firest makes of Grand Pianos and the lowest
priced Uptights. Each instrument is a leader in its class
-a full-value piano that will bear strict comparison. By

U

all

usually wide range of appealing

means inspect our offerings before you buy. Come in

today.

%

cages; crepe paper, bibles.

this list

A DFTCDO

and save money on your purchases at

5 and 10 Cents Store and Bazaar

£a8t

Central

Avenue

MEYER’S
17

W. 8th

St.

1

HOLLAND CITY /^EWS

Faft Ten

The fonowinc efffeers for 1929 The Knights of Phythies held their JOHNSON WINS OVER CUNNING, W. M. TRAVER, HARTFORD
HAM 100 TO 67.
CANNER, FOUND GUILTY
were turned: C. Vender Meulen, C. annuel election of officers at their
BY FEDERAL COURT JURY
C; Georce Pelcrim,V. C.; Wm» regular meeting in K of P hell
Wishmeier. PreUte; A. J. Weetveer, Thurnday evening. The lodge has
Earl Johnson tied Harvey Sullivan
K. of R. S. end M. F.; John. Oleot,. had a very successful year and many last night when he defeated CunA jury in federal court at Grand
M. E.; Pet Nordhoff.M A.; Rue! new members have been added. It ningham by the score of 100 to 67 at , Rapids
ids Thursday returned a verdict
Post's
Billiard
Academy.
Burch, L G.; John Ederle, 0_ G.; has also passed a busy year of work
1 of guilty in the case of William M.
This was an exceptionallygood
Oecar Petereon, If. W.; EL P. Davis, ami prospects for the coming year’s
Traver, head of Wiliam Traver &
game, both men going very strong
trustee for two yeers; Louis Van
Co., Hartford canners and growers,
activities
are
bright
until
the
last
when
Johnson
twice
Schelren,Fretemel Correspomfimt.
charged with using the mails to demade a run of 14 balls, winning on
fraud in 'his business relations with
the last run of 14 without a miss.
the St. Josenh Valiev bank of ElkMuch interest is being taken in
hart, Ind. The deliberations lasted
these games the last of which will
1 Mt
t'i intihti M.il/tM'
nearly two hours.
be played next Thursday night, when
Traver and Mrs. Traver, the aged
Johnson and Sullivanmeet for the
city championship, far which a I Hartford- Man’s second wife and
j many yeara younger than he, were
beautiful silver cup is being offered
in the court room together when the
bv Post’s Billiard Academy.
I verdict was read.
They made no
JS^Intemational real estate organAH our resources, efforts and abilities
comment and counsel for the defense
ization, established 20 years with
. said no appeal would be made. Bond
sales 120,000,000annually desires a
will continue to be enlisted toward
of $10,000 demanded in the case
man of force and unquestioned ip- waB continuedtnd Traver and hia
malrlng the service of this Company
tegrity to list for sale and show real wifet wh0f ^cording to Traver's
i

Mi

1

]

I

.

•

Mich-

the kind of service the people of

igan need and desire*

MICHIGAN STATEff

M

B

"IAmA TtUphont StrrtM

•

TELEPHONE CO.
for

MuhAtan

M’IVM'M'M’M'M'M’M’I'M'Mv

Ttylor & Van der Wege’s Poultry Cure
For your Poultry.Keep your birds

Healthy and Productive.
Get

it

CHARLES SAMSON, M.
Lady With Largo Acquaintance

right man. State all qualificationsin
first letter. E. A. Strout Farm
Agency, Ford Bldg. Detroit, Mich.

Cits.

Phone

D.

1795

who ia employed in a ready to wear de
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat, and Headparuntnt or who Is dressmakingt in be
ache
come established in her own buriniss;
GLASSES FITTED
and create a worth while income with*
Office Hourst — 9:80 to 1% A. M.
out competition. We will send you
:30 to 6 P. M.
from fifteen to fifty new style dresses
Saturday evenings7:30 to 9
suitable for all occasions,every month;
constantly exchanging unsold models1
Office 11 East Eighth Street
for new
^
(O’Leary Bldg.)
Applicantswho cannot give bank Hollaed,
Michigan'
:

|

\

1

|

I

styles.

considered.
PEGGY O'NEIL

references, will not be

1

DM. A. iiLfcNHOUlto

EYE, EAH, NOSE ANI' IBKUAT

Creator el PopwUr FrioecL High Ckael
Dreaaee
VANDfcR
29 Weal 39th

3t.

New

ttPEUlALHJT

VEIN BLOCK, OVLK

WOOL-

WORTH'D
OFFICE R011R8

Terfc City

a.

t to ft p. &. E;minf%
Ties, and Hats^ 7:80 teW.

9 t# )1

Holland.

.Be* testimony,signed most of the alcured through extensiveadvertising t ie(fed worthlesspaper read Into the
and numerous big city branches. A , records, left for their home. Trasplendid opportunity
for insurance ver will appear for sentence at a
>PL
man, machinery salesman or farmer. later date, it was said
It means $3000 to $7600 yearly to
estate around

|

J.Arendshorst
Dr. E. J. Hanes
LIFE Ovlopaikic Pkyslciaa
Residence Phone 1996
INSURANCE f

FIRE COMPENSATION

HEALTH ACCIDENT AUTOMOBILE
6f.8th.ST. Phone '’120

36 W, 9th St Citz. Office Phore 1766
Offico 1 ring, residence 2 rings.
Cits. Thane 1766
and By Appointment

HUllANOMICH.

The members of the Holland Rotary
club were treated to a splendid
glimpse of conditions in the Moham-

FARM BARGAIN- A good farm ol 170 acroa located
medm cr'-H*- t
',-d
souch west of Nashville, o« trunk
WHY A WISHBONE,
northern Africa at the;r regular line M-79, on main road to Battle
meeting Thursday when Dr. S. M.
The wishbone of a hen. or, as the Zwemer discussed his recent travels Creek in one of the best farming
sedate medical encyclopedias chart through these covntries and gave a sections of Barry county. Natural
clover land, clay loam, level to
it, the furculum of a fowl, has been
short review of the conditions that

•

Dr.J.O SCOTT

Btoiw
IMO ,
DENTIST

8:30

to-

Phone
64604

^

slightly rolling,about 136 acres un- 1 1
t0, 5 T. M.
80*9 Widdkoaib Buildsac
der plow, about 12 acres good tim
ber, the balance pastare with about
Grand Rapids, Mich.
33 acres fine wheat. Full set of
buildingsincludinggood residence,
barn 40x76 with full Basement Built'
PhYMBBRM AND HOOFERM
in 1920, hog hous^, tool house, ken TYLBR VAR LANDBQBND, Dealer

an agent of tho wishine goddess.
prevail there.
Way back in the middle ages when
The speaker stated that in so far
superstitions were in their heyday
as commercial conditions were conthe custom of two people grasping cerned these lands are enjoying an
opposing ends of a wishbone from a even greater period of prosperity
chicken and yanking them apart be- than before the war, but that there
The dea was that whoever had is an underlying element of unrest
the best luck in getting the biggest . that
Jn every hand. This house, well house, granary, cern
piece of the wishbone would have the
unrest Is caused by the disratisfac- crib, etc., and well fences. School
wish in their hearts at that moment tion of the Mohammedan population house half and church jne mile dis-

j8

In Wiadmilla, Gasoline Engines,

come true.
with the Christian rule of the tant. The property is assessed at
The the medieval British folks the British French and Dutch govern- slightlyless wan $70 an acre. I will
9614— Exp. Dec. 23
custom was "Merry-thouting,”and 1 ments in their various colonnes.
sell it for $65 an acre, a price less STATE. OF MICHIGAN— The Prothe wishbone was known as .» The speaker likened the antipathy than assessed at. I have other farm bate Cnurt for the County of Ot*h.’le vW.S ' to theleelinp that would prevail In larrds here to see to and wish lew | tawa.
IS. .ouft « thr™^ v,™ to
responsibility. I will well for $350’©; At a session of said court, held at
sosethin* you may not know:
-Wtoa.
wishbone Is a forked bone in front, I( waj a !urprf8e ^ many of th<)!e down on land contract hr $5000. or 1 the psohate office,in the City of
more down. with mortgage for bal- Grand Haven, in said county, on the
of the breast bone of most birds, and
present to learn that in point of ance. Interest at 5^ with time to 4th day of December A. D. 1922.
not the bone corresponding to a
shipping thru the Zuez canal the suit nurchaser. Not for sale after Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
mans collar bone, as ye editor of the
Dutch are third that the Dutch and
Dec. 31st. Come and loolc :t over. ’Judge of Probate.
E. Luhhauser, Nashville, STurh. i In tha. Mattv of the Estate of
custom is a
miaint ceremony from Sicilian wed- sMop "nd
__ — —
Gnce Wilton, Deceased
allp^-’-ce of more than 32 million
dings that may account for the wishInternational real estate oeganiza-i Lynn H. Wilson having filed in
Moharmendan
subjects, in its
ing bone custom. After the weddin*
eastern colonies and they jrre among tion, established 20 years wiah sales- , said court his petition praying that
feast the father of the bride would
prosperousof all the east- $20,000,000annually desire* man of i said count adjudicate and determine
nick up a bon**, and handing it to the
force aad unquaationed integrity to-' who were at the time of her death
ern
r^nles.
"room say: “Pick this bone, for you
Mr. 7wemer d-acussed the vary- list for sale arod show real estate the legal heirs of said deceased and
have taken a hand in much harder
around Holland. Buyers secured, i entitled t# inherit the real estate of
task.” Then the groom grabbed the ing policies of the three governments
the
British policy of conces- [ through extensiveadvertising and ' which said deceased died seized.
bone and honed for the best.
sion,
policv of assimila- ' numerous big city branches. Splen- ' It is Ordered, that the
Desnite the fact that the orivin of
tion and Dutch policy of paternal- did opportunityfor insurance man,!, 8th Day of January A. D. 1923
the happy custom is shrouded in antiquity, grownups tn-dav when they ism over ability of the thiw govem- machinery salesman or farmer. It at tan o'olocfc in Um forenoon at said
idv-utages means $3000 to $7500 yeurfy1 to j probate office be and is hereby apscrambled around “Ma’f to get the ism. end nointed
right maw. State all qualifibatans in ' pointed flar hearing said petition;'
wishbone from the Sunday chicken, and disadvantage*of
as “them was the days.” And as elusion he sounded a note of optim- first Tetter E1. A. Strout Farm.1 It is futher ordered, that public
children we all believed in our wish- over the ability of the thro« go^- Agency, Ford BTdg., Detroit,.Mich, notice tlkreof be given by publication of a copy of this order, for
es coming true if we were the lucky ments thr^gh their s^-nl
three suwessive weeks previous to
puller, just as we did in Santa Claus. to cope wi*h the situation and preserve equilibrium.
What’s your pet “Why?”
said day of hearing in the Holland
NOTICE.
Simplv send it. on a nenny postal
City News a newspaper printed and
Attomey Raymond Visscher is on
Notice fer the taxpayers of Holland circulated!ra said county.
to the “Why?” Editor, Chicago Evea business trip to Ashtabula,Ohio. Township— From Dec. 10th until Jan.
ning American.
JAMES J. DANHOF,
16th I wil be at the following places A true copy
Judge of Probate
to collect taxes: Every Tue., Wed.
Cora Vande Water,
I

*

The a««d.nV

Ford Magnetos Need Recharging
A weak Magneto causes your car to start hard, to

Magneto while you

will elwiie your

wait, and

your ear will start easier and better, have more
power, and have better lighta, and make more miles
on a gallon.

m

Come

.

XlSX

.

|

the

jerk, and to have poor lights.

We

1

TSnWritish

ia end hive your Magneto tested
you will be surprised at how weak it is.

FREE, and

1

the

ouf

ZEELAND ELECTRIC SERVICE
George Kampa, Prop.
Jmkm*

'OlF Cerege

Bldg.

Cor. Main and State St*

Phone 241-2r.

—

COLLECTION OF

and Sat. at Holland City State Bank.
Every Thursday at the Zeeland
State Bank. ^Friday’s at home and
Monday, Jan. 8th at Harrington’s
North Side Store.

LIVE*

Henry Van Doontik,
Holland Township Treas.

LONGER BY LIVING

2 Wks.

: Engineering Service

RIGHT.

•
:

311 Union Nat. Bank Bldg.
Civil Efigiiteriag

M. M.

we would

we

live longer

we would

most employ the

*

for-Hap*
piness. An old grouch drys up pretty fast -

very thing that

live longer

?

the faster the better.

To

the

Taxpayers

of the

City of Holland

NOTICE
—That

IS

HEREBY GIVEN
Tax Roll of the
the City of Hol-

the General

several Wards of
land have been delivered to me for
the Collection of Taxes therein levied, and that said taxes can be paid
to me at my office in the City Hall,

corner River Ave. and 11th Street,
at any time before the

1st Day of

in homes that make ns truly contented. Let’s not fool' ourselves as so many
have done, hunting for pleasure. If we can be

some.

means a great deal

H oil

and

to

know that

Furnaces

Make Warm

without any charge for collection,
but that five per cent collection fee
will be charged and collected upon
all taxes remaining unpaid on said
first day of January.
be at roy office on every week day from the
Monday in December to and including the 24th day of
December, between the hours of 8:30 a. m. and 5:00 p. m.
and on Saturdays until 8:30 p.m. And from the 26th day
*f December to and including the 30th day of December,
1922, between the hours of 8:30 a. m. and &30 p. m., to

HOLLAND FURNACE
General - Offices

—

CO.

Holland, Mich,

225 Branches in Central

States.

Largest Installers
of

Furnaces in

Teceive payment of such taxes as are offered me.

B.

Bow master, City Treasurer.

in said court his petition praying for

2524

Muskegon* Mich.

---------- 1###<

News, a newspaper printed and circulated in said county.
JAMES J. DANHOF,
A true copy
Judge of Probate
Cora Vaiide Water.
Register of Probate.

—

Expires,Dec 23, -'6564

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

Probate court for the county of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held at
the Ptobrie Office in the city of
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, Grand Haven in. said county on the
thatffiy virtue of the power of sale 27th day of November A. D. 1922.
contained in said mortgage, and
Hon. James J. Danhof,
Statute in such case made and pro- Judge of Prohate.

- the

vided, on Monday the 19th day o£
February A. D. 1923 at 9 o’clock in
the forenoon, the undersigned will*
at the front door of the Courthouse
in the city of Grand Haven, Michigan, that being the place where the
Circuit Court for
of Oti« the
" County
"
tawa is held, sell at public auction to
the highest bidder, the premises de
scribed in said mortgage, or so much
• thereof as may be necessary to pay
the amount so as aforesaiddue on
(

In the Matter of the Estate of

Robert T. Warekom, Minor
J. Wareham Anderson having

Mary

filed in said court her petition,pray-

ing for license to sell the interest of
'.'ertafo real estate
therein describer for the purpose of
distribution.

said estato in

That tha /
2nd day of January A. D. 1923
at ten o'clock in the forenoon at
said probate office be and is hereby
It is ordered,

with said Attorney to
J aojri estate annear before said court
The North one-half (N%) of the atlid tiL an^ iace te show cause
Southwest quarter (SWV.) of
! “h"',d ,‘™ “to «“th. ‘n?.mt o1
twenty-five(25) in Township Six ga{(j Mtate
reai estate should
(6) north of Range Sixteen (16) | not be „anted.
West, containingeighty (80) acres, It .g Further’ Ordered, that public
of land, more or leaa. the right of notice thereof be given by publication
way on the N°rth an^ South Quar- , of a
order jor tjiree
ter line of about one-half
8UCCesslve weeks previous to said
acre being exceptea; all situated In ^ day of hearinff ln the Holland City
the Township of Olive, County of OtNews, a newspaper printed and cirtawa and State of Michigan.
culated in said county.
Dated: November 17, 1922.
JAMES J. DANHOF.

the

World

|n

copy

acre

&

DenHerder,

^

—

ZEELAND STATE BANK,

Robinson

M.

BUCK

^

I shall

4, ’22.

Johanna Baas, Deceased
Frank M. Palmer having filed in

ad Samyin*

wit*

first

Dated Holland, Mich., Dec.

In the Matter of the Estate of

ter of Deeds of Ottawa County,
Michigan,on July 15, A. D. 1921, in
Liber 187 of Deeds, page 242, on
which mortgage there is claimed to
be due at the date of this notice for
Principaland Interest the sum of
$221.60, and an attorneyfee of $25
as provided for in said mortgage,
and no suit or proceedings at lavy
j having been institutedto recover the
moneys secured by said mortgage, or
any part thereof,

Friends

January Next

Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
Judge of Probate.

^

happy at all it will be right where we five.
Let’s make our home cozy, cheery and whole-

folks just like ourselves, it

Probate court for the county of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held at
the Probate Oflke in the city, of
Grand Haven in said county on the
28th day of November A. D. 1922.

a

Let’s live

To thousands of

Expires Dec. 23—7608
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

license Lx sell the interest of said
estate in certain real estate therein
••»••• i
described for the purpose of paying
debts.
It is ordered, That the
Exp. Feb. 18, ’23
2nd day of January A. D. 1923
MORTGAGE SALE
at ten . o’clock in the forenonn at
Default having been made in the said probate office be and is hereby
conditions of
certain mortgage appointed for hearing said petition,
made by Henry Kruythoff and Min- and that all persons interested in
nie Kruythoffto Zeeland State bank, said estate appear before said court,
dated January 30, 1913 A. D. and at said time and place, to show cause
recorded in the office of the Register why a license to sell the interest of
of Deeds for Ottawa County, Michi- said estate in said real estate, should
an,. on February 17, A. D. 1913, in not ba granted;
f*
Liber 107 of Mortgages on page 90
It is Further Ordered, that public
vmich mortgage was assumed by notieft thereof be given by puMication
James Farrell and Florence Farrell
w,10 U4UCi
W11CC
of a copy of this
order 4ua
foj three
by the terms of a Warranty Deed, J 8UccaS8ive weeks previous to said
recorded in the office of the Regis- day of hearing in the Holland City

• Phon*

If

Compiny

Register of Probate.

A true copy
Judge
Mortgagee.
Vnn(ip Wate,
Cora Vande Water.

of Probata

Register of Probate.

Attys. for Mortgagee,

Holland, Michigan.

1
1

______ L_

1-

i+u 'f.j

jA

rft^

L

HOLLAND CITY
the

WHAT YOU SAW

-

IN

LAND CITY

-

NEWS

women

or to the nation.
Flfteea Yean Ago

THE HOL-

NkJc Whelan will shortly leave for
an extended trip thru Cuba /md will
wait a newly established town named
Bartle. Note— Later.. Mr. Whelan

pKS

-----------

Fifty Y««rt Ago

U'a. nr.

m

wrote a very interesting book describing his visit and entitled ‘Ten
Days in Cuba.”

The

bridge •cross Tannery Creek
Nick Hofsteen and Paul Flieman
Twelfth street has been
completed and folks living on the bagged twelve quail, four rabbits
west side of the creek will not have and one large goose while out huntto jump from log to log to get across ing yesterday. Henrv Harman, Petthe marsh in order to get on the er Dulyea and Will'am Thomas
east side to go to town. The street brought down 14 quail in a two hour
will also be filled in up to the hunt. A quail on toast supper folbridge. Note— The bridge spoken lowed.
Ten Years Ago
of was located between former MayRaloh Mnomy and Miss Emma
or Bosch’s residence and the Dr.
Leenhouts home recentlypurchased McWilliams were quietly married 1
by M. Whalen. The deep ravine still at the home of his mother Mrs. .
evident in places was a wide one Alice Moomy. 247 W. 14th Street,
extendingover several hundred feet. Rev. Whitman officiating.
Gradually this has been filled in and
—
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(in Hour (EljriBtmas

beautiful homes now cover what Rev John M. Vander Meulen was
as pastor of the Second
was once a deep marsh filled with ordained as
log stumps and fallen trees. The Presbyterian Church of Louisville,
old bridge has long ago been re- Ky.
placed by brick culverts and the
Jan Van The# of Drenthe is '•elesand roadway is now a boulevard.
brating his 95th birthday and is
Forty Five Year* Ago.
The schooner Wollur Tost her still active and strong and is able
yawl during
The to read without glasses. Note— Mr.
ip.
three master is captained by John Van Rhee has long since passed to
his reward. *
Borgman.

»Ai*

,

^
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The schooner Kate Howard of
Holland was severly damaged and
finally beached during a severe gale.
The schooner endeavored to run into Michigan City but struck the pier
hard, knocking over part of the
light-house, cairying away her fore
boom and fore-sail. Capt. Waring’s
daughter who was aboard was also
severly injured. Force pumps from
Chicago were on hand quickly to
pump out the Howard and got her
afloat again.

into our stcre

and roam around

at leasure

and possibly some Christmas idea’s

may suggest themselves to you.

The Sunday school of the First
Reformed church held its annual
business meeting Thursday evening
and
the reports showed an unusual_
ly
prosperousyear. The total receints
1
for the year were $4,600, of which
$1,300 was for missions. The en-

rollment at present is 939, with an
additional home department of 43
and a cradle roll of 97, making a
total membershin in the Sunday
school of 1.081. The average attendance for the last ouarter has been
| 710, which is considered a very high

popping

A UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT

BOOKS

PHOTO ALBUMS AND

Our Children Department
popular fiction department is one of the
£argest in Western Michigan.

MEMORY BOOKS

find our
1

Forty Year* Ago.
Frank van Ry has been appointed percentage.
The officers elected Thursday evennight watchman by the common
council. Note— This was Frank’s ing are: superintendent. George
first efforts as a miifouto of the Schuillng;assistantsuperintemdent,
law. He has since been marshal of A. Neinhuis and Mrs. A. Walvoord;
this city, sheriff of the county and secretary, James Nvkerk; assistant
is now Chief of Police of Holland, secretary, Walter Vander Haar;
a position he has held for the past treasurer, Herman Raterink; assistten years. The chief has also been ant treasurer.D. Schaftenaar.
A new addition is being built to
captain on several falling vessels
and later on a steamer plying on the Sunday school to provide more
room for the growing membership.
the great lakes.
The foundationis in and the superLast Friday afternoon R. E. structure will soon be erected. The
Werkman closed negotiations for the cost of this addition will be $4,000.
The city health department is
sale of th« Phoenix Plaining Mill
to a gentleman by the name of waging war on the sale of diseased
Scott of Bad Axe. The considera-, poultry in Holland. Last week
tion, as near as we can learn, is in farmer psid a stiff fine for this ofthe neighborhood of $13,000. Note fense, and Thursday two more far—The gentleman in question was mers were arrestedon a similar
the late B. L. Scott, who became one chare*. The men were Hendrik Hop
of Holland’s substantial business and Sidney Gunn, of the north side,
men. The mill was located where the chare!* being that they offered,
the Post Office now stands and made poultry sale in Holland tbat|
the owners a great deal of money. were suffering from roup. The
The firm was . reorganizedand be- fowls were not actually sold but
came the Sc'vtt-Lugers Lumber Co., were among lot« that were offered
and the firm still holds that name. to two local markets.
When the governmentwas casting
about f-r a site for the new Post
Under the nersonal direction of
Office the mill property appealed Miss Eunice Rvan. clothingspecialto them and the lot was purchased ist from the Michigan Agricultural
for $15,000, and the mill was moved College, and Miss Eva Schuur, Otto the new building on north Ri$er tawa e^u^t" home demonstration
Ave. For some years J^hn Kooiker agent. 14 differentgroups of women
has be^n nart owner and manager. in Ottawa county are receiving inThirty Five Years Ago
structions in all the different kinds
Oil was struck in Mletran and 100 of sewing and dressmaking. There
barrels of the crude variety was are five lessons in the course and the
pumped. Note—
g eat deal 'of classes are held two days in each
monov was sunk in these Allegan month. The first lesson embraces
. Oil Wells. Some six years ago this sewing machine instructionand all
oil boom of thirty-fiveyears ago was the sovpral kinds of attachmentsand
boomed again and more "suckers” the litt1# things that make sewing
bit There seems to be some oil hard. The second lesson teaches how
around A’legan but not in suffi'’’- to make tailor tacks and pattern
ent quantities to make it pay. In alteration and costume designing.
the first venture much Holland Third lesson teaches the making of a
money w'as lost.
fitted waist nsttem In muslin, colorThirty Years Ago
ing. dying and renovating. The lesPresident Harrison was defeated sons are h«M at the d'ffore"!homes
by 0~nv*r 'Vveland. Cleveland or town halls or grange halls.
carried 23 states and 299 electorial
Tho meet;P«r niare* *re in the
votes. Michigan’s vote was divided townships
.....
of Graod Have". Spring
between 9 for Harrison, 5 for Cleve- Lake, Crockerv. Pelkton. T’^mage,
Jamestown. 0«orge»town. Blendon,
land.
Allendale and Roh-nso". The classes
Henry J. Cronkright carried out are well attended by the women and
the terms of an election bet with young girls who are anxious to learn
David Blom. Henry bet on Harrison home dressmaking.
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STATIONERY

,

WHITE IY0IY

,

Eaton Crane and Pike’s
the best known Stationery
in America can be had in
X-mas boxes; our assortment is complete and the
prices vary from 50 cents to

(

,

i

,

Langsdorf,
_______
_______ beau
iful
Frenchi White Ivory, in sets
or separate pieces. Desk
sets, also

desk

marble (imported)

sets-

$5.00.

NARCISSUS

BOWLS

BIBLES

WITH BULBS

,

Oxford Bibb-s and Testaments, Psalters, pocket and

home size. Dutch

ly imprinted, gives

Bibles,

the

FOUNTAIN PENS AND

appropriate finishing’
touchto a letter written
on ;p choice a paper as

EYERSHARP PENCILS

H-fl

Family Bibles.

j

We are again showing the
Norwood line which made
such a hit last year as gifts.
This year .our line it stUL
more complete!

I

i
f

We

Dave on Cleveland. Henry

n n
TOYS

carry a large line of

Waterman, Sheaffer-Moore
and Wnhl Pens.
Our Eversharpsare the

JME WRITING
Of TH£ HOUSIHOtD

genuine “Wahl”. Eversharp
and can be matched with the
Wahl Fountain Pen.
Pencils 50c. to $6 00
Pens $2 50 to $9.00

Dolls, the real rag ones.
Blocks, of all description*

Wooden Toys thet
stand

a lot of

will

usage.

CARR0M BOARDS
ealing

made

A

.

nvanri

to

wax

colors are

match the

TINKERTIYS

tints in

HIGHLAND LINEN
“Scatter Sunshine with Christmas Cards". This years line of Christmas cards and gift
dressings and boxes are BIGGER than ever.
A Real Gift— A Magazine Subscription!

..

FRIS BOOK STORE
PHONE

1749

30 W. EIGHTH ST.

road

Dave around two citv blreks in a
whH ba^o>v. At the lead was the The annual Christmas seal camHolland Martial Band end following paign began in Holland this
was a g-oup of la'Y*Vng. gleeful week and will continueuntil Christmas. Members of the civic health
democrats thre" hundred strong.
committee of the Woman’s Literary
Twenty Five Yesrs Ago
John1 lf"lqi’lk"anri Frank "Hadden dub will »ee the bu.in«, rnen the
are

at

the nroper height

of a nariitin" fin re brtween their
fio lots on Eleventh Street. Per-

c,oml"^,^eelt.j*,nd^

i!1*

tie health stickers to them. The
city will be
off M usual and
bans the courts will have to decide, each mem^r of tte wrmnittee wil!
Note— -What changes time brings, have ascertain temtoryto cover.
Tndav there are no fences between On Friday, ^Dec. 15Z*1'
propertiesand the wav this diffi- be realeased to the school children
cnlty was settled was bv removing and they will then be given a
the fen'’# ontire’v »nd becoming chance to sell them until Christmas.
more nelAThbo-ly.Mr. Holquist years They will not be allowed to canvass
ago went back to Sweden his native the business section of the city because the committee does not wish to
country.
have the businessmen pestered at a
Twenty Years Ago

WocW

.

Rolan Astra. Fred f3oTTy Rnd Har* season when thetr
ry Van Du*«n bagged twelve large valuable.
rabbits at

West

time is

APPROPRIATE
SPECIAL

very

FOR
Gifts that are useful and enduring

Olive.

:

The complaint was made bv city
Joseph Brewer of Grand Rapids inspector Bosch and the men pleaded
applied for a eas franchise in Hol- guilty when brought before Justice
land seeing that this city wanted to Van Schelven, who fined them the
install gas for lightingand heat- costs. Roup is a contagiousdisease
hens afflictedwith it are not coning.
sidered safe human food by the
health department. All farmers ofPeter De Kraker was the first
fering such poultry for sale in Holman to step up to treasurer Wilterland will be presented in the same
dink’s desk to pav his taxes. The
way, the department announces.
total amount to bo naid this year
is $80,000. about $6,000 more than
The College Y. W. C .A. deserves
the year before.

which

fill

a

buy

your Best Girl a suitable box of

SOME EXCELLENT SUGGESTIONS:

yy'HAT

is

candy as

a

more appropriate than

Holiday Present.

fine line, to select

^1

—

want or satisfy a desire--are the most pleasing
rememberanceof the Holiday season. Caretul
selection is one of the first considerations. Many
of the lines we carry were selected with this
thought uppermost in our mind: “Are these the
most appropriate gifts our customers can buy?”
We feel satisfied that none are better.

THE HOLIDAYS!

praise for securingthese artists.

The main feature of the meeting
of the Century Club held at the
home of Mayor and Mrs. J. C. De
Roo was a debate on the question:
"Resolved that the employment of
women in industrial pursuits is det-

Christmas Gifts

We

to

have a

from. On the other

Diamond Rings, Wrist Watches, Sterling Silver
Ivory Toilet Sets, Manicure Sets, Pearl Beads,

Waldemar Chains, Fountain Pens,
get your gentleman friend his favorite

ses,

Cigarette Ca-

Eversharp Pencils, Bar Pins, Mantel Clocks.

smoke here.

rimentalto society”.In the discussion of this momentuous question ;
Attorney Arend Visscher and Mayor
De Roo advanred nonderons arguments in support nf the affirmative
and it looked black for the onoosition until Mrs. R. N. De Merrill and
Mrs. C. J. Dregman told in logical
style why the negative should be
sustained. The settlement of the
question still hangs free, for the
club was so evenly divided that
neither side cared to call for a
vote. Note— Time hns long since
settled the ouestion discussed by the
club. Women everywhere have been
entering into the businecs life of
the country without detriment to

We PayCash:

:

WHITE BEANS
Holland Canning Co.

Gifts that reflect the Good 7 aste of the Giver and
prove Worthy Rememberancemay be had here
i

Charles Dykstra
:
:

Central
Comer

At A Moderate Outlay

Avenue Druggist

Central Ave. and 16th St.

Citz.

Phone Hit

STEVENSON’S
JEWELRY STORE
24 E««l 8th

St.

Lint r

A

Kin

\atrsxt

(

Holland City News

Page Twelve
Mr. Arie Euurman who underwent
an operationfor appendicitis at the

PERSONALS

TO MAKE

Holland Hnspital is slowly recover-

FOR

ing.

Mr. J. Van Lente and dauglr
the Holland
Engine Co. was in Grand Rapids on Ruth were Grand Rapids visitors Sat-

Wm.

Arendshorst

of

''
DRIVE

HOPE COLLEGE
I

HOLLAND’S MAIL

DELIVERY SERVICE
25 YEARS OLD

$1,500,000.00

At the invitationof Cornelius DosCity mail delivery service is twenker
of Grand Rapids who for years
Egoert Nyland of Grnafschap and
The Masonic Lodge F. & A.M. will
has taken a decided interest in Hope ty-fiveyears old and Friday evening
give their annual New Year’s Ball Mrs. Alice Klomparens were united College, several prominent business in the W. L. C .rooms the postoffice
Saturday evening, Dec. 80, at the in marriage Tuesday afternoon,the men of Grand Rapids, Muskegon and force celebrated their silver wedding
Woman’s Literary Club rooms. Full Rev. James M. Martin performing Grand Haven sat down to a Banquet to their work,as it were. A delightful
banquet was served, the entire force
the ceremony.
details will be given later.
given Voorhees Hall, where covers
being present as well as some memwere laid for 160 guests.
bers no longer on the force. The
The tables were artistically decoratoriginal four members of the force,
ed and at each plate a fine souvenir
of Hope College could be found. Paul Coster, Jacob Geerlings, W. E.
VanderHart, end Mr. Dcesburg were
Around the walls of the banquet hall,
all there, as were other members no
large printed posters were in evidence
longer carriers, Albert Kleis, Thos.
telling of Hope College and ita needs.
Venhuiren,
South Bend, Ind., Maurice
After the banquet Mr. Dosker of
PHONOGRAPHS AND RtCOROS
Grand Rapids told in a forceful talk Luidens, and G. J. A. Pessink,
Chicago. Postmaster Oosterbaan and
that the guests were not there alone
to partake of food and enjoy them- Messrs Beukema and Weir of the
Muskegon force were also th°re.
selves, but that there was a question
urday.

business Friday.

Pratical Holiday Gifts

ffinmamck

of most vital importance concemin?
Hope College, the institutionthey
most dearly loved, that had to be met.
He then introduced President Dimnent of Hope, who in an eloquent
appeal and in a detailed statement
told of Hope’s needs, and that the plan

A

Beautiful

NEW MODEL

Jacob Geerlingsstated the object of
the meeting,namely to foster a better feeling of cooperation and fellowship among the members of the postoffice force. He called
George
Schuiling to lead in a community sing-

on

eing. During the banquet

was to

YORK CONSOLE

Immediatelyafter the bmquet

Mr.

Handkerchiefs
Silk and Linen Handkerchiefs, white

OPPORTUNITY You

Have Keen Wailing For. The accepted

Phonograph of ihe day— Priced within your means.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
BRUNSWICK PLAYS ALL MAKES OF RECORDS
BRUNSWICK in your

This means that with a

great artists regardlessof the

This

is

acocmplished by the

make

without attachments

home, you can enjoy

all

the

of records for which they record.

ULTONA

--

a part of the

BRUNSWICK •* no

an “attachment.”
Another

exdusWBRUNSWICK

or horn, made entirely of

featureis the

ORAL TONE AMPLIFIER

wood and moulded like

a fine

old violin. It

is

color?.

broidered corners in white and colors.
Also embroidered edges and Venise lace edges

Ladies Handkerchiefs in fancy boxes. 3 in box a 26c. SOc. 50c,
60c. 86c, »1.00. £1.26, $1.36, $1.60. $2.26 and $2.60 a box.

Children’sHandkerchiefs, embroidered designs,3

in

box a 16c,

20c, 26c. and 50c. a box.

and

raise an endowment for the
Sirs. John Rutgers, Jr. furnished
college of $1,600,000.00to be added to
music, and Mrs. Rutgers was presentthe present endowment fund,
with a bouquet of flowers.
i Dr. Dimnent stated that the present ed Mr.
Geerlings gave a brief history
property value of Hope including
land, buildings, and equipment was of the sen ice relating some interesting experiences of the early work of
$1^00,000.00^ and the fact that at
the carriers and the rapid growth of
present there were 640 students seekthe senice. W. E. Vander Hart was
I ing an educationthere demonstrated
introduced as toastmaster, and he was
I the popularity of
this institution.
n* his best getting off many a clever
Dr. Saipuel Zwemer of Cairo, Egypt
hit at the expense of the members of
an alumnus of Hope, in a stirring address told of the great influence the force.
Postmaster Van Eyck, the first
fostered by the college that reached to
sperker, called attention to the need
the ends of the earth.
He stated that Hope College was of cooperation between the various
one of the strongest institutions in branches of the force to make the
service what it ought to be and he
the world of Orthodox Christian faith.
said that to-day such a spirit exists.
‘ After the addresses were made subA quartet composed of J. Van Lente,
scription blanks were passed around
Van Kolken, Horace Dekker and
among the guests and four were returned pledging$2,000.00 each, while Al. Vegter, furnished music. Gerrit
there were several for a thousand Rutgers,representingthe rurf» carriers. spoke on welfare work and the
five hundred,and one hundred.
The sum total of the pledges made relation of superiors to subordinates.
Dick Van Kolken, representing the
at the banquet was more than $15,clerks, gave a clear and concise review
000 which is to form the nucleu of what has been done for the boys
of the million and a half endowment
in a legislativeway. Anthony Rosfund that is contemplated.
bach read u budget, and Postmaster
The first $40,000.00 is to go for
Oosterbaanof Muskegon spoke on
campus improvements,repairs to Van
“Humanizing the Postoffice.”Talks
Vleck Hall, the old building that
were given by Mr. Coster, Mr. Pesevery student loves most dearly, and
to new equipment and to replace- sink and Mr. Luidens.
ments of some of the old.
The authoritiesof Hope College are
exceedinglypleased with the hearty SAUGATUCK MAY GET
cooperationshown at this first banA HALF MILLION
quet.
DOLLAR HOTEL IF—

Fancy Colored Towels and Wash
Cloths to Match.
Fancy colored Towel seta

in boxes a 85c, $1.00, $1.15,

1.76, 1.85, 2 26 and 2.60 1 box.

1.60,

Several pieces of

linen table Damask 20 pet discount

all

Ladies Chamoiaette Gloves in black, beaver, brown and gray

shades. Double

ailk lined Gloves.

Fancy Boudoir caps

a 26c. SOc. 60c, 60c, 76c, 1,00, 1

26 and

160.
Children’sFancy Handbags a 26c, and 60c.
Dresser Scarfs,with hemstitched and lace borders.

D

^HE

and

Beautifulline of Swiss and Linen Handkerchiefs,with em-

Fancy white aprons a 46c. to 50 each.
Fancy Blankets for bath robes.
Ladies’ camisoles,pink, navy and brown satin.
Splendid line of Wool Gauntlets and Wool Hosiery.
1

Ladies' Silk Hosiery all prices.

Gifts for Babies
Blue and pink figured Blankets.

Wool

crib blankets

and bound

blankets, white, blue and

pink.
Infants mittens in white and rtlorp.
Bootees, knit caps, hoods and veils.

esponsiblefor much of the wondrously beautiful

BRUNSWICKtone.

PRUIM’S MUSIC HOUSE,
PHONE

159t

19 E-

81H

STREET

HOLLAND. MICH.

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS BRUNSWICK EARLY!

REBEKAH LODGE ELECTS
There seems to be only one little
NEW STAFF OF OFFICERS thing
delaying starting of work
KmiM!**- n 6^0 room hotel on the
odge
of officers at the lodge hall Fridav
evening. After the business meeting
p social ho-r was spent followed b
dancing. The following officerswere
elected: N. G. Gr°tchen Daily; VG
Bertha Mattison;Sec, Amelia Bngh.
rail; finance secretary,

Rose

Harr.,:;

treasurer, Ida Habing; musician, May
Ingham; staff captain, Kate Herrick.

Park House site. As we understand
it, the plans are all drawn— and were
drawn, probably,before the architect ever heard of Saugatuck. The
site ;s known to be ideal, and all that
remains to be done is to select a suitable person who is willing to invest
half a mill on or ' o to make the
dream come trre. A:> it is desirable
t) secure just the right man for the
hie'Mv ip,T'''rt‘,"f
no°ition of financial

FURNACE CO. MISSION COLbacker, this little preliminary may
LECTION WAS $450.50 consume considerable time — say a

$34,000
Being distributed by the Holland City State

Bank to-day in Christmas Savings Club
Checks. ARE YOU IN ON IT?

thousandyears.
—Saugatuck Commercial Record.
taking the figures over the telephone, ContributesArticle On This Subject
the Mis? Chur<;hford Mission collec- To “Michigan Roads and Paving.”
tion in the Holland Furnace companv
factory was given in Friday’s Sentinel
At the annual meeting on Monas $50.50.* The figure should have day evening of the Fir.it Ob*. Rebeen $450.&0. The Furnace companv formed church of Zeeland. p. Bloempeople always come across with a sma, N. Frankena. and J. Mulder
liberalsubscription for causes of this were elected eiders for the ensuing
kind and the men there, as well as ir two years; and A. Ter Haar, D.
most other factories,have a special’- Huizenga. G. I.amnen and C. Shoowarm spot for the Mission, so that th
The total church
figure stated Friday was an injustic
rer’i^ts fo* the vear were $1249
$3,157.97 wa?
to the concert.
The Ottawa Furniturecompan- offered for missions.
has also reported its collection fc
this cause. The amount was $81.
Ten members of Calvin’* band of
15 were present, and about 45 atMrs. Edson. who took the Red Cro?c tended the meeting, which ended in
roll call at Hudsonville, reported$8
a social time and fellowship. Hope’s
to Mrs. G. J. Van Duren.
band numbers over 40 members.
Because of a misunderstanding

White drawer leggins.

Emb.

bibs, lawn and crepe de-chines.

Children'sSleeping Garments (Denton. >

Cashmere Jackets Embroidertd).
Infants Sweatersand Knit Jackets.
i

Van

G.

Putten

202-204 River Avenue

in

*

Holland,

Michigan

n*

The

Army Store

Next to First State Bank, Holland
HTe are no( on

Main

St. b;it we &ot the Prices.

C^r5

APPROPRIATE

CHRISTMAS Gins
FOR THE FAMILY.

The Christmas Savings Club Idea is no longer a kids game. Grown-ups are doing it
too. Wage earners, business men, women,
children, everybodys’ doing it. We have a

Club for

For the Children: Sleds,

Airguns, JackKnives, etc.

For the Men: Razors, and Safety Razors, Pocket

1918

Tools.

WOOLEN BLANKETS

,

YEARS!!
and we invite you to
quality and size.

We Can Save You Money

$9000.00

1919
1920
1921
1922

fine line of

Electric Irons, Scissors, Alarm Clocks.

all!

WE HAVE PAID OUI THE LAST FIVE

A speciallylow price has been placid on our

For the Ladies: Aluminum Ware, Pyrex Ware,

Knives, Flashlights, Watches and
SEE WHAT

In order to show our appreciation of the splendid patronage we have received, we will make
it possible for you to save even more than heretofore.

In Your Christmas Gifts!

13000.00

24000.00
26000.00
34000,00

While

some

& ZWEMER
1676.

DEUR
Phone

ha^co

13 West 16th St.

Tri-Weekly Through Service
Several of our customers are receiving
checks for $1000.00 saved out of their
earnings during the year. Comes in mighty handy at Christmas time.

i

Via Cincinnatiand ihe L.

A

Mens

showing

goods:

Sheep Lined Coats, Makinaws,
Corduroys and Breeches

“Merchandise at a Price”
is

N. R. R. in

inspect, both

specialize in Blankets, w e aie

real bargains in

FLORIDA

„

JACKSONVILLE

we

come and

our strong point.

THE SOUTHLAND
EVERY MONDAY. WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY

COME

IN

Coin*

AND JOIN TO-DAY.

P

on

all

Accounts.

The Army Surplus

M

KaUmasoo

M.
M.
M.
M.

Atlanta

M.

P M.Lv

4% Interest Paid

Rclurninf

• OOP. M. L* ........ Grand Rapid* ........ Ar. 11.55 A.
7.35
M. Lr ........
.......... Ar. 10.70 A.
11.20
........ Fori Wayne ........... Ar. fi.15 A.
3.55 A. M. L» ......... Richmond ............. Ar. 1 SO A.
7.00 A. M. L» ......... Cincinnati ............ Ar. 9.15 P.
9.50 P. M. Ar .........
............ L*. 7.25 A.
9.45 A. M. Ar ...... JackionvilU ......... L*. 8.20 P.

M.

Request* for raeerrationaara invited and may he addreneedto any ticket
acant of the Pennsylvania Syetam,or *o M. F. Quaintance.Division Paaiangar Agent, Grand Rapide. Mich.

HOLLAND

CITY STATE

BAM

W

Pennsylvania

System

^

Property Store
5 West 8th

St.

Holland City Howl

Pafo Tkirtooa

m

m

M

UM

HEX

MR UK

&

STOCK REDUCING SALE
Offers Important Savings on Furniture, Rugs, Stoves, etc.
One

of the great

advantages

Van Ark Furniture Co.

the

is

of

csmbining the

the opportunityit

Van Den Berg

offers for

Brosj,

Many

store with

carload buying at great

for

Our Grand Rapids store has for several years been operating on carload baof buying—and the prices we can offer our customers are thus greatly reduced.

Below are a very few

of

carried in the Holland store, however do not correspond with our

Grand Rapids stocks— and so

cash Discount.

sis

lines

in

etc.

in order to

carload buying, we have decided

our Holland store.

make our

to discontinue

stocks

uniform as

many

lines

is

necessaiy

now being shown

YOU POCKET THE SAVING.

the remarkable values offered for Tomorrow’s selling.

IN VELOUR

f

The Beautiful
This 8 piece Walnut
Dining Room Suite

DAVENPORT
Shown here at

Bow-end Bed, Dresser
and Chifforette in Queen Ann period

This Pretty

$59.
to!

You can

$79.

easily afford a suite like this one at the saving

we make you on

Chair’or'Rocker

See how inexpensively y< u can furnish yrur bfdrrf m from
our stocks A solid carload of suites tnables us to quote some
really remarkable prices. The suite at $79 00 is finished in

Match $37.50 each

American Walnut-

it. By all means, come in and see this
and many other suites now on display at the Van Dea
Berg Bros. Sc Van Ark Store. The guite consists of Bufi
fet, six ft. extension table and six chairs with blue leathh
er seats.

Did You Ever See the Equal

Come and
See our

Cedar Chest at

of this

19.=?

100

Special

KiddieCars

DOLL

Worth $1.75

CAB

98c.
Each.

Velocipedes
Boys ('arts
Card Tables
Medicine

$10.95
Comes

HOOSIER

in

Cabinets
Clothes Bars
Bath Stools

Grey, Blue
or Ivory.

Kitchen

Cabinet -

.

$25$ Off
We

are closing out all our HooKitchen Cabinets at a saving
25 pet- Come in and share the

of

FOR

CLOSED

“DAD”

This Chest

and save
$5.00

Aluminum
Granite

Ware

pieces

and Alum— to be

sold at a fraction of
their real values to-

uine Leath. Fire-

morrow. Need any?

Your Home

at a

moved

at prict s that will

astound you. Some as low as
$?9.75. Come, select yours beall

sold.

INGRAIN

-

Yard wide all Wool qualitr
SPECIAL

AT

u

$1.2. a yd
AT SPECIAL
PRICES

Yard wide cot on warp
•

IngrainCarpet.

Coae

is

aid

Regular $1.SS grade

mke

your Selectisi
SN0KEI STASIS AUHykiuJ
Pita*. Saili stub m Inr as

•$3.75

for Ckrlstnii

Special

It

Delivery,bow.

26,"

Young Folks

to be

Recordi

all

Heaters
and Coal and
Wood Ranges
Sharply
Reduced

A complete line of the “Free"
Sewing Machines is scheduled

Sold regulariy for $1.65

Gas

Ranges,

This Comfy Gen-

at

Greatly

Reduced Prices.

fore they are

Phonographi and

B. and

Stewart

inum Ware

/f

PATHE

Bate burner

All A.

Prices.

A Fine Gift for the Home
a price within your reach.

at

CARPETING

coal stoves

Close-Out

-

7

move

them quickly.

Closing Got

Great
Reductions

at

of Granite

‘ Stoves
at

Hundreds of

will

Carload buying, plus low overhead'-makea a real Cedar Chest Bargain possible.
Before you buy yours be sure to sie cur line. It will be well worth yrur while— in
dollars and cents We store free till Christmas- DOZIOS Of OtlWStO select ffOl here.

and

Rocker

.OUT

48 inches long

at Prices that

*1

side

is

Delivery,

at least

saving.

Going

TO BE

for

Christmas

sier

Sewing Machines

etc. etc.

Order yours

now

THE FREE

— Now

is

the time to Furnish

Saving. We Store Your Purchases

till

98c.

A Bookcase Makes
a Fine Gift

We have them in all styles— at
prices that you cannot afford to
overlook. See them tomorrow.
“Gunn" Sectionals
as low

-

as

tOP 75
OZDi

You Need them.

i

VAN DEN BERG BROS, k VAN ARK
Open
Saturday
Evening

SAMPLE FURNITURE
23-25 W. 8th

St.

HOLLAND, MICH.

Open
Saturday

Evening

'J

^ v-1

'Vr/vV AfM-.V

•-rcrvi
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No Auto Owner Can Get a
license Without It

plates upon any but a new car, even
;f the application for license is acrompanied by an applicationfor
certificateof title as the jlaw requires that all anplications for certificateof title be checked against
‘die stolen car file. Under no cir:umstanceswill this rule be violated.

1923

City Clerk Overweg is now busy
taking affidavits for 1923 automobile license plates. He calls attention to the fact that certificateof
title must be shown when taking out
a license.
If you have mislaid or hid your
certificateof title, find it for without it you cannot receive your plates.
The clerk may feel sorry for you.
but without the certifi'-ate vou will
waste time arguing. The following
directionshave been issued to branch
managers relative to the issuing of
licenses:
1. Every automobile owner must
present a certificateof title which
must conform to the aoplication fr
registration. Do not fill in the title
number on your application for
license nlates as this will be done
by th** branch manager.
2. In case you have a certificate
of title to the car you wish to license
and which has been pronerly assigned to you but for which you have
not secured your new title from th*1
secreUry of the state the branch

manager will issue your title only
on conditonof payment of Si and
on surrenderof the titK The secretary of state will send you a new
tttnT
3. In case there is a variancebetween the application and the title,
the branch manager will issue license only upon condition that you
atirrenderincorrect title to him.
make out a correct application and
pay $1. The secretary of state will
send you a new title.
4. tinder no circumstances will
any branch manager issue license

./..

*a

» ;
*.

•

j i

n

f)

f f •:>

The

tion of fifteen thousahd copies a
week. Rev. L J. Lamberts, of Fremont, is the editor, and Rev. M.
Van Vessem, of Zeeland, associate
editor. Mr. A. Van Koevering,of
the Zeeland Record, is secretary ard
treasurer of the firm.
During its eight years of existence
“The Instructor”has entered more
than 75 percent of the 250 Sunday

SHOP EARLY!

InstructorPublishingCom- school organizations of the Christian
Reformed church. Six Sunday schools
of other denominations, including
Reformed, Presbyterianand Methodist, are among the subscribers.

Only 14 more Shopping Days before Christmas.

pany, doing business in Zeeland since
1915 when it was organized, found
that so much of its time was taken
up by making put government reports such as all corporationshave
to make and so much of its money
had to be paid out in special corporation taxes, that it was not worth
while to keep up the standingof the

We just want to suggest a few good and very

Miss Breytspraak nlays with accuracy of pitch, breadth of beautiful
tone, and with style heard only when
a master plays. Her interpretation
concern as a corporationand hence of D’Ambrosio’s Concerto was exnotice of its dissolution has been is- ceedingly well played, and the recepsued. As all officers of corporations tion it received not only proved her
know, every corporation has to make an artist, but denoted an appreciaout a large variety of reports to keep tive audience.
the government informed about the
Helen Wing again lived up to her
details of the business, and many an reputationas an original artist in
officerof many a concern many her own verses and music in the
times a year feels like doing what from qf pianoloques. The original
the Zeeland concern is now doing.
verse entitled "The Circus” was
Tbp dhso’ution of the Instructor given without music. Her listeners
Publishing Company does not mean seemed to hang unto every word she
however that the concern is going said. Her work may be summed up
out of business. It will merely cease as “simply charming."
to exist as a corporation but “The
Instructor.” the Sunday school paper
of the Christian Reformed church
published by the company will continue to appear as usual, and the
same men who had charge of both
the business end and the editorial
<»nd of the naner will continue to
function in their various capacities;

ful gifts,

A

Sweeps

as

pair of Silk

A

satisfy you for

mileage they

will wear out; but they take
their time about

cape or cloth gloves, either in
wrist, two clasp or gauntlet,
•trap wrist or elbow length.

it.

No. 4

Why

A pair of Pettibockers in
any shade or any quality.
Something every women or

it

Cleans

may

pair of Gloves. You

have them in any style in kid,

purse and fit the ankle and

No. 3

HOOVER
it

No. 2

or Wool
Phoenix Hose that fit the

wants and an

a

makes

9’

as

will appreciate.

No. i

only they will function as a collection
of individualsand not as a legal
corporation,
The paper since its beginning has
been printed bv the Zeeland Record
company and it will continueto be
issued by that concern. It is ar
eight page paper and has a circula-

BEATS...

women

which every

use-

WE OFFER FOUR SPECIAL AR T1CLES:

girl

It

«

*>

Holland City News

11*1 lonrtleJL>CERTIFICATE OF TITLE MUST
POSITIVELY BE DISPLAYED

i

We

This

a gift that every woget

along without. We have just
what you want in these nice
new Petticoats in every shade
and size.

gift.

These range in price from
98c. to $5.50.

!

is

nice

men needs and cannot

that

article

very good

Petticoat for

indeed

a
a X-mas.

not give her

will be very gl&d to have you

come in and
and

look over these articles. Compare their value

more than pleased with our show-

then you will be
ing.

FRENCH CLOAK STORE

I

6 East Ei^titli Street

Q

I
Give “her” a Hoover for Christmas and you will lighten
ihrcugh all the days of her
life. For I he Hoover lasts a lifetime and through the
many years of its usefulntss it keeps rugs and draperies
turniture immaculately clean, t nhanchirg their beauty and
the labors of housekeeping

prolonging their

Christmas Suggestions!

life.

Useful gifts that will please the recipient of same,
are always found at Notier Van Ark Co.

Give “her” a Hoover for Christmas and you will give her
the best; you will give her a thorough cleaner, for it beats,
as it sweeps, as it cleans.

i

What
reserve one now. It is moderately priced.
Convenient terms, if desired.

We suggest you

Kiver
River

Avenue

Phone 12-Si)
rhone
1235

also

quarantee

all our

merchan-

dise to be the best of'qualitq for the price.

I

Suits

Leather Vests

Suit

Shirts

Underwear

Bags

HandkercH fs

Shoes

Hose

Umbrellas

Flannel Shirts

Slippers

Socks

Neckties

Col'ar Bags

Sweaters

Bath Robes

Collars

Boston Bags

Overcoats

Suspenders

Hats

Overalls

Mackinaws

Rubber Boots

Caps

Top Coats

Belts

Watch Chains

Sheep Coats

Buckels

Cuff Links

GEERDS ELECTRIC CO.
200
ZUU

more, we

I
i

5

is

f

Come

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

to us if

Cases

Tie Pins

you wish your money

to

have great

perchasing power.

Slippers For Christmas!
Oh! the tery Thing.

NOT1ERVAN ARK

CO.

27 W. 8th

Holland

St.

3
5ZZZSZ2ZSSSSS

COMPARE

THIS

(NERVE)

Stop Being Half Alive
Virile, vigorous, full of energy and enthusiasm?

lacking confidence because of

ill

Or merely

half alive,

health,irresolute from fear of a physical

breakdown?
Stop being half alive-halffulfillingyour mission on earth. Get well!

am glad you remind m?. For

You say you have

brother and oh! the
baby, they all need S'ipaers. I ll j nt g > over to the Enterprise Shoe Store for
they have a big line of all kin Is of slippsrs. Lets see, for father a pair of Cavaliers, Fausts or Romeo’s for rmther, a piir of Romeo’s or Juliets for sister, a pair
of Comfys with soft pidded soles, fo- brother and a pair of Everetts or Opera’s,
and the baby a pair of soft Comfy or Puss in the Boot, and the best thing the
price is very reasonable this year.
I

father,

mother,

sister,

River Avenue

Holland, Mich.

Enterprise
llllllllll

Shoe Store

tried

-taken medicines, been to the springs,doctored

with nearly every kind of doctor? Did you merely treat the symptoms?
Get that Spinal Adjustmentto-day. You will SEE how

CAUSE

of disease and how health must follow. We
years’ experience and have a state license.

it

offer

removes the

you twelve

ALL DOUBTFUL CASES X-RAYED.

JOHN DE JONGE,

=

D. C.

CHIROPRACTOR

137
Daily
Fri.

Zeeland-Van Brec Bldg. Phone
Hours 9*11 a. m..
7*8
Mon., Wed.,

p.

Holland -Pe'ers Bldg.
Hrs. 130-5 p. m., Daily.
7-8 p. m., Tue.,Thur.,Sat,

THE HOLLAND CITY

PAGE IIFTEEN

NEWS

give you twenty-five dollar* tc hfrod him. and h/ur blnq* rplvet eyfj. revealed In the pitiful yellow lightold muskets, swords, pistols with
find out her full name and where she flashed dark In a*rtdnlshment.
“How could I whe* never haVe I brass * barrels from undent Spanish
Uvea. Ill give you a hundred If you’ll
armories, clubs and pikes that .might
find aomebody who'll Introduce me to seen you? You must mistake n;e.
have served Cromwell. Some of the
No.”
her”
“I saw you on the bout, at the bull men looked respectable, others des"It's a bet” said Shottle. “But I
muat warn you jrou're late. Boyce at the St. Louis,” Drnce said. “But perate; they were of many nationaliwants her to marry him, and he’s got come to think of It, I know that It ties. all anger-smitten and excited.
“What’s It all about?" Drnce Ina hold on her father. But she stood would be vanity on my part to believe
1 qulred of n bare-headed old man who
that you have seen trie."
him off."
“H'm— she stood him off? My offer | “No, It would not be vanity," pleas- panted beside him.
“The carpet-bag devils. They hang
stands, Lib. She couldn't possibly antly she contradicted him. shaking
a
citizen."
throw herself away on a low-lookingher head, her cloud of hair.
------“The
fellow like
( brave do not be vain, but I did not see "We are on the right side, anyway.
Shottle asked for the twenty-fiveIn you< i ara go sorry. You sorry, too, Shottle cried. "(Jive me a gun gt\e

in

Periwinkle

House
ByX)pie Read

that."

—
|
TS

uc,

himself

off.

__

?

think."

“Kang his name!" exclaimed Drnce.
“Did you find out hers?"
“Nadine." replied Shottle with a
triumphant
•
“Nadine,"repented Drnce. and caressed the name with his lips. "But
what’s her last name?"
“Brown probably, or maybe Jones.
Or It might even he Smith."
Drace scowled hU wrath at such
flippancy. “Look here. Lib." he said

air.

V i

aiw

'T'HINK how happy
1 you can make your
daughter, wife or sweet*
heart by givina her this

-

Watch.
It

hai an 18-karatsolid white

gold case, handsomelycarved.

Fhe movement is 17 -Jewel
is guaranteedboth by
the makers and by us to be
accurate and dependable in

and

1

every respect

to

new owner has announced no

Number 297."

re-

solved to find where the girl lived, to

At
ally

VmA

Si

hav* • coraplcta selection

LADY MAXIM Watch** in
many styles and shapes. Mess
from $2iU)0 upwards.

S’*

A? Co.

3 Stores

_ MUSKEGON HOLLAND

It is

im-

much

—

IONIA
mi .:M

a Matter
of Protection.

MAKING
as

your Will is just as much a flatter ol
Business as buying life insurance And just

simple

J-’*

..

Complications in will-making arise only where several provisions are to be made. Isn’t it better then,
to make a ‘stab at it” today, raiher than neglect
it altocelber? The best thoughts of many men die
with them simply because no record is left stating
what shall he done with their property.

Our new FREE questionnaire or“Instri:cticnForm”
is designed to facilitate thought ai d action on this
“most neglected branch of the law,”

GUARD

WASHINGTON

-

Mm

Geo. H. Hulzintin

EXPENSES
DELEGATES

-

W«

$60.00

watch representsunusugood value.

this

Two— But that And old Stepho. to— What# would he
do when he found them? He was bent
Is no address. And—’’
TO
R. R.
“Listen. Master." went on Shottle on revenge upon his father's murder
ers,
on
solving
the
secret
of
that
hurriedly. “I have a scheme— a magniCROSSING IN CITY
hurled money; yet he was In love with
ficent scheme. Not only shall you be
A viaduct over the P. M. railroad
Introduced to this lady, but you shall that arch-scoundrel’s daughter. Or
on 16th street or a subway under it;
was
he?
He
must
find
her,
make
sure.
be presented to her In the role of 1
railroad gates across at the P. M.
And he said as much to Shottle.
protector and rescuer."
track on eighth street and Ninth-st.
"How In the world will you manage
•There are some things that can’t — these are some of the proposals
that?"
be done by mere determination," said made at the meeting of the common
"Very simple. At ten minutes past Shottle.his mind on fillingu flush.
council Wednesday to make the
TO PAY
one. you ore to be standing on Blank
“No, but Judgment ought to be the crossings safe. It was pointed out
OF
that aft funeralscross the track on
street Just beyond the lamp at the
master and director of determination
16th street and that the crossing is
corner
of
X
street.
Carrlrfge
297
will
TO
I tell you what we’ll do. This afterdangerous. Many near accidents
drive past. From out the shadow of
noon we’ll take the French quarter
The Common Council Wednesday a garden wall two men will spring out by streets and knock at every door." have happened on Eighth and 9th
streets and it was pointed out that
night voted to pay the expenses of and stop the carriage— attempt to rob
That afternoon they set out on their gates could bp operated on the two
G. J. Diekema and Austin Harring- this Boyce fellow and that girl. You
ton during their trjp to Washington will rush up with a cane— a cane, Vir- quest. But the scheme of knockingat streets from a single tower.
The whole question was referred
where they are representing Hol- gil, no pistol—and drive off the rob- every door soon seemed foolish and
to
Mayor Stephan and City AttorImpertinent. They decided to halt onland at the Rivers and Harbors Conbers! You are a hero— the lady thanks
ney Me Bride. They will take it up
gress. These two men were appointly in front of habitations that seemed
and try to work out some solution.
ed by the Mayor to look after tho you. Tableau !”
to invite Inquiry,consult their In"But— but— "
Suit for damages has bfcen started
interests of Holland harbor, and
stinct ; but ns repeated failure blunts
"Leave It all to me— but give me
in the Muskegon county circuit
they went to the national capitol exInstinct dull, hope became a crltb',
qourt by Leon Langlois Grand Haven
pecting to pay their own expenses that twenty-five dollars. I know felwithout creative adventure,ami ad & Muskegon bus line operator vs.
in addition to giving almost a week lows who'd hold up the devil himself
vised a return to the hotel. Then they W. B. Asher of South Bend, Ind.
of their time to the city.
for five."
thought that night would he a fitter The suit grew out of an accident on
Mayor Stephan called the attenAt ten minutes past one o’clock Virtion of the aldermen to this fact and gil Drnce was standing In the shadow time. They might catch sight of the the Grand Haven road a few weeks
ago, which resulted in the arrest of
recommended that the men’s ex- of a tree near the street-crossingde- girl or Boyce at the theater.
penses be paid. They already gave cided upon, cursing himself for a halrThey went to one, and from a stage the defendant on the charge of driving an automobilewhile intoxicated.
the city a great deal by sacrificing
box
gazed through rented glasses at
b rained fool and Shottle for an addleFred Currin of the carferry Mila week’s time, he declared, and they
pated rogue. A rattle of wheels came every face. Not there. They went out. waukee was arrested by the Grand
should not be asked to pay their own
walked a short distance,talkingnot of Haven police on a charge of assault
way. The council unanimously voted to his ears, and a cab approachedhim.
disappointment but of hope, and upon J. D. Ivanhof. Ivanhof is in
As
It
came
under
the
lamp
at
the
to pay the expense account.
------- and dimly
- . charge of the commissary and Curcomer, Virgil was sure he recognized turned Into a narrow
the flamingo neck of Liberty Shottle lighted street. Suddenly there broke |rjn jg employed under him it is un’
-----tumult, yells and' derstood. When arraignedin Justice
rising from the turned-up collar of the the noise of a rising
WHO’S WHO WAS
Lillie’scourt, Currin pleaded not
TICKLISH QUESTION
cabby on the box.
guilty and trial was set for next
IN LOCAL CASE
"Good Lord!" gasped Drnce. “He's
Monday.
On Rural Route 8, near Graaf- done It. Pray heaven Boyce carries
schap, there are two J. H. Scholtens no pistol."
and Uiis fact has given one of them
The cab passed him. And then from
some unpleasantnotoriety. One of the shadow of a wall a hundred yards
the J. H. Scholtenspaid a fine in a or so distant two dark figures darted
local court the other day on the out. There came n hoarse command,
charge of sellingdiseased chickens to a stifled scream, a cry for help. Drace
a local market, and now many of the
ran forward and found Boyce, Nadine
friends of the other J. H. Scholten,
and the supposed cabman standing
living on the same route, think that
with
uplifted hands beside the vehicle
he is the one. . He naturally objects
to the notoriety. There seemed at while a masked desperadothreatened
first no way out of the difficulty, but them with a pistol and a second robber
at last the innocent J. H. hit on the demanded their valuables.
idea of designating the convicted
Now Drnce played his part right
J. H. as “Jan Harm”. “If you put gallantly,rushing upon the robbers
it that way,” he said, “everybody with uplifted cane. The fellow with
out there will know which J. H. it the pistol fired once— then a blow on
was.” So here goes — it was “Jan the wrist from Drace’s stick sent the
Harm” Scholten who was convicted
weapon flying. The pain of the blow
in the local court, at least the other
J H., whatever the initialsma- enraged the fellow, however, and as
Drnce made at the second robber, the
stand for, says it was.
first one struck him heavily, momentarily dazing him. The two supposed
“UNCLE RASTUS” HELPS

WANT

TV

of

med'ate changes but the garage will
continue to serve the public in
the same way as before.

MAXIM

LADY
ass*

-

Now more than ever was Drace

W

LADY

HERE NEXT WEEK

at length. "Master." he announced,
"her name Is Nadine Brown and her
address Is Carriage
“Carriage Number

U

,

___ — grumbling. He found Boyce and
I To be Continued In 0»r Next l«u.
the girl* called Nadine Just leaving the _ ......... ........
little alcove, and stopped them, bow- raag|c jn |t8 sweetestpurity. Then
DliutrtUd by
Ing low. “Sir," he said, addressing BoyCe nnd Shottle returned, panting— bOUIniiKW OlHUliftO IV
Boyce, "I have been directed to In- i ghott|e to dl(ml(pearuguln j)ur8a|t gg
R H. UvingitoM
form this lady that she has been of his vanished vehicle.
awarded a prise as the beat waltzer
Sir, I thank you most heartily for
The Southern Normal and IndusIn the room. If you will be ao good your assistance,"said Boyce, grasping
trial Institute for negro children is
CovrrWM. TM B«U BjMtUato. 1m.
os to give me her name and address Droce's hand. "My name Is Boyce— located at Brewton, Ala. This la an
In order that It may be delivered to Rupert Boyce. May It”
enterprise of the Reformed church in
SYNOPSIS
“Mine, sir, la Virgil Drace," respond- America conducted through her
her?" Boyce regarded Shottle suspiciously. ed that young man. “I am only too Board of Domestic Missions.The
CHAPTER I— The time la tha late '60« Well
!” he exclaimed."I didn't
know glad
been of help. I’m
afraid, purpose of the institutionis to train
V
I i
- -- --g mu to
IV have
liuvr VWJTJil
m ••• —
or early '?0e and the acene a ateambeat
on the Mlaataalppl river. AH the type* they did that sort of thing here. What however, you’ll have to finish your negro children to be self-supporting
of the period are present and the Host*
and to become leaders of their peoIs the prize and who Is giving It?"
Journey on foot. May I have the pleasInf palace is distinguished by merriment,
ple. Prof. James Dooley is prin"The prize," replied Shottle blandly, ure of walking with you?"
dancing and gallantry. There are the
cipal of the school. He will be in
customarydrtnhlng and gambling also. "la a— turkey. It Is given by th
This suggestion,however, Boyce deVirgil Drace, a young northern man. Is
Holland next week for a series of
on nla way south on a mlaaton of revenge. by n leading butcher of the town.”
clined. And although Drace insisted meetings. Prof. Dooley will tell of
Ha meets an eccentric character In the
Boyce laughed, and the girl added as far os the hounds of courtesy would the work they are trying to do. He
peraon of one Liberty Shottle,who Is
constantly tempting the goddess of her silver merriment. “I'm sure I’m permit, both Boyce and the girl evad- brings with him a group of negro
chance. They form a s.ngularcompact.
ed consent.And they left him stand- singers that will render a number
flattered." nhe said. ’The name Is
CHAPTER II.— Drace gets his mind off Nadine la Vitte. and the address— "
ing thunderstruck on the street corner of negro melodies and jubiles.
hla mission by enteringinto deck sports
The schedule of meetings is as folIn which he exhibits an unusual athletic
She brake off, and flushed a little. —for the girl had said, giving him her
prowess. Liberty Shottle Is again un- Shottle’* Jaw had dropped; then he hand again in parting: “I thank you lows: Monday, Dec. 11, Third Relucky at cards and attempts a financial
formed church at 7:30; Tuesday,
negotiation with Drace. The latter, see- gulped with an extraordinary contor- once more for your help, Mr. Drace. Dec. 12, High school, 8:15 A. M.,
ing an opportunity to use Shottle, contion of his face In the endeavor to I hope I may see you again some time. Seminary 4 P. M., First Reformed
fides to him that his mission Is to find
A certain ex-guerrilla. Stepliola Vitte, mask his astonishment."And the ad My name Is Nadine la Vitte, and I urn church 7:30 P. M.; Wednesday, Dec.
who had murdered Drace' s father. It Is
often in New Orleans."
13. Junior high school 8:30 A. M.
his determinationannouncedto his new dress?" he pursued.
chum, to hang 1-a Vitte as high as
Drace passed an uneasy night, his Harlem church 7:30 P M.; ThursThe
girl and Boyce exchanged a
Human. Drace lias be ome enamored
day. Dec. 14, Trinity Church 7:30
troubled look. “I think." Interposed mind torn by his suspicion that Nadine
of a mysteriousbeauty aboard the boat
Boyce, "It would be better to take the la Vine was the daughter of old Ste- P. M.
—the fowl home tonight. Perhaps you pho. And when Liberty came to his
“Hush. Mr. Boyce." said the girl.
would be good enough to deliver It to room next morning, eager for praise GARAGE OWNERS
“There are people near— this Is no
our carriage. It Is ordered for one and reward, the truth came out NaDISSOLVE PARTNERSHIP
place to discuss such things."
o’clock— Number 297." Bowing with dine was Indeed the daughterof old
The
partnership
between J. C.
The young man lowered his voice,
pelican grace, Shottle departed, but Stepho; Liberty had overheard enough
Westrate and M. C. Westrate, proand Shottle could hear no more. He
he delayed some ten minutes In dark while disguised ns the cabman to con- prietors of the Overland Garage, has
calmly finished his chicken and then
thought before he sought Drace again. firm that. But where she lived In New been dissolved. J. C. Westate has
sought out Drace. whom he found pacFor Shottle wanted the hundred dol- Orleans, Liberty had failed to learn; bought the interest of M. C. Westing up and down Impatiently.
he had planned to drive them home, rate and will continue the business
lars, and if he were to tell Drace that
“Well?" demanded Drace.
sole owner. The two brothers
her name was La Vitte! Could It be but the runaway of the cab herse had
“Uls name." announced Shottle."Is
have been in businesstogether for
possible that she was Stepho’s daugh- sent that plan agley.
Boyce. FrederickBoyce, probably—
tho past six years and have made a
ter?
or maybe John. It would he John, I’d
notable success of the plant. The
CHAPTER IV
He presented himself before Drace
advance, was denied and took

|
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OUT IN FINE PROGRAM
“Uncle Rastus Johnson of Virginia,” bringing his guitar with him
entertained the P-T club of the Pinr
Creek school. Jennie and Cornelius
Dirkse, Henry and Joe De Ruiter,
furnished other numbers, such as
budgets, readings, dialogs, and Chris
Hansen, with his harmonica, accompanied by Uncle Rastus on the guitar, was compelled to respond to

many encores. When Hansen

be-

came

tired, Uncle Rastus responded
with a solo, playing his own accompaniment. The next meeting
will be held Jan. 5, and the identity

of “Uncle Rastus” was revealed
when it became known that he was
C. Hansen, of Maple avenue.

robbers

now

took to their heels, pur-

sued half-heartedlyby

Cabman Shottle

and energeticallyby Boyce, who had
been robbed In good earnest.. And
to completethe melee, the poor cah
horse, frightened by the pistol-shot,
galloped off with the ramshackle vehicle lurching behind it.

Nadine turned to Drace, her face
lightedwith gratitude. She held forth
her hand. With a grace that would
not have mocked a Highlander who,
schooled In France, had followed home
the Queen of Scots, he bent over It

and

reverently touched It with his
Ups. Wild was her nature, this halfbarbaric maid, and she snatchedher

hand away, but repentingInstantly,

Mrs. W. C. Walsh was the guest o
her daughter. Mrs. R. W. Everett,

smiled and spoke.
"I

You

of Lansing, Mich.

thank you much. You are brave.
are. like one on the stage, the

hero.”

Music lovers were well repaid for
coming out Thirrday night to hear R.
Breytspraak and Helen Wing at the

Y. M. C. A. concert given
Winanta’schapel.

at

Her words came

freely, ami wttU
enough of accent to convince that
they were aweeter than If there were
none. Drtce taked her If she rememJust

Some On* Gave Him an Old

Carbine

and Another Gave Drace a Cavalry

Made in

three sizes, 5c;

2 for 15c

and 10c.

Saber.

gunshots. And over walls and from
dark recesses came pouring excited
men. Drace and Shottle found themselves In the midst of a irob. surging
toward another mob rushing Into an
open space where torches discovered
a band of executioners hanging some
poor wretch to the limb of a tree.
Where there were no houses, the garden walls were too high to offer a
mesns of escape,and as they could nol
fight their way back, Drnce and Shottie were swept onward. , Torches
Oared nnd all sorts of weapons wer*

At
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Special Price by the Box for X-mas.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWfi

The annual meeting of the Young
Mrs. John H. Boeve died WednesMen's societies Alliance was held day at her home in Ebenezer. She
in Chicago. The following delegates is survived by her husband, four
from Holland were in attendance: sons and three daughters. The
The public program of the Ulfilas Henry Maas, John Kolean, Maple funeral was held Monday at 12
club of Hope College has been post- Avenue church; Peter Grevengoed o’clock at the born*'' and at one
poned until aftv the Holida
< and Ed. Holkeboer, 14th St. church; o’clock at the Ebene’er Reformed
a marriacr*
Jack Vanden Berg and Simon Dyk- church, Rev. G. Flikkema officiating.

LOCALS

s.
Ur.na.
Cwnd IUp!£

The College literary cocieties are
entering upon the annual fall debates
l6.eUn,d“0,,ti ‘Ur7 Ver”ke’ 50 01 IMh
,nd M' Arn0y,’ and will hold the inter-societyelimination debates In order to select the
Miss Harm Mapes, 8b. pioneer
The Grand Haven banks distributmen who shall represent Hope in
Alegan county, died Thursday morn- ed $70,000.00 in Christmas Sav- forensics during the coming season,
ing following a stroke of paralysis, inf^s Saturday. This means $75 for ^ooe has slated her usual rivals,
Two daughters and one grandson each man* w°man and child in the The Detroit School of Law, Kalamato Wesset Nonlfous,

oth »treot chorch; Joy Sch.de-

ftrl-

.SchuTh7

of

survive.

city. Holland bans will ik hatypmsik
$102,000. The per capita amount
Wm. A. Nash, 58 yean old and wilt be about the same,
retired buaineas nan died suddealy A joint meeUng and reception was
Fnday morning at hia home. He was held in the Voorhees Dormitory halls
•at the head of the Allegan Parniture Wednesday evening of the Calvin
and Hope College Volunteer Bands.

zoo and Alma College. The question
for debate is, “Resolved,that the
United States enter the League of
Nation’c Immediately." The issue is
a live one and will attract a good
deal of interest when the contests
will be staged.

1
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»
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS
r\UR

Christmas Gifts
y* will help you to settle the prepiexing question as to what to give. We call to your attention
just a few of the many things we have to offer:
THE UNIVERSAL
Every
iry one can drive

a

CAR
Men’s Neck Scarfs
Face Powders etc.
Turkish Towel Sets
Table Linen Sets
Candle Sticks
Incense Burners
Fancy Candles
White Ivory

Ford car now, provided they place their

order within sixty days.

Look it these
Car

Tour.

Prices

Read these unheard of Terms

Starter, Elect. Lights,

mountable
Runabout
Coupe
Sedan

Rims

SI

<1

Si

<1

•I

II

De-

$393 $160.88 down $26
364
530
595

large assortment of useful

mo.
25 a mo.
35 a mo.

139.14

201.65
237.70

a

mo.

38 a

Prices F. O. B, 'Detroit

Beads
Bags
Table Linens
Roya1 Soc. Stamp, goods

Ribbons
Fancy Waists
Fancy Aprons
Bath Robes

Kid Gloves
This

Touring Car without Starter or de-

your op-

portunity.

Order your Car

mountable rims
$298
F.

is

Now.

O.B. Detroit
Also

a

Handkerchiefs

Runabout without

Starter or de-

Purses

mountable rims
$269

Hosiery
Linen Towels
Lunch Sets
Beautv Boxes

line of

used

cars, $75

and

up.

BOLLEMAN-DE WEERD AUTO

Zeeland

BYRON

Ladies’ Silk Scarfs

Napkins'

DU MEZ BROS.

CO.

CENTER

Suits
Skirts

Silk

F. 0. B. Detroit

good

Camisoles
Sweater Coats
Cloaks

Holland

“what we say we

do, we do do9

9

&

mm
SB

Present Advance Displays
Silk

of Christmas
BECAUSE

Underwear

most

know what to
Collar

Boxes

most

gift

much

given la^t year

Shirts

Cravats
Jewelry

Motor needs

un-

long

advance, to find

GIFTS

in

Fancy Vests

husband and brother.

Blankets

—

Boys’ Play
because the

Luggage

are unordinary

Sweaters

ing quality, they
signify that

GIFTS

and of

sterl

do not

you

prices higher here

at

will find

on that

account.

Study Coats

Auto Robes

GIFTS for every
age and type of friend,

all

*U/

Wardrobe Trunks

Travel needs

BUT

Hosiery

Canes

that need no excuses made

Umbrellas

Silk

Leather goods

and the year

usual care this year,

for them

Belts

like gifts

we have taken

before—

Sport apparel

give— because

suggestions are so

ordinary, so

Mackinaws

folk don’t

Gifts

Mufflers

Costumes

Fancy Suspenders

Fancy Armbands

Gartets ^
Jewel Boxes ^ ^
Silk

Lots of other things

Gloves

Special

Bathrobes
Mens, Ladies & Childrens

Just received

Handkerchiefs

a

large

shipment of Bed Blankets,

Overcoats

all sizes

Suits

will

Felt Slippers

and colors, which

be sold at leu than cost

All Colors and Prices

prices. Come early and get

Hats
39-41

Largest Assortment in

first choice.

L

Eighth St.

The Lokker-Rutgers
^3
---------

------

-

-

---

------------

.......

Co.

^

Holland

Town

